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;INTRODUCTION ' ' 



\ 

IITRODUC'l'IOI 

It is· sometimes said that an age passes when its basic 

illusions crack, and Hegel said that an understanding of a social 

system comes onl~ when it is on the road to extinction. For more 

then forty_ years, mankind has walked through the valley of the 

shadow of nuclear deterrence. There has been order between the 

major power blocs, but als<;> unprecedented danger. Many believe 
\ 

the risks of breakdown have grown ove~ the years. Even if the . 

risks are not as great as widely believed, what might be 

destroyed is so infinitely.precious that even a slight increase 

in the possibi~ity of nuclear war can never be other than of 

compelling importance . 
. ' ' 

One of the most profound disparities in Soviet and 

American approaches to military and nuclear strategy lies in 

their fundamentally dissimilar historical approaches to the 

relationship· between politics and war. With respect to mi~itary 

strategy,·. Americans are neo-J ominions and· neo-Uptonions, whereas 

;> the Soviets · remain followers of the teachings of Clausewi tz and 

of the neo-Clausewitzians among the Marxists and Leninists. 

Baron Antoine Henri de Jomini, one of the most 

influential military strategists of the nineteenth century, 

maintained that the study and conduct of war was a science that 

could be reduced to fixed rules and mathematical formulas. He 

believed that although technologies and techniques of war might 



change, its principle~ are unchanging. This notion i, influenced 

by the spirit of the Enlightenment and the positive, optimistic 

American (and English} tradition of democratic liberalism, which 

envisaged man's ability to control, manage, and order society and 

forces of conflict ~Y rational, scientific, and technological 

means. This tradition in the nuclear era finds reflections in 

the op~imistic premises of crisis management and arms control. 

The American fascination with exact control and manipulation of 

levels of violence, w:i:,th computer models and complex scenarios of 

conflict, with the quantification of Defence and war management 

resulted in the development of· nuclear war strategies which, 

according to Walter Lippmann, embodied the perfect fulfillment of 
I 

all wishful thinking of military matters. 

' ' 
This simplistic view of war has somewhat changed due to 

the loss of American nuclear monopoly and later a nuclear 

stalemate. But the requirement for the effective punishment of 

an aggressor, with minimal effort and cost stand as valid today 

as it was in the immediate post-world-war II period. 

;~ 

:' The second major distinguishing characteristic of 

American strategic thougp.t derives from the separation of 

strategy not only from politics but also from the serious 

consideration' of adversary interests, values and motives. This 

follows the tradition of General Emory Upton, who believed that 

war and politics are diametrically and fundamentally different. 

In other words strategy begins where politics and. The Americans 
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believe that war is too complex for the average citizen to 

comprehenb and that it should be better left with experts. 

The soviet strategic thinking, on the other hand, has 

different historical roots. The core of their strategic 

theorising and military planning is influenced by Carl Von 

ClauseWitz and The neo-Clausewitzians in the Marxist tradition, 

including Marx, Engels, Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin War for them 

is not a body of fixed principles. Clausewitz had rejected the 

optimism and dogmatism of the eighteenth century theory and 

propounded that war was neither a scientific game nor an 

international sport, but an extreme act of violence: "We do not 

like to hear of generals who are victorious without the of 
I 

blood", 1 because the resulting altitude can lead to an 

underestimation of the ugly faces of war and can impute a false 

sense of security and control over events. 

Freidrich Engels, popularly known as the 'Red General', 

laid down the Marxist precepts of war which he derived_from 

Clausewitz. According to him, "Fighting is to war what cash 

payment is to trade, for however rarely it may be nece~sary for 

it actually to occur, everything is directed towards it, and 

eventually it must take place all the same, and must be 

decisive."2 This perception of war seeped in horror was endorsed 
----------------b'1Lt.o'T~ ~.s~i4 11Lu vJa;;..y~ ~ . 

~ ~ Q.. ~~: :3 I • • ·. I 

. 1. H.Rothfels, "Clausewitz ", in Edwarj Mead Earle, ed., Makers 
Qt. Modern Strategy (New York : Atheneum, 1966}, pp.~9-l00. 

2. Quoted in Earle, n.l, p.158. 
-~---_·-- .. :"··>.:~\·~--"f' -:-¥·~:·-:.·-;"'~ . .-..._,..i>-....__._,'·~~-1 ~~ ?_,_, .. ,..._ .... ~ _:··:·:..~.:_ ... ·-... 1.·-- ''-"'' ""-":.. ;·"-. ~~ ;..,?j.-,'1. :"-.....::-~""\~ '· -~, 
-~,/ '-- J 'j""'-' <, .~"\ -. _,_..J "-" .::.::__: -- -..... ~ ------ J ' ' ' .·• ~,,).:'~-;..:;:::::;_),.~~;-'~ ----- -~-<- •· _...__).,_ 
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s~rategists on the The current position of Soviet 

unsuitability ·of fixed dogmas of war and on the need to adopt 

strategy and doctrine to the given objective national and 

political conditions, goes back to their revolutionary origins 
\ 

and the creation of the ·'Red Army". Trotsky, the founder of the 

' 

'Red Army', cited Clausewitz in arguing that in practical 

military acts one should not drive the flowers and foliage of 

theory too high, one should ·rather keep them close to the soil of 
\ 

experience. Besides in rejecting the --notions of strategy as 

science, he pointed out that each school of thought merely 

reflected temporary conditions of national existence.• 

It is worth mentioning that in the Soviet Union, the 

dominant elites traditionally entrusted with the 

development of strategic theories and policies have been military 

professionals under the guidance of the Party leadership. In the 

United States on the other hand, in the postwar period, this 

function became dominated by civilian Defence intellectuals-under 

the ambiguous guidance of an ever changing political leadership. 

The current strategic thought in Britain and France 

' can't be assigned to a particular line of thought. What appears 

3. · Quoted in Robert 
American Strategy 
1957}, p.33. 

Osgood, Limited full: 
(Chicago Chicago 

4. I. Deutscher, ~Prophet Armed(oxford 
Press), 1976, p.484. 
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more probable is that these two countries have tried to blend the 

two streams of Jomini and Clausewitz. Thus, both Britain and 

France have refrained from espousing everlasting dogmas· and 

principles of war. Infact the emphasis is more towards the 'need 

of the hour approach. This explains their efforts to dev~lop 

credible deterrents of their own. At the same time, it is assumed 

that British and French nuclear arsenals will be used in tandem 

with that of America. Therefore, American strategy and policy is 
\ 

bound to have at least some influence on the British and French 

strategic thinking. This in a way exposes the dilemma which the 

NATO countries face. The dilemma of Hamlet's 'to be or not to 

be' gets profoundly reflected in their stra-yegic thinking. ;The 

crucial question for them is whether to build up credible 
'' 

deterrent of their own, which would mean billions of dollars 

every year spent in upgrading t~chnology alone, or, rely on the 

United States to come to their rescue on the doomsday. 

In this study, an attempt has been made to p·robe the 

various war plans adopted and upgraded by the four principal 

recognised members of the nuclear cltib::-'Utli ted States of America, .... 

Soviet Union, Britain, and France. And in all this, the main 

focus is on the issue of nuclear targeting-targeting ·~hat, why, 

and by whom. A word about china here. China, the fifth 

recognised nuclear power, has been left out from this study as 

not much published material on the topicis available. Whatever 

little is at hand do~s not fully spell ·out a coherent strategic 

5 



thinking. 
\ 

This is not to suggest that i~ does not have one. 

Surely it does exist, but to outsiders it seems more like a 

jigsaw -puzzle with possibly a few vital components missing. 

The ·entire work is divided into four chapters. Chapter 
\ 

One briefly explains strategy as a concept and what it has meant 

down the ages and in particular after the advent of nuclear 

weapons. It .also focuses on the notion of targeting and its 

various aspects. 
\ 

The second chapter fully explains the American .nuclear 

war planning and targeting process. The flood of information 

does make the war planners have vacillated between counterforce 
c 

and countrervalue targeting and how it all invariably ends up in 

'' 
stressing upon an 'overkill' capacity. 

The penultimate chapter deals with the British and 

French nuclear targeting. It fully explores why these two 

nations went for independent deterrents and .how they intend 

fighting out a nuclear war. 

The Fourth and the last chapter tries to read the Soviet 

mind on the, issu~ of nuclear war fighting. Again, due to the 

closed nature of the soviet society, the gathered information is 

mostly from the western sources, barring a few notable works 

emanating from the Sovi~t scholars. 

The concluding note summarises what has been talked about 

in the preceding chapters. 

6 



CHAPTER ONE 



Chapter One 

STRATKGY AND TARGETIHG 

STRATEGY: 

Strategy is, as one of the scholars has remarked, a 

deadly business!. It is concerned with the darker side of human 

nature, in that it examines the way in which military power is 

used by governments in the pursuit of their interests. And 

because military power reters to the capacity to kill; to maim, 

to coerce and destroy, it follows that it is a crud~ instrument. 

For a layman, strategy is intimately connected with' 

planning wars and fighting them. This popular impression is 

reinforced by Clausewitz's definition of strategy as "'the 

employment of battle as the means towards the attainment of the 

object of war". 2 However, strategy is this and much more. 

Fundamentally, it is about the ways in which military power may 

be used - to achieve political objectives. Von Mol tke described 

strategy as "the practical adaptation of the means placed· -~t a 

general's disposal to the attainment of the objects in view".3 

1~ K. Booth, "Teaching strategy: An Introductory Question
aire", Survival; 1974 March/April; p.79 

2. Von Clausewitz~ Qn HAl:. l, J.J. Graham, trans. (London 
:Routedge, 1908), p.165. 

3. Quoted in B.H. Liddell ·Hart, Strategy:. 1M Indirect Approach 
(London : Faber, 1967); p.134 
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Therefore, the subordination of strategy to politics is ~enerally 

accepted. 

In ancient Greece strategy was the art of the general 

( strategos) simply, but in the modern \epoch a distinction came to 

be drawn between strategy as the art and theory of concerting 

battles for the purpose of victory (Clausewitz)4, and strategy 

as an over.all design for competitive struggle between powers 

(Liddell Hart's •grand strategy').S \The contemporary discipline 

of strategic studies is not centrally concerned with grand 

strategy, and, although it does embrace the art of the general as 

traditionally conceived, its chief concern is not victory but the 
;. 

deterrence of central war. 

·' ' 

It is worth noting that the spur to strategic theory in 

the past has often been the perceived crisis of a civilisation. 

Many western strategists believe that such a crisis has been 

posed by the thermonuclear bomb and the challenge of the 

communist world since 1945. ·. Thucydides feared the disunity of 

the Greeks in · Jacing a great Asiatic empire. s Machiavelli 

' 
yearned for a military genius to unify the turbulent Italian 

peninsula of the fifteenth centuri again~t the interference of 

4. Clausewitz, n.2 

5. Liddell Hart,· n. 3 

6. Thucydides, · ·.The. Pelopponesian flu:, ( Harmondsworth 
Books, 1961). 
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. \ 
European empires. 7 Clausewi tz' s ideological · and political 

priorities were less clear cut, but he was deeply concerned to 

meet the intellectual challenge of the permanent political and 

military revolution that Napoleon Bonaparte had brought about in 

Europe~ notwithstanding Waterloo. Clausewitz sought to elicit 

what the mass conscript armies and fervent nationalism of the 

Napoleonic era portended for the theory and conduct of war. 

Without entering into moral philosophy, he demanded that due 

proportion be ·observed between the political goals of.war and the 

military means chosen to pursue them-a timely warning not only in 

view of the mass armies available to European statesmen, but also 

because the instruments of war were about to begin that never-

ending sequence of technological revolutions made possible by the 

industrial revolution. Finally,· the point of departure for 

Liddell Hart's theory of the 'indirect approach', entailing a 

principle of economy in lives, material and military effort, was 

his first~hand experience of European self-immolations on the 

battlefields of the first world war. Theorists of the nuclear 

age have had difficulty in finding a contemporarye9-uivalent of 

the indirect approach, at least in the strategic relationship of 

the superpowers where any military clash carries a possibility of 

oblivion. But the influence of Liddell Hart may be discerned in 

the theory of limited (non-nuclear) war. 

1. Niccolo Machiavelli, ~ Prince, (Harmondsworth 
Books, 1961). 
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It 

\ 

is Clausewitz's idea that war is the continuat~on of 

diplomacy gy other means which has been of fundamental importance 

to the nuclear age theorists. Can any political goal justify 

invoking nuclear weapons? Can nuclear war be fought in a way 
\ 

that ensures the survival of civilised values? These were the 

questions which launched strategic studies in the late 1950s and 

early 1960s. The title of Herman Kahn's classic, Qn 

Thermonuclear ~ ·deliberately echoes the title of Clausewitz's 
\ 

masterpiece.8 Thomas Schelling was concerned to show that the 

threat of nuclear war and nuclear acts of hostility. are the 

distinctive post-Hiroshima method of continuing diplomacy by 

other means. Both these ~erican theorists were convinced that 

civilisation could survive nuclear use - Kahn for dated technical 
'' 

reasons (he thought an American first strike against the USSR 

could be made to work), and Schelling because he believed that 

nuclear-weapons concentrate the minds of diplomats on avoiding 

all-out war as never. before, and that the nuclear allergy of 

opponents is suscept'ible to exploitation short of catastrophe.s 

The notion that limited nuclear war of one kind or 

another is both possible ~nd politically necessary underlies the 
". .•· 

central tradition of strategic theorising in the United States. 

8. Herma.n Kahn, Qn Thermonuclear H..aJ: (Princeton : Princeton 
University Press, 1959). 

9. Thomas C; Schelling, ~ Strategy Q! Con:ftict (Cambridge : 
Harvard university Press 1960). and~ .aru1 Influence {New 
Haven : Yale University Press, 1966). 



\ 

However, there has always been a dissenting minority stream which 

favours Minimum Deterrence the abjuring of counterforce targeting 

plans and the large, quick-reaching, accurate strike force, that 

would execute them 

. administrative capacity 

and of the technical and political
\ 

to execute small-scale counter-force or 

countervalue 'slow motion' · attacks. (In general one may 

classify potential nuclear targets as counterforce, or 

countervalue. A counterforece target is a centre that has some 
\ 

military value, such· as a missile silo, bomber base, submarine 

base, command centre, or even a conventional military base .. 

Countervalue targets by contrast, are the population, economic, 

or political resources of a nation. Outside the jargon of 

strategic analysts, a countervalue target is a city. 
'' 

To have a 

countervalue targeting policy, therefore, is to envision the 

intentional destruction of the adversary's cities and as much of 

its civilization as possible, in what has often beEm called a 

'city busting' nuclear policy .. Accordingly fundamental point of 

order for a country is to decide whether its nuclear policy is to 

be based on the destruction of military or urban targets). The 
> 

I 

current official expression of the mainstream view is the theory 

of selective, :flexible str~tegic ·.response-what former President 

Jimmy Carter's Secretary· of Defence, Harold Brown, called 

'countervailing strategy'-which envisages an initial effort at 

least to confine nuclear, hostilities to non-value ta~gets.10 

10. Harold Brown, Report .Q.f. .:t.M SecretarY Qf Defence. fiscal ~ 
~. (Washington, D.C. : USGPO, 1980). 

11 



However, strategists of both the Minimum Deter~enhe school and 

the counterforce school believe that the Defence of the West, the 

protection of its interests and the containing and curbing of the 

Soviet Union justi·fy not only the deployment of a panoply of 
\ 

nuclear means and the issuing of nuclear threats, but, 

ultimately, nuclear use, including all-out nuclear strikes 

against civilian targets as a first or last resort. 

Strategic ~tudies in the nuclear period was a western 

invention; but by the end of the 1950s, comparable intellectual 

exertion was beginning to appear elsewhere. The Soviet approach 

to strategic questions was and remains ~ generis. The Soviets, 
\ 

I 

beginning with Lenin himself, have been keen students of 

'' Clausewitz, and there are echoes of him in the major Soviet works 

on nuclear strategy. But Soviet strategy,· in contrast to the 

western ones, is primarily the work of active or retired military 

officers and has a self-serving quality to the extent that the 

political utility of nuclear war tends to be assumed rather than 

proven.ll Soviet practitioners seem to be little interested in 

::elaborating theories of deterrence and crisis control; they show 

aversion to arms ~ontro~; and· they profess to believe that 

limitation of nuclear war between the superpowers is impossible 

or virtually so. But the notion that Soviet strategic forces 

exist to restrain the imperialists from launching a surprise 

11. V.D. Sokolovaskii, Military Strategy, (London 
Jane' s, 197 5) . 
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attack an the Soviet Union is of course a deterrent notion;\ 

Soviet theorist certainly promise to deliver an all-out blow in 

response to such an attack. 

Where Soviet theory if\ supposed to differ from the 

western variety is in targeting philosophy-population destruction 

as such is not emphasised, but rather the reduction of hostile 

sources of military, industrial and administrative strength. 

\ 

Deterrence is central in East and West, but the notion 

has been elaborated in the · West in a way which display the 

overall defensive posture of the western powers since 1945. 

Western Defences' and strategic>diplomacy are supposed to deter 

not only central war but Soviet attacks and hostile pressures in 
' ' 

Europe, and also communist-supported insurgency and other 

'trouble-making' in the Third World. It has been argued that 

American participation in the Vietnam war itself was a tribute to 

the potency of deterrence .theory. Stalemated at the nuclear 

level after the Soviet Union acquired long-range nuclear &trike 

capability 'ip the late 1950s, the Upited States felt that 

' 
Khrushchev's challenge to contest the 'grey areas' of the Third 

World at the sub-nuclea:~; level' would,.have to be met in kind by 

counter-guerrilla and mobile conventional forces. Intervention 

in Vietnam was thus considered a strategic necessity on a 

transformed global chessboard, and Americas' general credibility, 

including her. strategic nuclear credibility, was at stake in 

Vietnam. 

13 



The doctrine of graduated deterrence postulates a 

hierarchy of levels of threat-typically 'brushfires' (Soviet 

supported guerrilla struggle), proxy wars (such as have occured 

repeatedly in the West Asia and Indochina); limited wars outside 
\ 

Europe with direct superpower involvement (such as Korea); 

limited or theatre wars in Europe (which might be nuclear) and 

finally central war. Concentrating at the upper end.of the 

escalation ladder, the threat of theatre nucl~ar strikes te'nds to 

deter adventurous Soviet action. of any kind in Europe, according 

to orthodox theory; but so does the linked threat of escalation 

to strategic warfare. At the strategic level the requirements of 

deterrence 
; "> 

are now defined 1 to include counter force strategic 

strikes proper (counter-silo, counter~bomb~r. and counter-SLBM 

etc.); strikes at the military and political commanding heights 

andcommunications of the enemy,·strikes at conventional military 

targets; strikes at the sources of military production; and 

finally strikes at the so-called recovery capabilities-the basic 

cap1tal stock and possibly·even the food resources of the enemy 

economy. Recently Amer~can policy has been to require that in 
:.· 

the last analysis 70 per cent of Soviet recovery resources should 

be destroyed. 

TAMITINQ 

The practical problems of targeting nuclear forces can 

result. in striking confrontation between decision makers' 

14 



declared objectives and those that are technically and 

operationally feasible. Such confrontations arise largely from 

weapon effects and operational constraints. They can also arise 

from less fundamental sources, such as the characteristics of 
\ 

available .forces, which may have been procured without regard to 

their effective application. 

There are two broad classes of targets : fixed and 
\ 

mobile (or transportable). Since the · location and 

characteristics of fixed targets are precisely known, elaborate 

targeting pl~ns can be constructed in advance of possible 

hostilities. Examples of fixed targets~of potential military 

interest are rail yards, road junctures, bridges, airports 
' ' 

(military and civilian), command bunkers, communications 

facilities, ports, fixed Defences, industrial facilities, and 

nuclear storage sites. In 6ontrast, location and characteristics 

of mobile targets might be known only a short time before weapons 

are delivered. Examples of mobile targets are troop 

concentration or mechanised forces, mobile missiles (SS-20s, SS-. ' . 

24~, SS-25s,, cruise-~issile launchers etc.) dispersed aircraft, 

mobile command or communications centers, ~nd mobile surface-to-

air missile units (SAMs). Attacking these targets require 

surveillance capable of providing timely information about the 

iocation and character of the targets as well as forces capable 

of. rapid re-targeting. Planning must also deal with enemy. 

countermeasures to confuse or destroy sensors. 

15 
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MECHANICS or TARGETING 

The process of preplanning large nuclear attacks against 

many fixed installations is simple in concept, but complex and 

'gubtle in detail, posing significant questions for policy makers. 

The first step in attack planning is selecting targets. 

Both target. selection and the establishment of priorities among 

\them are governed by doctrinal and military judgments that are 

necessarily partly subjective. Targets-may oe selected because 

they have direct military value, because they perform important 

functions for civilian or military leadership (protection, 
;. 
communications support, and so on), because they could indirectly 

,,support the enemy war effort, or because they are judged vital to 

' 

postwar recovery. Targets in the Washington area, for example, 

can be recognised according to these doctrinal criteria : they 

are a base or potential base for military operations (Andrews Air 

Force Base, National Airport); they dir~ctly support military 

operations (Central Intelligence-Agency, Defence Mapping Agency, 

Pentagon, Navy Yard, Naval Research Laboratory); they perform 

functions for civilian or 

Capitol Hill, Pentagon); 

facilities. that could aid 

military 

or they 

postwar 

leadership (White. House, 

are judged to be important 

recovery (Naval Research 

Laboratory, Navy Yard). Other installations that could also be 

selected as targets; in the last category are energy facilities 

(such as electric and petroleum production), navy andlight 

16 



civilian and military production (such as steel, transportation 

equipment, electronics, and chemicals), and military and 

industrial storage facilities (s-uch as petroleum and chemical 

storage and storage sites for tanks, trucks, ships, and nuclear 
\ 

weapons). 

Once the targets are selected, judgments are then made 

about the. damage objectives for each. If ·the objective is 

complete destruction of 
\ 

leadership and support structures, the 

opinion of the planner may be that high levels of damage are 

required. Since the Capitol Hill, the Pentagon, and the Central 

Intelligence Agency are reinforced monumental structures, a blast 
' 

of 40 pounds per square inch (psi) might be considered necessary 

'' to reduce these structures to rubble. Since the White House may 

have underground bunkers associated .with it, a 40 psi blast might 

also be needed there as well. A certain number of missiles, 

bombers, cruise missiles, and short-range attack missiles would 

be expected to suffer mechanical failure during their flight and 

some warheads.might not explpde when delivered. The engineering 

reliability 6f(each system used to deliver warheads must also be 

considered by the planner.· The, probability that the desired 

level of damage will be achieved against each target: or set of 
' . 

targets is influenced by several factors. This probability is 

called damage expectancy and . is usually. expressed as the 

following prodtict of probabilities. 

DE = damage expectancy is composed of 

17 
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Pk = the probability of killlnJ the target 

PTP = the probability of penetrating air Defences 

PLS = prelaunch survivability (probability that systems 
survive enemy preemptive actions) 

RRE = the probability that systems function reliably. 

If the damage expectancy from a single weapon cannot 

meet the· planning goal, multiple weapons may be required. 

Similarly, to hedge against massive failures of an entire weapon 
\ 

type, weapons would be cross-targeted- by different delivery 

systems. 

As a result of continuing advance in guidance and 

computer technology, the wide variety of apparently attractive 

'' military applications of nuclear weapons, and the military and 

political promise offered by nuclear forces with apparently 

. greater capability, both the United States and the Soviet Union 

have continually striven for larger, ·more diverse, and more 

flexible nuclear forces. Consequently, many of these systems, 

whether they are .classified as strategic or tactical, can be 

quickly programmed to launch warheads against essentially any 

lati~ude a,nd longitude within then range. If this increasing 

capability to . retarget missiles rapidly is continued with 

surveillance, it is possible to consider expanded applications of 

ad hoc targeting against imprecisely located targets, such as 

dispersed land-mobiie mi~siles (Soviet SS-20, SS-24 and SS-25,. 

u.s. Pershing I I, GLCM, Midgetman) or naval battle groups that<; 
·, 
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have been located by reconnaissance aircraft, submarine fo~ceJ, 
or other surveillance. systems. 

The problem of adhoc planning against imprecisely 

located targets involves techhical and tactical issuesthat are 

fundamentally different from those that must be addressed in 

targeting fixed installations. Even though the ability to 

· retarget systems flexibly is already great and likely to improve 
\ 

. still further in the near future, the problem of attacking mobile 

targets will not be similarly solved. 

:.· 
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CHAPTER - Two 

AMERICAN NUCLEAR TARGETING 

HistoricallY the issue , of the formulation of American 
\ 

nuclear strategy is addressed at four distinct levels. Three of 

these - high policy, strategic planning and operational planning-

have been in existence since the advent of the atomic era. The 

fourth programming was inserted into the process in the 
--

1960s, as a result of the Robert McNamara reforms. Except for 

this significant alteration, the whole structure has remaine·d 

strikingly stable over time. 

The topmost structure is high policy. The decision-
'-.. 

makers at this level are the President and his advisors in the 

National Security Council., the Department of Defence. The 

ultimate responsibility to use nuclear weapons in war rests on 

this structure. Here the declaratory policy is developed and the 

undeclared policy worked_upon. It answers the question how many 

what kin~·, what for and wi-th what intentions the nuclear weapons 
' 

ought to be·· used. Consequently, high policy determines the 

context for strategy~making_at all the'subsidiary levels. 

Programming constitutes· the next level of American 

nuclear strategy. This level was introduced in 1961 as part of 

Robert McNamara's de facto reorganisation and vitalisation of the 

role of the office of the Secratory of Defen3ce. It prepares a 
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coordinated Defence Department budget, weapon~ pkocurement plan, 

and the annual or at least periodic statements of Defence and 

nuclear policy. 

Strategi~ planning, which involves drawing up of general 

conceptual plans for the use of nuclear weapons in war, is the 

third level of nuclear strategy. In contrast with the first two 

levels, which are controlled by civilians, strategic planning is 

the responsibility of the military.It includes both the high 

deliberations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, surrounding the 

production of annually updated force objectives and military 

capability and wa! plans, and the conceptual planning efforts of 

the individual services, often revolving around questions of 

resource distribution a and thus, implicitly, of military 

I.· philosophy and roles and missions .1 

I 
I·~ The final and lowest level of nuclear straegy making is 

that of operational planning.. It involves the preparation of 

actual pHms of wartime operations and ·employment, including 

detailed, concrete specification of individual targets, known as 

Desired Ground Zeros (DGZs), ~eapons and delivery systems to be 

' .-used, weapons' effects, and rotites to and times over targets. 

1. 

Ideally, all four levels of strategy-making should work 

David Alan Rosenberg, "Reality and Responsibility : Power and 
Process in the Making of United States Nuclear Strategy, 
1945-68", ~ Journal Qt. Strategic Studies (London), Vol. 9 
(March 1986), p.37. 
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in close cooperation~ w~th the goals and objectives established 

at the top guiding in detail activities at each subsidiary level. 

High policy should guide programming which in tur,,~ should shape 

strategic planning options. Strategic planning should determine 

the. nature of operational plans. But a high level of 

coordination and integration have never been fully achieve.d. 

Strategic planning never completely-responds to national policy; 

and neither policy nor strategy effectively controls operational 

planning. Force procurements specified at the programming level 

are not necessarily appropriate to enunciated policy at the top 

end of the strategy structure, not to strategic or operational 

planning requirements at the lower levels. Each level of 

strategy-making responds to a different set of needs and 

constraints producing contradictions and disjunction, and a 

striking divergence between stated policy and operational 

planning2 

Externally three dynamics influenced the development of 

nuclear · strategy in the United Sta~es. The first was 

technological change, which created new strategic challenges ,and 

' .-options· while setting real, though expanding, limits on how 

nuclear weapons could be employed . 

The second was the work of strategic theorists, both 

inside and outside the government, who engaged in critical and 

2. ibid., p.38. 
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speculative inquiry into the possibilities and dangers of the 

nuclear era. 

The third and most significant variable was intelligence 

estimates. The Central Intelligence Agency (CI~) controlled most 

U.S. Intelligence resources, but it had to battle the Air Force 

(and SAC), which had official responsibility for air 

intelligence, · for such significant assets as the U-2 · high 

altitude reconnaissance aircraft which began 6verflights in 1956 

and the first reconnaissance satellites launched in 1960.3 

Between 1945 and 1960, the United states developed and 

' 
institutionalised a rigid, 1 tightly coordinated approach to 

nuclear war planning. That process climaxed i~ August 1960, when 

President Dwight D. Eisenhower designated the commander in chief 

of the Strategic Air Command (SAC) as director of strategic 

target planning, with responsibility for preparing a National 

Strategic Target-list (NSTC) and a Single Integrated Operational 

Plari (SlOP) for massive, coordinated attack on a combination of 

target systems-counterforce, 
. ".' 

military,· industrial, and 

governmental-within the ·soviet Union, China, and the satellite 
\., ,·· 

nations, planned for the first twenty-four hours of a general 

war. The most recent version of the U.S.: Single Integrated 

3. David Alan Rosenberg, "U.S. Nuclear War Planning, 1945-1960", 
in Desmond Ball and Jeffrey Richelson, ed. , Strategic Nuclear 
Targeting (Ithaca and London, 1986), p.37-38. 
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Operational ~lan, formally designated SIOP-6, officially came 

into effect on 1 October, 1983 just twenty-three years after the 

preparation of the first SlOP, formally designated SIOP-62, which 

was completed in December 1960 and officially came into effect at 

the beginning of Fiscal Year 1962 on 1 July, 1961. Thus, right 

from 1945 to the -present time the U.S. nuclear war fighting 

strategy has been constantly revised and updated.• 

NUCLEAR HONOPOLY-1945-1949 

The foundations of postwar nuclear strategy established 

in the Truman years were characterised by ambiguity. Harry 

Truman viewed the atomic bomb as the ultimate terror weapon : -a 

weapon of last resort. He was unwilling or unable to provide 

clear policy guidance regarding how it should be integrated into 

war planning. 

The extreme secrecy surrounding the nuclear weapons, so 

much so that even the president knew little about the size of the 

nuclear stockpile, further made coherent nuclear p~anning 

difficult. Even the Joint Chief of Staff , {JCS) diJ not 

contemplate on any war plan until late 1947. 

Not only the United States did not have any clear-cut 

policy during this period, its capabilities also did not enthuse 

muc;h confidence. From 1945 through 1948, the vaunted era of 

4. Rosenberg, n.3, p.35. 
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American nuclear monopoly, the nation's stockpile and delivery 

capability were extremely limited. There were only two weapons 

in the stockpile at the end of 1945, nine in July 1946, thirteen 

in July 1947 and fifty in July 1948. None of these weapons was 
\ 

assembled. Besides, no intercontinental bombers yet existed, 

although the United States had some B-29s based in England and 

Japan. It appears that early in 1948 there existed only 32 

modified B-29s capable of carrying nuclear bombs. 
I 

Additionall~., 

personnel specially trained for nuclear weapons were quite 

scarce; by early 1947 the Strategic Air Command (SAC) had 20 

trained air crews and only 6 weapons assembly specialists.s 

The turning point came with the 'Sandstone' nuclear 

weapons tests. In the midst of the Berlin blockade in the spri~g 

of 1948, the Defence Department conducted a joint series of there 

test explosions code-named 'Sandstone' on the Eniwetok atoll, the 

last to be conducted under military auspices before the Atomic 

Energy Commission (AEC) over the responsibility for atmospheric 

test in 1951. 'Sandstone' demonstrated,that many.Worl~ -War II 

era components of nuclear weapons were~~already obsolete,· and 

indicated the need for more research reactors, an accelerat~d 

programme of material testing, and other engineering research and 

design. 

,5. Aaron L. 
1945-80". 
p.40. 

Friedberg, "A History of U;S. Strategic Doctrine, 
Journal Q.!. Strategic Studies, 4, 1, (March, 1981), 
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In the absence of accurate and elabirate. military 

intelligence it became difficult for the war planners to target 

the Soviet Union. World War II experience had convinced air 

force planners that attacks on specific target systems, such as 
\ 

transportation networks and petroleum and electric power 

industries, were militarily more effective than the 

indiscriminate bombing of population centres. But the lack- of 

weapons and inadeq~ate intelligence prevented preparation of this 

type of plan. By the fall of 1947, one hfrndred urban centres had 

been identified for atomic attack, and some air force planners 

were beginning to talk about 'bonus effects and industrial 

capital' 
•' 

and 'what was a city besides a collection of industry?' 

From 1947 through 1949, the separate target ·systems within the 

Soviet Union grew less important in SAC plans, while governmental 

control centres and 'urban industrial concentrations' became 

primary objectives. 

At least one war plan in this period needs to' be·.· 

mentioned. Conceived in 1949 and known as 'Dropshot', the plan 

called for SAC to mount six thousand sorties against the Soviet 

Union and occupLed territory,•using three hundred atomic bombs 

and twenty thousand tons of high _explosives.s Targets for 

6. Anthony Cave Brown, ed., Dropshot (New York, Dial; 1978), 
p.24. The United States did not pos,sess three hundred atomic 
bombs in 1949. Dropshot was intended for a mid-1950s 
conflict. 
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nuclear attack were in the hundred largest So~ie~ cities.7 

EARLY YEARS _ 1949-1953 

US expectations of a lasting nuclear monopoly were 
\ 

rudely shattered in 1949 with the explosion of the first Soviet 

nuclear device. Against a background of intensifying cold war, 

in 1949 the deployment of ~he 10,000 mile range of B-36 bomber 

which had been\ designed du'ring. the darker days of the Second 

World War as a means of bombing germany from the continental 

United States, was approved and with that approval the United 

States moved to acquire the first truly intercontinental means of 
\ 

~elivering nuclear weapons. 

As the Korean War buildup of 1950 made larger buqgets 

for nuclear forces available, a rapid expansion in the number of 

atomic weapons became possible. Between 1950 and 1953, spending 

for strategic forces increased from $ 9. 6 billion to $ 43 .. 3 

billion, measured in constant 1981 dollars.& 

!n 1949, in accordance with the strategy of 

'containment' the OFFTACKLE .emergency-plan was brown up (later 

' renamed SHAKEDOWN and still later, CROSSPIECE). The underlying 

strategic ·concept was, in collaboration with the allies, to 

impose the war objectives of the United States upon the U.S.S.R. 

7. ibid. 

8. Rosenberg, n.3, p.40. 
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by destrhying. the Soviet will and capacity to resist, by 

conducting a strategic offensive in Western Eurasia and a 

strategic defensive in the Far East. 

The plan regarded the future war as a coalition war and 

contained a detailed list of Soviet allies, U.S. allies and those 

neutral countries which could be pressured into offering their 

territories and resources to the Anglo-Saxon powers. The 

ultimate objective of the war was to accomplish the military 

defeat of the U.S.S.R. and her satellites to a degree which would 

enable the United States to accomplish the pational objectives 

outlined in NSC 20/4. 

OFFTACKLE envisaged an in~tial atomic offensive on whose 

success subsequent developments in the war were to depend. The 

offensive was to be followed up by extensive conventional 

operations. The plan proceeded ·from the assumption that the 

United States and its allies would be dealing with a Soviet Union 

lacking nuclear weapons, When the Soviets achieved the 

capability the Pentagon embarked on more thorough and .. ;elaborate 

preparations for war against the U.S.S.R. The new document 

compiled in late 1949 was named DROPSHOT. 

concept 

·conduct 

Soviet 

The DROPSHOT plan was 

which underlay OFFTACKLE~. 

based on the same strategic 

But it recognised the need to 

protracted 

Union which 

and all-out preparations for war against the 

was now a nu¢lear weapon power. The main 
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objective of the plan was to secure a ~en-to-one superiority over 

the U.S.S.R. in the number of nuclear weapons and to use this 

advantage to defeat the Soviet Union and its allies in a nuclear 

war. 
\ 

The plan allowed for the use of ground troops to win a 

'complete victory'. But land battles were to be fought mostly by 

U.s. allies. The U.S. effort was to focus on strategic bombing 

of t~e U.S.S.R. The Strategic Air Command (SAC) planned to drop, 

within the first 30 days of the war; 133 atomic bombs on 70 

Soviet cities, including eight on Moscow (to destroy some 40 

square miles of its downtown area) and seven on Leningrad.9 This 

> strike was expected to destroy 30 to 40 percent of the Soviet 

indust~ial capability, wipe out the oil industry, incapacitate 

6,700,000 workers and, according to Air Force Chief of Staff Hoyt 

S. Vandenberg, it "could well lead to Soviet capitulation and in 

any event would destroy their overall capability of offensive 

operations."l0 

Faced with mounting international pressures and growing 

Soviet capabilites, US planners began to expand and subdivide 

·their., list, pf targets. As stated by Henry Rowen , former Deputy 

Assistant, Secretary of Defence for International Security 

9. Genrikh Trofimenko, .Ih§ ~ MilitarY Doctrine, Dmitry 
Belyavsky, trans. (Moscow : Progress Publishers, 1986), p. 63. 

10. ibid., p. 64 
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Affairs and a former President of the RAND Corporation, the 

designated ground zeros were almost entirely: 

(i) industrial facilities, 

(ii) retardation targets, eg; transportation links whose 
\ 

destruction was intended to slow the westward movement of 

Soviet forces; and 

(iii) counterforce targets, the bases of the small and 

concentrated Soviet long-range air force.ll 
\ 

The three groups of targets were codenamed respectively, 

BRAVO, ROMEO and DELTA. 

From this period until 
) 

about 1960, both economic and 

military targets were designated for sizeable,, attacks.tz 

Development of thermonuclear weapons was also authorised, after a 

major but secret fight within the military-scientific 

establishment, in the fear that the Soviets would proceed 

·directly from nuclear to thermonuclear development·; 

Partly because of the developments in.Europe and China, 

this period of effectiv~ US nucle~r monopoly was also a period of 

considerable US fear. Although the first wave o'( deter.rence 
.. 

theory had already passed and this period saw the rise of the 

11. Edgar 'M. Bottome, 1M Missile ~ _:_ A Study Q! .:tM Formation 
Q! MilitarY .ansi Political ·PolicY (Fair Leigh : Dickinson 
University Press, 1975), p. 222. 

12. Friedberg, n.5, p.45. 
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second wave, the body of strategic thebry was not still highly 

developed, nor had it been subjected to a period of searching 

criticism. With the advent of thermonuclear weapons still 

several years away, nuclear weapons had not yet come to dominate 
\ 

strategic thinking. The year 1950 saw the preparation of the 

highly secret Naional Security Council Paper (NSC)-68, with its 

evaluation that a worldwide Communist threat existed. While the 

actual doctrine adopted is unclear, following Stalin's death in 
\ 

1953 some Soviet military leaders urged that one component of 

Soviet strategic planning be a strike against US strategic forces 

before they were launched. 

The early 1950s saw the first thermonuclear weapons 

tested by the United states in November 1952 and by the Soviet 

Union in August 1953. With those first hydrogen bomb explosions, 

the stage was set for the new super weapons to begin to dominate 

strategic thinking. 

FORMATIVE YEARS 1953-1960 

Further economic and military achievements of the Soviet 

Union, ~he vi9tory of the revolution·in China, the stalemate in 
.. 

Korea, the consolidation of the socialist system in Eastern 

Europe and the upsurge of the national liberation movement in 

Asia, Africa and La.tin America convinced the U.S. leadership that' 

Truman's strategy of containment aimed at reducing Soviet power 

and influence was a failure. The Republican administration of 
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President Eisenhower, who took office in 1953, was t~ introduce 

corrections into U.S. foreign policy and strategy. 

Where Truman Viewed the atomic bomb as a weapon of last 

resort, ·· Eisenhower vi~ed it as an integral part of the American 

arsenal and essentially a weapon of first resort. Shortly after 

taking office, he began to dismantle Truman's structure for 

civilian control of the atomic weapons stockpile and to disperse 
\ 

and deploy nuclear' weapons, both to reduce stockpile 

vulnerability and to improve military readiness. By 1961, over 

90 per cent of the nation's nuclear weapons were under military 

control. 

Underlying tQis approach were the numerous evaluations 

of massive use of nuclear weapons made by the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff and other military agencies under the Truman 

administration, including OFFTACKLE, DROPSHOT and other similar 

plans. The maln precepts of the strategy of 'massive 

retaliation' adopted by the Eisenhower administration were drawn 

up.; during the 1951 ,Congressional hearings of the 'MacArthur 
:.· 

case'. General Albert Wedemeyer,. a well known figure, said at 
"-, ,-

these hearings, that America's strategy should be· aimed at 

'seizing the strategic initiative' from the enemy and that the 
' 

United States should respond vigorously at places and with.means 

of: its own choosing, including threats to;: launch an atomic war 

against the Soviet Union. 
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'Massive Retaliation' was proclaimed as \an official 

strategy by Secretary of State John Foster Dulles in his speech 

to the Council of · Foreign Relations in New York on January 

12,1954. 
\ 

By 1954, SAC was preparing to launch a simultaneous, 

massive, integrated strike against a combination of target 

systems in the Soviet Union. In order to overwhelm Soviet air 
\ 

Defences, SAC planned 'to have the entire strike force of upto 735 

bombers hit the enemy's early warning screen simultaneously. 

Targeting categories and priorities set by the JCS were blurred 

in the interests o~ getting all the bombers into and out of 

. Soviet air space as quickly as possible. There was no calculated 

strategy for war winning or termination beyond that of producing 

as much destruction. in Soviet target systems as possible in a 

single, devastating blow. Increasing emphasis was placed on 

utilizing high-yield weapons to cause bomb damage and destroy 

multiple targets simultaneously. This was facilitated by the 

entry . into th.e American stockpile after the spring of 1954 of 

r~adily deliverable fusion weapons with yields ranging as high as 

fifteen megatons,l3 

In the summer of 1955 the army proposed the creation of 

a ·Joint Target Selection and Evaluation Group to replace the 

j6int arrangement in the Air Intelligence~Directorate. A joint 

13. Rosenberg, n.3, pp. 44-45. 
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staff report that fall, however, concluded that the increaking 

complexity of target planning made a joint process unworkable and 

recommended that the JCS formally delegate authority for target 

selection, consistent with JCS approved criteria, to the unified 
\ 

and specified commands, including SAC. This recommendation was 

approved by the JCS in November. 

In November 1955, the Soviet Union exploded its first 

true, multi-megaton, the\rmonuclear bomber. The Soviet 

achievement greatly reduced the value of partial preemption or 

Defence. If even a few Soviet bomber armed with the new megaton 

weapons escaped destructio~ on the ground and eluded U.S. air 

Defences, they could inflict unacceptable levels of damage on 

' ' U.S. cities. The problem of how to maintain an adequate and 

secure preemptive capability was from this time on a major 

consideration in shaping U.S. force level and operational 

planning.I4 

When the advent of ballistic missiles was taken into 

acco\ini:.~·;,the United States appeared to be confronting a situation 

of extreme jeopardy. In 1957, the Security Resources Panel of 
'· 

the ODM's Science Advisory Committee prepared a report titled 

'Deterrence and Survival in the Nuclear_Age' which was briefed to 

the President on 4 ·November. It concluded that by 1959, the 

14. Document 2 in Rosenberg, "A Smoking, Radiating Ruin", pp. 29-
38; cited in Rosenberg, n.3, p.47. 
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U.S.S.R. able to launch an attack with ICBMs carrying 

megaton warheads against which SAC would be almost completely 

vulnerable. This so-called Gaither Report stressed the need for a 

better early warning system and recommended acceleration of 

ballistic missile programs and current active and passive air 

Defence efforts. 

In December 1960, Despite navy criticisms and President 

Eisenhower's own misgivings, the JCS approved the first SIOP as 

the Nation's nuclear war plan for Fiscal Year 1962. This action 

effectively ended a period of conflict and opportu~ity in U.S. 

nuclear strategy. The SIOP concretized, for the indefinite 

future, patterns of nuclear strategy that had emerged on the 

basis of operational requirements · and the dynamics of 

operational planning during the preceding fifteen year.l5 

THE SEARCH FOR OPTIONS, 1961-1976 

At the outset of the decade, roughly coincident with the 

waning years 9f the Eisenhower Administration and the first years 

of the Kennedy Administration, there were sign~ of a slo1oliy 

··emerging shift . in U.S. riuclear strategy. While this shift was 

not directly the result of evolutionary patterns in stratetic 

thinking, it is clear that U.S. doctrine had begun to respond to 

the impact of technological modernization in both the United 

-:·', 

15. ibid., p. 56. 
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Starting in the 1960s, ~he nuclear States and the Soviet Union. 

strategy of Flexible Response meant to restore a measure of 

credibility to the U.S. deterrent in the face of a Soviet 

capability to inflict unacceptable damage on the U.S. homeland in 
\ 

response to any American attack (whether massive or limited) on 

Soviet urban-industrial centres. What nuclear strategy 

confronted was a significant and radical reduction in the time 

available for the nation to res'pond to a nuclear attack, and 
\ 

second, that this resulted in an expansion of the potential 

target classes that could be •acquired' in a pre-emptive or a 

retaliatory attack. This turn of events was acknowledged 
'\ 

publicly by Defence Secretary Robert McNamara in his University 

of Michigan address at,Ann Arbor on June 16, 1962. 

On 16 August 1960, the secretary of Defence, Thomas 

Gates directed the formation of. a full-time Joint Strategic 

Target Planning Staff (JSTPS) to ensure the coordination of the 

nuclear targets of all commanders. The JSTPS was to be located 

at SAC headquarters in Omaha, Nebraska, headed by the SAC r 

Co~ander. The JSTPS performs two primary functions : the first 

is to maintain the N{ltiona],. Strategic Target List (NSTL), which 

contains data on all the targets that might be needed to be 

attacked in a nuclear strike; the second is to propare the SIOP. 

The general policy guidance for the;preparation of STOP-

62 was contained in two basis documents-National-Strategic 
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Targeting and attack Policy (NSTAP) and Guidance for the 

Preparation of the single Integrated Operational Plan for 

Strategic attack.l6 These directed the JSTPS to prepare a plan 

that "will provide for the optimum integration of committed 

forces" against several target ·categories, including Soviet 

Strategic nuclear capability as the first priority, followed by 

"primary military and government control centers of major 

importance", and then Soviet urban-industrial centers. 17 

The concept of •optimum mix' had been developed in a 

study entitled NESC 2009, which had been und~rtaken by the Net 

Evaluation Sub Committee (NESC) of the NSC, under the direction 

of Lt. Gen. Thomas Hickey, in response to an NSC decision of 20 

November 1958. The study argued'that U.S. targeting policy in 

the event of a nuclear war should involve a series of •sequential 

options', consisting of such target sets as "central strategic 

systems, theatre threats, and counter-value targets"l8. It 

produced a Comprehen~iv~ Strategic Target List consisting of a 

total of 2021 targets, including 121 ICBM sites, 140 ai! Defence 

bases, 200 bomber bases, 218 military and governmental;~ control 

16. Desmond Ball, ~ yY ~ ~ Return ~ Counter force in~ 
Nixon Administration (California Seminar on Arms Control and 
Foreign Policy, Santa Monica, Calif, December 19734), pp. 1-
11. 

,l7. David Alan Rosenberg, .. The Origin of Overkill :.·Nuclear 
Weapons and American Strategy, 1945-1960", International 
SecuritY, 7, no. 4 (Spring, 1983);.p.6. 

18. Ball, n.16, pp.10-11. 
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centres; and 124 other military targets (including naval bases 

and nuclear weapons production facilities and storage sites), 

with most of the remaining target installations located within 

131 urban ·~enters in the Soviet Union and China.ls In February 

1960 President Eisenhower authorized the use of NESC 2009 as 

guidance for the preparation of all future target lists, and 

hence it became the basis of the first NSTC and the first SlOP. 

THI SIOP - 1980 

The SlOP of December 1960 contained only one plan, under 

which the .. United States would launch all its strategic nuclear 

delivery vehicles immediately upon the initiation of nuclear war 
' ' 

with the USSR. The single target list predominantly included 

Soviet, Chinese, and East European cities-whether by virtue of 

their· value as urban-industrial targets or because of the 

location of numerous military and government control centres as 

well ·as air fields and other military bases and facilities, 

within or on the outskirts of these cities. No strategic reserves 

were planned, and there was no provision for the preservation of 

command an\i control capabilities. Expected Soviet, Chinese, and 

East European fatalities were estimated by the JCA at 360 to 425 

million people.20 

19. Rosenberg, n.l7, p. 62. 

20. Ball, n.16, p.11. 
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THE SIOP 1982 (SIOP-63) 

DUring his last year in office, Dwight Eisenhower seemed 

to be pla~ued with unrelenting troubles. Sputnik had greatly 

enhanced S~Viet prestige, and Premier Nikita Khurshchev took 

advantage of this to expand his nation's influence, especially in 

West Asia, an area of great sensitivity to the west. America's 

role as the leader of the NATO alliance, shaken by the 1956 Suez· 
\ 

crisis, was being directly challenged_by President Charles de 

Gaulle, who was trying to make France the leader of a Eur ;_.opean 

coalition aligned with neither of the superpowers. Latin 

american hostility toward the United States, once again on the 

rise after the CIA-engineered coup that overthrew the Guatemalan 
'' 

government in 1954, flared as a result of moves to destabilise 

Fidel Castro's regime in Cuba. In far-off Southeast Asia, 

ominous guerrilla warfare troubled Laos and Vietnam. In Africa, 

The Congo was up in flames·. Anti-American rioting in J:apan and 

the .. humiliation caused by the U-2 affair completed the list of 

miseries. 

The Kennedy administration, which came into office on 20 

January 1961, began with a complete rejection of the Eisenhower 

administration's basic national strategic policy of Massive

Retaliation, which it chose to interpret as a wholly inflexible 

doctrine. One of its first acts ~as to order the revision of the 

December 1960 SIOP in order to provide the president with various 
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options from which he could choose in the event of a nuclear 

exchange with the Soviet Union. 

On 1 March 1961, McNamara \assigned a wide range of 

projects (the so-called 96 Trombones) to the senior Pentagon 

staff. Two such papers were prepared by Daniel Ellsberg and Lt. 

Col. Robert P. Lukeman. These were then embodied ln the 

Pentagon's 'Guidelines for Planning•'~ which included a draft-

'Policy Guidance on Plans for-central war', which in turn became 

the basis. of the 1961 revision of the SlOP. 

The new strategic > policy developed under these 

guidelines had a number of novel featur~s. 

1) China and the East European countries were separated froni 

the USSR for targeting purposes. 

2) Soviet strategic forces were separated from Soviet cities 

on U.S. target list. 

3) Strategic reserves were to be held by the United States 

in accordah~e with the concept of intra-war deterrence., 

4) U.S. Command and control systems were to be protected to 

allow controlled response. 

5) Soviet command and control was to be preserved, at least 

in the initial stages of any nuclear exchange.21 

21. Rosenberg, n.3, p.63. 
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The U.S. SlOP was given five options, plus various sub

options, with U.S. attacks against the U.S.S.R. to proceed along 

the following spectrum: 

1) Soviet strategic nuclear delivery forces, including 

missile sites, bomber bases, and submarine tenders; 

2) Other elements of Soviet -military forces and military 

resources, located away from cities, for example, air 

Defences covering U.S. bomber routes; 

3) Soviet military forces and military resources near 

cities: 

4) Soviet command and control centers and systems; 

5) if necessary, all-out urban-industrial attack. Sub

options included use of air/ground-burst weapons, 

clean/dirty bombs, larger/smaller warheads, civil/ 

Defence evacuation. There was also provision that 

options (1) and (2) be exerci~ed in a preemptive fashion 

in response- to unequivocal strategic warning of an 

impending major Sino-Soviet . bloc attack on the United 

States or its allies.zz 

the ·Jcs 

1961. 

The - change was officially adopted in January 1962 after 

had studied ~nd approved the strategic change in late 

To provide the USSR with the option 'of fighting a 

controlled nuci~ar was, Moscow was specifically separated out 

.·.!. 

22. ibid. 
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from the other targets. on the NSTL in late 1961. In January 

1962, McNamara's fiscal year 1963 Defence budget statement 

revealed, for the first time from an official in public, that the 

first steps towards the\ no-cities version of the counterforce 

strategy were being taken. 

The overwhelmingly counterforce character of U.S. 

strategic nuclear targe~ planning at 'the end of 1962 is clearly 

evinced in the Soviet Bloc Target List-which was projected for 

June 1969 as a guide to the development of the SlOP forces 

through the end of F.Y. 1968. Out of the projected total of 1860 

Soviet-bl6c targets, 
;. 

only 210 (or 11.3 percent) were urban-

industrial, the rest being strategic and theatre nuclear delivery 

systems, SAM sites and interceptor aircraft bases, command and 

control centers, and nuclear and chemical/biological weapons 

production and storage facilities.23 

The retreat from counterforce/no-cities strategy came 

soon .. Several reasons were assigned to it. First, within the 

Uni~~d States there was much criticism of the first-strike 

implication of the counterforce strategy; second, the Soviets 

denied the possibility of controlled counterforce warfare; third, 

there was an unfavourable reaction of West European allies; and 

fourth, there were bureaucratic hurdles. 
' . 

23. ibid., pp. 66-67. 
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in 1963, McNamara began to refute those who 

insisted that the nation could survive a nuclear war. In a 

speech before New York's exlusive Economic club, he contended 

that such a conflict would be 'highly destructive to both sides' 

under all foreseeable circumstances. Two years later in 

testimony given before Congress, he pointed out that even if the 

government spent an astronomical $ 25 billion to protect the 

civilian population, "no foreseeable Defence programme within the 

assumed cost restraints could reduce fatalities to a level much 

below 80 million."24 

In January 1964, more than a year after the Cuban 

missile crisis, McNamara spelt out the Defence Department's 

latest nuclear strategy. It was based.on the assumption that the 

development in the Soviet Union of a survivable second strike 

force made it impossible for the United States to develop a first 

strike capability, and that even an elaborate civil Defence 

programme could not reduce fatalities in a first strike much 

below eighty million 
. ;~ 
:' 

From this McNamara concluded that a strategy that 

emphasised deterrence but included certain 'damage limiting' 

characteristics appeared to be "the most practical and effective 

course for us to follow." However, in the event that the 

24. Quoted in Gerard H. Clarfield and William M. Wieck, Nuclear 
America, (New York : Harper and Row, 1984), p. 258. 
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deterrent failed and a nuclear exchange actually did take place, 

the United States should be in a position to limit damage to its 

populations and industrial capacities. In practic~l terms it 

meant that the United States would have to include on its list of 

potential targets military installations as well as ~opulation 

centres inside the Soviet bloc.25 

McNamara called the first element of the new strategy 

'mutually assured destruction' {MAD) and defined \it as '"the 

capability to destroy the aggressor as a viable society, even 

after a well-planned and executed surprise attack on our forces'". 

The second aspect, which be was at pains to emphasise was of far 
I 

less overall importance, he called 'damage limitation' i~e., the 

capability to reduce the impact of the enemy att'ack by both 

offensive and defensive measures and "to provide a degree of 

protection for the population against the effects of nuclear 

detonations··. 

In 1964 McNamara concluded that there was a clear 

conflict between one side's,purpose of limiting damage and the 
. ~~ 

other side's · purpose 'of maintaining a capacity for as-sured 

destruction. If one side could always _achieve ass'ured 

destruction, the other could not achieve satisfactory damage 

limitation. In a long secret paper dc;tted December 3,1964 he wrote 

to President Johnson, "Our damage limiting problem is their 

. ' 

25. ibid., p. 259. 
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assured destruction problem and our as~ured destruction problem 

is thei'r damage limiting problem." He went on to argue that 

there was no combination of damage limiting measures that could 

not be overcome by the Soviet Union.26 
\ 

So McNamara believed that the criterion of 'damage 

limitation' could not be met, and assured destruction became his 

single decisive standard for the measurement of what and how much 

weaponry was· required'. He applied that standard in a highly 

conservative way, using worst-case assumptions about future 

Soviet capabilities. For example, when he chose to have 1,000 

Minuteman missiles, he was choosing a number that Congress would 
~ 

find acceptably large, not a number that he himself could 
' ' 

demonstrate as strategically necessary. 

I'ROH SIOP-83 TO SIOP-& 

The current u.s. targeting policy has • a direct 

historical lineage to the beginning of the Nixon ad~inistration, 

wnen the first substantive moves were made to review the 1962 

SlOP. On 21 January 1969, the day after the inauguration, the 

new Pr~sident~s national security advisor, Henry Kissinger, 

issued National .Security Study Memorandum (NSSM)3 titled 

'Military Posture' which directed a review of the U.S. military 

26. Me George Bundy, Danger ~ Survival ~ Choices abQut ~ BQmb 
1n ~ First Fifty Years, (New Delhi : Affiliated East-West Press 
Pvt. Ltd., 1989), p. 547. 
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posture and asked for the development of criteria against which 

U.S. strategic needs could be measured. 

In April 1970, it was reported that the development of 

alternatives to the policy of Assured Destruction ~as regarded a• 

a top priority within the NSC and that a coordinated governmental 

review of the subject was under way. In mid-1972 several groups 

with the task of development of addit~onal strategic nuclear war 

options were formed. The work of these groups led directly to 

National Security Study Memorandum (NSSM) 169, approved by 

President Nixon in late 1973. And NSSM-169 led directly to the 
. 

promulgation of National Security Decision Memorandum (NSDM) 242, 
. \ 

I 

signed by President Nixon on 17 January 1974. The memorandum 

directed that further· plans for limited employment options whi~h 

enable the United States to conduct selected nuclear operations 

be developed and· formally incorporated into the SIOP. A notable 

aspect of the memorandum was the notion of targeting those Soviet 

assets that would be -critical to Soviet postwar recovery and 

power. 

' 
NSDM-242 introduced the notions of 'withholds' or 'non-

targets', 

destruction. 

that ' is, ·assets that would be preserved from 

Some of these, such as population per se have now 

been exempted absolutely from targeting : others, such as the 

centres of political leadership and control, .are exempted only 

for the purpose of intra~war deterrence and intra-war bargaining, 
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and strategic reserve forces (SRF) are to be maintained to allow 

their eventual destruction if necessary.27 Finally, NSDM-242 

authorized the Secretary of Defence to promulgate the 'Policy 

Guidance for the Employment of Nuclear Weapons' and the 

associated 
\ 

Nuclear Weapons Employment Policy (NUWEP), signed by 

Secretary James Schlesinger on 4 April 1974 and subsequently 

known as NUWEP-I. The first SlOP prepared under the new 

guidelines was SIOP-5, which·was formally approved in December 
\ 

1975 and took effect on 1 January 1976. 

It is clear hat 

america's nuclear strategy 

by 1974 some very basic changes in 
p 

were being imlemented. The latest 
" 

approach to nuclear war, Schlesinger explained, was intended to 

reduce the possibility for uncontrolled escalation while 

attacking meaningful targets with a sufficient accuracy-yield 

combination to destroy. only ·the intended targets and to avoid 

wide-spread collateral damage. The new strategy was intended to 

be flexible, taking into account a wide array of potential 

dangers ranging from a limited Soviet first strike to an 
;:. 

~· .accidental launch. 

The Schl~singer doctrine was intended to provide the 

President with a range of nuclear options in the event of Soviet 

.. aggression in order to reduce chances for an uncontrolled 

escalation to all-out nuclear war by creating the possibility of . . . 

27. Rosenberg, n.3, p.71. 
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fighting a limited one. But in developing the new strate~, 
kissinger and Schlesinger inevitably lowered the threshold for 

the use of nuclear weapons while ignoring the warnings of those 

who believed that once nuclear weapons were introduced onto the 
\ 

battlefield, an all-out exchange would become inevitable.28 

SIOP-5 IQ SIOP-6 

The advent ·of President Jimmy · Carter• s Democratic 
\ 

administration in January 1977 introduced-nothing essentially new 

into the US military-political doctrine or strategy. A thorough 

·evaluation of the US-Soviet strategic balance carried out in 

Presidential Review Memorandum>N0.10 (June 1977) demonstrated the 

stability of this balance 
' ' 

and again confirmed the conclusion 

that there would be no winner in a US-Soviet nuclear conflict. 

In fact when President Carter arrived at the White 

House, he gave the impression, publicly and privately, of being 

so . determined to undo the existing framework of nuclear weapons 

policy that many believed NSDM-242 · and the Schlesinger NUWEP 

~ould be~?scrapped. But far from it, within two years_Carter had 

prepared five new Pres-idential Directives on nuclear war plans' ,· 

Numbers 18; 41, 53, 58, and 59. Not only the Schlesinger flexible 

option 'counterforce' policy was used as a starting point, but 

the number and categories of SlOP opt_ions were also increased. 

28. Clarfield and Wiecek, n.24, pp. 309-310. 
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The continued' r~liance on NSDM-242 and NUWEP-1 was encoded in 

Presidential Decision (PD)l8 which was issued by President Carter 

on 24 August, 1977. 

The new doctrine was named the Countervailing Strategy 

in an effort to set it apart from the many past efforts at 

refining nuclear policy in the name of deterrence.The new 

strategy, said its promoter, Defence Secretary Harold Brown, 

would assure that no potential adversary of the United States or 

its allies could ever conclude that aggression would be worth the 

costs that would be incurred. The Carter doctrine was billed in 

the media as a new strategy for nuclear war, but as Brown 

persistently pointed out, it was only an evolutionary stage in 

the 35-year development of the US strategic deterrent. 

The 'countervailing strategy' was codified by the US 

President in Presidential Directive 59 (PD-59) which he signed on 

July 25, 1980. PD-59 was only a few pages long but it did three 

main things to the Schlesinger SIOP. First, it shifted some of 

the emphasis from economic targets onto military target$, 
~:. 

:. 

particula~ly Soviet political and leadership targets ~nd military 

command and control targets. Second, it did away with the 

arbitrary Schlesinger objective of being able to destroy 70 

percent of the Soviet industrial base. Third, it required instead 

that. the US forces be able to endure a protracted nuclear wa~. 

one which might last perhaps months ihstead of the few daYs. 
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\ 
imagined under the older doctrines that incorporate~ massive, or 

'spasm' responses to a Soviet attack. 

By the time PD-59 leaked to the Press in the summer of 

1980, SIOP-5 had been through four regular revisions, each tagged 
\ 

with a letter starting with A, and each containing more potential 

targets and refinements than the one before. The 1980 war plan-

SlOP-50-included an astronomical 40,000 potential targets. This 

in spite of the fact that a realistic and empirical estimate 
\ 

would make a total of less than four thousand targets.zs 

A clue to the staggering figure of 40,000 targets 

appeared in Defenc~ Department testimony to the Senate Armed 

Services Committee in March 1980 when SIOP-5D was enforced. The 

' ' 
evidence shows the extraordinarily comprehensive nature of the 

targeting process. First, the targets are divided into four 

principal groups. These groups in 1980 contained no urban 

centres. They were Soviet nuclear forces, the general purpose 

military forces, the Soviet military and political leadership. 

centres, and. the Soviet economic and industrial base. Examples 

"of targets in each principal group were listed by the Pentagon as 

follows: 

(1) Soviet nuclear forces: 

ICBMs and IRBMs, together with their launch facilities 

29. Peter Pringle and William Arkin, SlQf ~ Nuclear ~ ~ ~ 
Inside (London : Sphere Books, 1983), p.l43. 
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and launch command centres (LCCs), nuclear weapons 

storage sites, airfields supporting nuclear-capable 

aircraft, nuclear missile firing submarine (SSBN) bases. 

(2) Cony~ntional militarY forces: 

Casernes, supply depots, marshalling points, conventional 

air fields, ammunition storage facilities and tank and 

vehicle storage yards. · 

( 3) MilitarY .arui Political Leadership:-

Command posts, key communication facilities. 

(4) Economic ~ Industrial targets: 

a) War-supporting industry, ammunition factories, tank 

and armoured personnel carrier factories, petroleum 

refineries, railway yards and repair facilit~&s. 

b) Industry that contributes to economic recovery, coal, 

basic steel, aluminium, cement and electric power.30 

Target 'sets' from these principal groups are allocated 

in four general attack options available to the Presid~nt ; Major 
' 

Attack Options (MAOs), Selected Attack Options (SAOs); Limited 

Attack Options, (LAOs), designed to permit the selective 

destruction of fixed enemy military or industrial targets; and 

Regional Nuclear options (RNOs), intended to destroy the leading 

elements of an attacking enemy force. Significantly', the SIOP 

30. ibid., p.l44. 
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always left the President with two spJcial attack categories, one 
! 

for preemptive · attacks on the Soviet Union and another for the 

Launch-on-Warning (Low), or Launch-under-Attack (LUA), which 

means. an all-out retaliation on the warning of a nuclear attack 

\ or an actual attack. There were reserve, or 'withhold' targets, 

which would not be attacked in any of the four options unless 

specified,. These include Soviet population centres and national 

command and controlcentres. In addition, because the SIOP.is a 

contingency plan for general nuclear _war, it also includes 

targets in other communist count.ries. There are thousands of 

targets in the formerly Warsaw Pact nations, China, Cuba, 

Vietnam, and even some targets in unspecified allied and neutral 

territory.31 

A new part of PD-59 was the war-fighting capability. It 

required the US nuclear forces to be able to endure exchanges of 

nuclear weapons and maintain a high level of control over a 

number of differerit responses and strikes. To accomplish this, 

two things were required-upgrading the nuclear forces and 

upgrading the (command, control, and communication) 

· machinery. The new weapons included the Trident submarine, with 

· its more accurate and longer range missile; MX and Cruise 

missiles. These·weapons were required to have targeting packages 

which could be changed quickly according to the requirements of a 

war. 

31. ibid., pp. 144-145. 
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The C3l would need more survivability and flexibility. 

Existing command. posts and communications would be hardened and 

made mobile. A complete range of new 'attack assessment' and 

'post strike' reconnaissance and signals intelligence (SIGINT) 
\ 

systems would be required, to increase the ability of the 

National command authority to identify the nature of attacks, 

choose the most appropriate responses and gauge their 

effectiveness.32 
\ 

Although it is true that Jimmy Carter laid the 

foundations of Ronald Reagan's. even more aggressive policy toward 

the Soviet Union, the Carter strategic team was always careful 

not to say they thought nuclear wars were winnable and never to 

say that PD-59 required the US to be able.to fight and,win a 

nuclear war. It was emphasised that "PD~59 does not assume that 

the United States can win a limited nuclear war,nor does it 

intend or pretend to enable the US to do so.It does seek both to 

ensure that the United States could prevent the Soviets from 

being able to win such a war and, most critical,to convince them 
. ;~. 

in advance that they could no~ win."33 

RONALD REAGAN !RA 

In January 1981 President Ronald Reagan was sworn in as 

the President. One of the key planks of the Republican election 

32. ibid., pp. 146-147. 

33. ibid. J p. 152. 
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\ 
platform was the promise to restore America's military might so 

as to be able to talk to the USSR and to US allies from positi6ns 

of strength. During the Presidential election of 1980,the 'Window 

Of Vulnerability' of American intercontinental missiles(ICBMs) 

was frequently emphasised. Ronald Reagan made repeated assertiohs 

that the window would soon be so wide open that "the Russians 

could just take us with a phone call".However, the fact was that 

the American land-based Strategic weapons contained about 9000 

warheads in 1983 while the Soviet Union had about 7000 by 19S'5. 

About 3200.American warheads could be fired from submarines which 

were totally invulnerable; the. corresponding figure for the 

Soviet Union was only about 150 warheads. Thus, in sec~re 

retaliatory capacity the US was 20 times superior to the Soviet 
' .... 

Union.34 

Still, a new review of targeting policy was begun by the 

Reagan Administration in the spring of 1981, under the general 

.direction of Fred Ikle. In order to improve the integration of 

Nuclear. Weapons Employment Policy with other elements of U.S. 

strategic nuclear policy, the ReagariAd.ipinistration produced a 

'Nuclear Weapons Employment and Acquisition Master Plan'.· This 

' was followed, in October 1981, by National Security.Decision 

Directive (NSDD) 13, prepared as a successor to PD-59. Finally, 

·in July 1982, Secret_ary of Defence Casper Weinberger issued a new 

34. Kosta Tsipis, "Extreme Wrong on the Extreme Right", Bulletin 
.Q:! ~Atomic Scien~ists, 38 :4 (April, 1982), p.4. 
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NUWEP, designated NUWEP-82. The guidance contained in these 

documents was then used to develop a new SlOP, in which priority 

was accorded to the requirements of nuclear weapons employment in 

a situation of prolonged or protracted nuclear confli~t.35 This 

new SlOP, formally. designated SIOP-6, took effect on 1 October 

1983. 

Now the U.S. target plans for strategic nuclear war are 
\ 

extremely comprehensive. SIOP-6 includes around fifty thousand 

potential target installations, as compared to about twenty-five 

thousand in 1974 when NUWEP-1 was promulgated and the development 

of SIOP-5 initiated. 

Thus, it can be stated that the nuclear p~licy of the 

United States was planned essentially to achieve the following 

ends: 

(~) To secure a position of relative counterforce superi6rity 

for the United States which would enable it to 

maintain'extended deterrence' of the USSR- in other words, 
:.· 

to have a free hand in military operations at local and 
,, 

regional levels and rely on 'escalation dominance' in case 

of a direct US -Soviet conflict involvihg nuclear 

missiles. 

35. Robert Scheer, H.ilh Enough· Schoyels _ Reagan. Bush. _gnQ 
Nuclear~ (New York, Random House, 1982), p.2. 
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(2) 

\ 

To enhance US 
' \ 

readiness and capacity for real war-

fighting, especially protracted regional operations,at a 

level lower than that of all-out nuclear war. With this 

end in view and within the framework of the 'direct 

confrontation' strategy, the Pentagon adopted, in 1982, a 

new, "Airland Battle" concept.It contains basic guidelines 

for _operations by general purpo-s-e forces and envisages 

preemptive strikes deep into the enemy's rear,integrated 

use of all types of weapons,if n~ed · be, nuclear and 

chemical.· A purely aggressive concept has thus been 

introduced into the theory and practice of U.S. and NATO 

war preparations. 

' ( 3) To draw the Soviet Union into a new round of the arms race 

that focuses on qualitative improvements of weapons 

systems. An important aspect of this is the SDI 

programme. 

(4) To create an additional- background of strength for 

American diplomacy and secure new 'Bargaining Chips' at 

arms reduction talks. 

CONCLUSION 

Targeting in the U.S. war plans has remained remarkably 

resilient from the late 1950s through to the most recept version 

of the SlOP. The· ta-rgets have consisted of the Soviet strategic 

forces, the Soviet conventional forces, the urban-industrial 

structure, and the Soviet military and political leadership 
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centres. Two developments, however, are notable. One is that 

the number of potential target installations in the war plans has 

increased enormously, from a National Strategic Target Data Base 

(NSTDB) of 4100 in 1960, of which the JSTPS selected out 2600 for 
\ 

attack in the first SIOP, to some 50,000 in the NSTDB that 

supports SIOP-6. Second, these targets have been increasingly 

divided into a large array of 'packages' of varying sizes and 

characteristics, providing the National Co~and Authorities (NCA) 

with 'customized' options for an extremely wide spectrum of 

possible contingencies. 
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Chapter Three 

BRITISH AND I'RKNCB NUCLEAR TARGETING 

\ NATO was established in 1949 and within five years it 

committed itself to a general strategic plan that relied 

primarily on the use, or threat of use, of American nuclear 

weapons in Defence of Western Europe to deter Soviet agreession. 

\In December 1957, however NATO held its unprecedented heads-of-

government summit meeting in an atmosphere of crisis. For the 

previous five years NATO's strategic plans had become 

increasingly dependent on strategic nuclear retaliation in 

response to any Warsaw Pact aggression. Yet, neither Europeans 

''nor Americans were now confident that such dependence could be an 

adequate deterrent. This crisis of confidence increasingly 

dominated NATO deliberations over the next several years.l 

The Europeans, on the one hand, worried that the United 

States would not execute strategic retaliation in response to 

agression against Western Europe; for Washington to do so would 

be suicidal. On the 'other hand, they worried about what would 

'happe~ if the United States did execute a strategic retaliation 

·in response to aggression against Western Europe, because that 

could provoke Soviet retaliation against the entire NATO 

1. Robert Endicott Osgood, NAIQ _ .IM Entangling Allj.ance 
(Chicag6 : University of Chicago Press, 1962), pp.145-~B 
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alliance; the Europeans would have had no influence on a decision 

that would destroy them. 
I 

The Americans dismissed these fears as a manifestation 

of European schizophrenia. However, to hold both fear~ 

simultaneously was not necessarily a sign of irrationality. 

Besides, differet, West European countries held different views. 

Therefore, what appeared to be an internally inconsistent 'West 

European' view was 

national views. 

often simply 
\ 

a collection of conflicting 

In case of Britain, by 1957 it had become the world's 

third nuclear weapon power, and NATO's secbnd. ' In 1954 the 

British, along with the rest of the world, first learned of th~ 

American detonation of a fusion device, around fifteen months 

after the event. Dismayed at America's obsessive secrecy, and 

envions of the destructive potential and military implications of 

thermonuclear weapons, Churchill and his aides came to an ~lmost 

immediate decision to proceed with a British hydrogen bomb 

project.2 

During the next few years Britain's reliance ~n 

thermonuclear weapons became a justification for an across-the-

board cutback in other military expenditures. The 1957 White 

2. Andrew J. Pierre, Nuclear Politics~ The British Experience 
.H1.tb · g_n Independent· Strates:!ic Force,· 1939~1970 (London : 
Oxford University, 1972), pp. 89-94. 
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\Paper on Defence presented by Defence Secretary Duncan Sandys 

which proposed this cutback, was hardly revolutionary in its 

adoption of deterrence through massive retaliation. On the other 

hand, Sandy's explicit reliance on an independent national 

nuclear arsenal as a deterrent drew approving notice in Paris and 

further stimulated German interest in access to nuclear weapons.3 

To replace ~he Sandys strategr, some critics endorsed 

the doctrine of 'graduated deterrence'. As elaborated by Sir ' 

Anthony W. Buzzard, such a policy would.deliberately distinguish 

between tactical nuclear responses to aggression, in which low-

yield atomic weapons would be used against military targets, and 

strategic nuclear responses, which would involve high-yield 

(thermonuclear) attacks·on enemy cities. As a deterrent against 

less-than-all-out local aggression, NATO would threaten tactical 

nuclear retaliation; if enemy aggression continued unabated,·· then 

the alliance could threaten strategic nuclear responses. Since 

tactical nuclear responses would. not necessarily compel enemy 

retaliation against western cities-in fact, they might give the 

enemy incentives to avoid escalati~n to count~r-city strikes-the 

tactical nuclear threat would appear to be more credible and 

hence better able to deter aggression in a wide rarige of 

contingencies.4 

3. David N. Schwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemma§·(Washington D.C. 
The Brookings Institution, 1983), p. 48. 

4. ibid., p. 50. 
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The most serious drawback in this doctrlne\was that it 

did not clearly specify whether graduated deterrence was 

primarily a doctrine that the United States should adopt to 

strengthen its guarantee to the west, or a doctrine that Britain 
\ 

should adopt to make its own deterrent more credible or a 

doctrine that required nuclear forces controlled by a centralized 

NATO command in order to function. 

The French ' lack· of confidence in the American nuclear 

guarantee grew over the years. The events leading upto France's 

decision to develop its own nuclear weapons began in the early 

1930s, with the growth of a sophisticated nuclear scientific 
' 

community within France. Its leader, Joliot-Curie, pioneered 

French fission '' research and when World War II broke out some 

French scientists who had left Germany and France became involved 

·in the British atomic effort and thus found their way to Canada 

which became the venue of a portion of the British programme. 

After the liberation of France, the French atomic energy 

~~forts was revived under the leadership of Joliot-Curie. A 
: '· 

heated public and private debate erupted in France between 1954 

over whether . Franc~· 
,·· 

should develop its own nuclear weapons. 

Among several arguments General Pierre Gallois' stand out for 

their forcefulness and influence. 

Gallois' argument rested on two related points. He 

argued that . the countries which possess nuclear weapons become 
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vulnerable to nuclear assaults from the enemy countrles and in 

case of an actual attack it can do little to extend the 

deterrence to its allies. The second argument emphasised that 

since nuclear offensive forces are likely to become increasingly 
\ 

invulnerable and hence unattractive targets for strategic 

retaliation, deterrence rests on the counter-city potential of a 

nation's nuclear arsenal. 

Apart from 
\ 

the strategic rationale, political 

constituencies favoured French nuclear independence for six 

reasons: 

( 1 ) Nuelear weapons "' were 

international community . . ' 

a symbol of national prestige in the 

(2) They would provide France with greater leverage and input 

into the evolution of western strategy. 

(j) With respect to other issues, possession of nuclear weapons 

would provide _France with political leverage. 

( 4) Nuclear weapons would reverse the trend ·· toward Anglo-

-~ 
American domination of NATO. 

:,• 

(5) They would boost the morale of a French officer corps 

" .· shattered by-the experience of Dien Bien Phu. 

(6) They would give France a greater voice in the increasingly 

prestigious arms-control discussions between East and West.5 

5.· George Kelly, "The Political Background of the French A. 
Bomb", Orbis, Vol. 4 (Fall 1960), p. 292. 
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T~e nuclear debate in France was influenced in no small 

way by its general position within the alliance. After the 

Second World War, French political and military planners 

identified two future threats to French security : The Soviet 

Union and West Germany. Throughout the later 1940s, as the 

western Europeans began to seriously consider plans for ensuring 

their security, France insisted on plans that took both potential 

threats into account. The Durikirk Treaty of 1947 was directed 

against both the Soviet Union and Germany and only because of 

American and Belgian intervention did the Brussels Pact of 1948, 

which established the Western European Union, avoid including 

anti-German language in its text.s 

So by 1957 France finally embarked on its own nuclear 

weapons program, justified in part by vocal claims that the U.S. 

nuclear guarantee could not be counted on, and fed by resentment 

over the subordinate role allegedly forced on it by the Anglo-

Saxon domination of the alliance. 

BRITISH NUCLEAR TARGETING 

The priorities for British nuclear targeting are 

perfectly clear although the details are shrouded in secrecy. 

Recent debates on the future of the British nuclear force have 

revealed an official preoccupatiqn with the quality rather than 

6. David N. Schwartz, NATO's Nuclear;Dilemmas (Washington D.C., 
The Brookings Institution, 1983), ~- 41. 
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the quantity ~f targets threatened. The actual mechanisms of 

British targeting, however, have not been discussed at all, so 

much so that one senior official explained : ··I think it has been 

the preference of Governments to allow them (the Soviet Union) to 

draw their own conclusions rather than to describe precisely what 

our plans and capability would be in terms of targeting policy".? 

During World War II the choice of appropriate targets 

for the bomber offensive was an extremely controversial topic. 

The argument was won by those in the Royal Air Force (RAF) Bomber 

Command who claimed that the most decisive contribution that air 

power could make to the war was to attack directly the German 

civilian population. The consequent damage to enemy morale would 

undermine the readiness to continue· the war; Alternative 

strategies were dismissed as "panaceas". The limited achievement 

of this strategy became the subject of a vigorous postwar 

debate.s The arrival of the atomic bomb changed everything the 

strategic air power moved t6 the center stage. As Michael Howard 

recalled : "All the old targets which had competed for attention-

;:. 
:.· 

7. Michael Quinlau, deputy under secretary of state (Policy and 
Programmes), in House of Commons, Strategic Nuclear Weapons 
Policy, Fourth Report from the Defence Committee, Session 
1980-81, p.106, Quoted in Desmond Ball and Jeffrey Richelson 
(ed.), Strategic Nuclear Targeting (Ithaca and London, 
Cornell University Press, 1986), p.109. . 

8. Sir Charles Webster and Noble Frankland, Strategic-Air 
offensive against Germany, 4 vols., London, Her Majesty's 
Stationary office, 1961 ; Quoted in Desmond B~ll and Jeffrey 
Richelson (ed. ), p.110. 
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·oil, transportation, heavy industty, civilian morale-could be 

shattered in a single attack. "9 

The first consideration of possible British requirements 

of atomic bombs produced by the Chiefs of Staff on New Year's Day 

1946 suggested that a "stock in the o'!-der of hundreds rather than 

the scores" of bombs would be needed to attack an enemy with 

"widely dispersed industries and populations." That summer, the 

chiefs' Joint Technical Warfare Committee, ag.ain with city 

bombing most in mind, concurred with the view that "several 

hundred bombs" might be required to bring about the •collapse' 

of Russia. In July 1947 a Defence Research Policy Committee put 

the requirement UP
1 

to 1,000 bombs~ but this turned out to have 

been based on a superficial calculation. Having been informed 
'' 

that the Home Defence Committee believed that twenty-five atom 

bombs would be needed to knock out Britain, the Research Policy 

Committee observed that the geographical area ''we have in mind" 

(the USSR was still not officially designated as a potential 

enemy) was forty times that of the United Kingdom. Thus 25x40 = 
1,000.10 

By 1947 the chiefs had already stated thei.r assumption 

that the "knowledge that we po'ssessed weapons of mass destruction 

9. Michael Howard; "Bombing and the Bomb", in Studies .1.n Hal:: .aru1 
Peace (London, Maurice Temple Smith, 1970L pp.145-146. 

10. Margaret Gowing, Independence ·.sm..d Deterrence:Britain _gru;1 
Atomic EnergY. 1945-1952, vol. 1 : Policy Making (London : 
Macmillan, 1974), pp.169, 170, 175, 188, 189. 
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and were prepared to use them would be the most efflctive 

deterrent to war itself.·.. In the 1948 review of atomic energy 

requirements, a minimum number of two hundred bombs by 1957 was 

designated as the British requirement. This figure was based on 
\ 

a belief that six hundred bombs would be needed by that date as a 

total strategic requirement, and that it could be expected that 

two-thirds or four hundred would be met from the American 

stockpile. 
\ 

It should also be recognised that the basic drive behind 

the British programme was the need to have capability to produce 

atomic ·bombs rather than~ a specific military concept. To the 

exte~t that there was a plan, it was already clear to the British 

'' 
that their prospective nuclear capability was best understood as 

an adjunct to that of the United States rather than as a basis 

for standing alone against Sovie.t aggression. They therefore did 

not have to plan to attack all relevant Soviet targets - just 

those the ·Americans could not manage. But this presumption was 

being made on the basis of a complete lack of knowledge of future 

American stockpiles and plans.ll 

' Aware of this obvious gap in their knowledge, the 

British Chiefs of Staff,: from early 1949 on, made repeated 

requests·. to the Americans for discussions on the subject: but 

11. Desmond Ball and Jeffrey Richelson, ed., Strategic Nuclear 
Targeting (Ithaca and London : Cornell University Press, 
1986), p.111. 
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the Americans always refused\ It was not until January 1952 that 

Winston Churchill, was given a personal briefing by the U.S. Air 

Force and told as much about the strategic Air Plan as had been 

told to Secretary of State Dean Acheson; By the end of that year 

the chiefs had received their own briefing on a "highly personal 

basis". 

Britain spent much of 1952 in crystallising its ideas on 

nuclear planning and mangaement. The exercise was difficult as 

no worthwhile information flowed from. the United States. 

However, there was an awareness that nuclear targeting was much 

more than preparations for 'burning and blasting cities'. 

Besides, a wide variety of bombs needed to be developed, some of 

which could serve tactical purposes in an eventuality. Added to 

it was the assumption that the United States was developing a 

stockpile which would be adequate to decimate most of the 'key' 

Soviet targets. The need, therefore, was to clearly define the 

role to be played by British forces in case a nuclear war broke 

out. 

The Chiefs· of Staff prepared in the summer of 1952 a 

'Global Strategy Document' which provided a rationale for the 

British nuclear force. It was realised that the United States 

had to be taken as the key deterrent. There ware however, 

targets · which were not directly of strategic interest to the 

United States, and it was here that the British nuclear force 
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could be utilised. Above all, for the British to have no part in 

"the main deterrent in the cold war and the only Allied offensive 

in a World War would seriously weaken British influence on United 

States policy and planning *n the cold war and in war would mean 

that the united Kingdom would have no claim to any share in the 

policy or planning of the offensive".l2 

The 1950s · were spent in discussing the coincidence and 
\ 

variance of American and British strategic interests. Such an 

analysis was essential as Winston Churchill said in 19.55: "We 

cannot be sure that in any emergency the resources of other 

powers wou1_d be planned 'cexactly as we would wish or that the 

targets which we would wish or that the targets which would 

threaten us most would be given what we consider the necessary 

priority in the first few hours. These targets might be of such 

cardinal importance that it could really be a matter of life and 

death for us".l3 The induction of the first TV-16 Badger medium-

range bomber into ~he Soviet Air Force in 1954 signaled the 

development 
~~. 

of a direct soviet threat to Britain thereby 
,. 

enhancing the British fears even more.l4 

12. Quoted in Gowing, n.l0, p.441. 

13. Quot~d in Ball and Richelson, n.11, p.113. 

14. Robert P. Berman and John C.Baker, Soviet Sttategic Forces ~ 
Requirements .a.rul ResPonses (Washington, D.C., Brookings 
Institution, 1982), p.45. 
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tested its first thermonuclear weapon in May 

1957 and by the end of 1958 it had acquired a significant nuclear 

capability. The direct threat to the Soviet Union now gave 

Britain a degree of maneuvrability. This was acknowledged in the 

Defence White Paper of 1958. 

But here tension in the British nuclear policy 

developed. The White Paper of 1958 ,spoke of NATO strategy being 

"based on the frank recognition that a full-scale Soviet attack 

could not be repelled without resort to a massive nuclear 

bombardment of the sources of power in Russia'' ,15 But the 

question here was that if Britain were to take part in a joint 

attack with the. United States, would the country be assigned 

different sorts of targets than those that would make sense if 

Britain were acting alone?. 

A significant development took place with the amendment 

of the Atomic Energy Act in 1954 by the American Congress. The 

amendment permitted the government to share the data with allies 

on the exte~nal ~haracteistics of nuclear weapons. Two bilateral 
;:' 

' 
agreements were signed between Britain and United States in June, 

1955.They facilitated an exchange of information on the military 

aspects of atomic energy, including Defence planning and training 

in operational use of nuclear weapons. According to Andrew 

15. Report on Defence Britain's contribution !& Peace ·.aru1 
SecuritY, 1958, cited in Ball and Richelson, N.ll, p.14. 
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Brookes, "This close l~aison led to the first combined targeting 

plan between the two air forces since the combined bomber 

offensive of 1949. "16 

In November 1957 members of the Strategic Air-Command 

(SAC) visited the headquarters of the Bomber Command at High 

Wycombe "to discuss joint operational planning, targeting and 

other problems of common interest, with the object of 

coordinating nuclear strike plans to their mutual advantage."l7 

By this time however, SAC was well past needing any help in 

destroying most centres of Soviet population. By then the so

called retardation targets, that is, those directly related to 

halting a soviet conventional attack on Western Europe, had been 

taken over by the U.S. tactical air forces. So, again the doubts 

over the coincidence of US and British priorities surfaced. For 

Britain, Soviet theatre systems would be a higher priority. If, 

however, Britain was expecting to act alone, then a counterforce 

attack would have been inappropriate as, acting on its own, 

Britain could barely have made a dent in Soviet nuclear 

capabilities.l8 

The V-Bombers being closer to the Soviet Union than the 

16. Andrew Brookes, 
Deterrent (London 

Y-Force : ~History Q! Britain's Airforce 
: Jane's, 1982), pp.80-81; 

17. Stewart Menaul, Countdown Britain's Strategic Nuclear 
Forces {London : Robert Hale, 1980) p.91. 

18. Ball and Richelson, n.l1, p.116. 
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aircraft of b.s. Strategic Air Command by almost five hours, the 

Bomber Cammand was expected ·to strike first in the event of a 

combined attack on the USSR. Given that the V-bombers would be 

the first to strike, it would have been logical to aim the 

counterforce targets-the submarine bases and medium-range bomber 

and missile sites-which threatened Britain most. However, if the 

aim was to pave the way- for SAC, then the most rational targets 

would have been Soviet air Defences. A compromise was struck on 

the basic plan and an tni~ial strik~ on a range of military 

targets was· to be followed by a substantial reserve force able to 

attack the centres of Soviet population if need be. 

In the early 1960s, this approach may have seemed 

perfectly feasible. However, this concept was soon undermined by 

a series of developments, like the removal of 60 liquid-fueled 

Thor missiles in 1963, and the grounding of the Valiant Bombers 

due to metal fatigue in 1964, which led to a swift decline of the 

Bomber Command. One reason for the quick rundown of the force 

was the need to recycle nuclear materials from aircraft .. bo.mbs to 

missile warheads. 

In the later half of the sixties Polaris had taken over 

from Bomber Command. The move to Polaris provided an important 

bonus in both survivability and pen~trability but an inevitable 

drop in target coverage. At its peak in 1963-64 the Bomber 

Command's V-Bombers could have certainlY found a significant 
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proportion of th~ir- assigned targets. Besides, most bombers 

would have been available at any given time. With Polaris, the 

overall numbers fell by about two-thirds; further, not all boats 

could be expected to be on patrol at any ~iven time. Air Vice

Marshal Stewart Menaul argues that to produce a submarine force 

equivalent to the Bomber Command in 1962 (i.e., 170 V-Bombers and 

60 Thors) would have required "at least twenty submarines".lS 

·This was not exactly the alternative. In 1962, the Thors were 

already scheduled to be phased out and-the real comparison was 

with 100 Skybolts. Taking into account the problems of the 

Polaris patrols, there was clearly a marked decline in the number 

of deliverable warheads and therefore target coverage during the 

1960s. 20 

This development 
ct. 

rised 
II 

the issue of priorities. The 

worry was not only on account of the decline in ability to attack 

from two hundred targets to sixteen, but also the fact that there 

was every chance of the submarine·giving away its position at the 

missile launch. 

December 1962 saw the signing of the Anglo-:American 

Nassau Agreement. Following the agreement there was a shift in 

the British plan. In 1963, the Commander-in-Chief directed the 

Bomber command to attack ·the targets assigned to it by Supreme 

Allied Commander in Europe (SACEUR). This was in contrast to the. 

19. Menaul, n.17, p.l17. 
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British plan of attacking the targets fixed by the British chief 

of staff. The new plan was ratified on 23 May 1963. · 

Since then targets for first the V-Bombers and then the 

Polaris flotilla have been allocated ·bY the Joii\t Strategic 

Target Planning Staff (JSTPS) at the U.S. Strategic Air Command 

in Omaha, Nebraska. A European team, including some British 

officers. (normally around three), participates in the planning. 

Operational plans are formulated by the Nuclear-Activities Branch 

at SHAPE. the basic targeting plan is the Nuclear Operation Plan 

(NOP; formerly called the General Strike Plan), which is 

developed by SACEUR "for the execution of nuclear ~trikes with 

the nuclear weapons under his command." This would involve use 

of British nuclear-capable aircraft, such as Buccane~rs, Jaguars, 

and Tornados, as well as Polaris. 

According to Desmond· Ball, NATO planning provides for 

both selective use and general nuclear response, for which the 

British strategic forces would be most useful. The objectives of 

general nuclear response would., be ··to conduct, in concert with 
. ,.· 

' 
external forces, operations to neutralise enemy capability, 

'· destroying his ability and will to wage war, disrupt his command 

and control, and destroy his land, naval and air forces, 

including logistic support elements". There targets are divided 

20. Ball and R~chelson, n.ll, p .. l8. 
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into a Priority Strike Programme and a Tactical Strike Programme. 

The full execution of the NOP would probably occur only in 

conjunction with the execution of the U.S. Single Integrated 

Operational Plan (SIOP). Most of the targets mentioned are 
\ 

military-related, what once would have been described as 

"retardation" in nature.21 

The ·switchover to the Polaris system implied that the 

British nuclear strength was suitable mainly for countervalue 

retaliations and therefore it should be kept in reserve till the 

nuclear war escalates. 

\ 
There have been separate British plans worked out in the 

Whitehall. These were the responsibility of the Naval Dep~rtment 

working with the ·Defence Intelligence Staff. In 1985, nuclear 

targeting was made the responsibility of the Nuclear Policy 

Directorate, headed by a civilian under the Deputy Under 

Secretary (Policy). 

There are two important studies on the range of 

'targeting options availab~e to Bri:lain. The first consists of 

two Adelpl].i Papers by Geoffrey Kemp, produced in 1974, wh~ch look 

in great detai.l at the targeting requirements for medium-range 

21. Desmond Ball, "Targeting. for Strategic Deterrence" Adelphi 
Paper ~ ~ (London : International Institute for Strategic 
Studies, Summer 1983), p.16. 
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nuclear powers.22 In his analysis concentrates on 

countervalue ·targeting, identifying four damage levels: the top 

ten Soviet cities, excluding those protected by the Moscow ABM 

system, 

fifty 

the top ten cities, including Moscow and Gorki : the top 

\ 
cities and the top two hundred cities .. A later study by 

Ian Smart looked specifically at the British force. Smart 

reaches a conclusion similar to Kemp's, but by a simpler method. 

The 'British government has placed a high premium on 

being able to attack Moscow. The issue got prominence in the 

late 1960s with the development of the Galosh Defences around 

Moscow. By 1968 it seemed likely that only the Moscow area was 

to be defended~ Having decided that Moscow was essential as a 

target, it became apparent that a range of missiles would have to 

be committed to be sure of destroying the target. The situation 

eased in 1979-80 when the Galosh system was reduced from sixty-

four to thirty-two launchers, but the Moscow criterion would 

still limit the flexibility of British targeting.23 

22. Geoffrey Kemp underlines choices. For example if the goal is 
to inflict highest proportion ·of damage on the Soviet 
population then Moscow would not be a judicious choice on 
account of the ABM Defences around Moscow. 

Ian· Smart categorises targets as soft, semi-hard and 
hard. He argues that there is a complete spectrum of targets 
which includes sensitive ones like ABM or air Defence early 
warning and control radars, hydro-electric. or thermal 
generating stations·, naval port::;, military air fields etc. 

23. Ball and Richelson, n.ll, p.122. 
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Cheval'ine (the new front end for Pol,ris which consists 

of twop maneuvreing clusters of real warheads and decoys, capable 

of penetrating the Moscow Defences); became operational in the 

summer of 1982. It enlarged the targeting option to a few 

targets which i~cluded Moscow. 

The arrival of the MIRVed Trident missiles as 

replacements for Polaris in the 1990s means greater targeting 

flexibility. The Trident will not only give Britain additional 

werheads but also an extra nip to pierce the Soviet Defences. 

This makes the British-deterrent more authent.ic. 

Recently, doubts have been expressed that the Soviet 
·' 

leadership would· be deterred by a capability which has little 

chances of hitting the key targets. Therefore more attention 

ought to be paid on command and control centres. Concentration 

on these centres covers many cities including Moscow, and so 

could not significantly reduce the human consequences. 

Destroying· such targets can have a major impact on Soviet 

military strength. 

However, the question stilt remains regarding the 

relation~hip 
' ' ,· . 

between national nuclear plans and NATO plans, and 

whether or not Britain is presumed to be "standing alone" or 

acting in concert with the United States. The conclusion within 

government is not known. At any rate, despite the assignment of 

Britain's nuclear forces to NATO, the assumptions and dominant 

plans surrounding their targeting do not naturally fit in with 
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, aby of the NATO plans. 

The trend in British public pronouncements suggests that 

the "standing alone" hypothesis is the underlying rationale for 

the nuclear force. If this is the presumption- then the 

requirements for the deterrent may not be too great. The 

objective would be to dissuade the Soviet Union from launching an 

attack on Britain. For ·Britain, therefore, a truly "last resort" 

deterrent might be no more than that required to threaten some 

real, but not necessarily overwhelming, hurt to the Soviet Union. 

The main benefit of the U.K. nuclear force for NATO 

might be not so much in attacking certain ta~gets for the 

alliance but in preserving the national territory as a sanctuary, 

in serving as the major American base close to the battle. 

There are certain issues not yet fully resolved. Until 

the 1980s the trend had been clear. Despite the assignment of 

forces to NATO in 1962, Britain had been forced, because of the 

reduction of available warheads, to concentrate on maintaini~g a 

threat to Moscow, the major source of Sovfet power. In the 

future, more widespread, flexible, and selective targeting will 

be possible. This extra flexibility and scope, however, were not 

sought and seem to have been acquired without any clear sense of 

how they should be employed. 24 

24. Ball and Richelson, n.ll,\p.l26. 
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FRENCH NUCLEAR TARGETING \ 
I 

Like the British, the French had long been engaged in 

nuclear research. Unlike the British, however, the French had to 

halt their efforts during World War II. Not until the early 

fifties did French strategists begin to speculate about the 

enormous implications of nuclear weapons for modern warfare. 

Although the French were relative parvenus to the stage of atomic 

strategy, they managed to grasp much earlier than most others, 

including the small band of strategic ·writers in the United 

States, the political potential derived from ownership of nuclear 

weaponry. It was this early recognition of the political value 

as well as the military utility of nuclear weapons that served as 

the main prod to the French nuclear programme. 

Reflecting upon the experience in World War II, French 

military writers discerned in the evolution of twentieth century 

warfare the progressive dominance of firepower on the battle 

field. In war fighting, atomic weapons obviously loomed superior 

to conventional arms for destroying large military targets or for 

striking against. a massive ground invas:;ti..on. Soon came ,the 

, .recognition in France of the strategic role of nuclear weapons as 

the instrument of retaliation against the enemy's homeland. Here 

too, the French perception represented an extension of the 

wartime experience, particularly of the role of strategic bombing 

in World War II, and it coincided with the American shift to a 

strategy of massive retaliation. 
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Yet, tne French were 

understand the psychological 

among the 

dimensions 

\ 

first in Europe to 

of. deterrence and to 

embrace the conviction ·that nuclear weapons, in order to dissuade 

a potential aggressor, need not be addressed\solely to defined 

military targets. Instead, the French believed, the 

psychological value of nuclear weapons lay in their awesomeness 

and in t.he ambiguity .. of their use. As the debate in France over 

the desirability of a French nuclear arsenal gathered momentum in 

the early fifties, French experts argued that nuclear force meant 

political lever~ge as the symbol of great power status and 

international prestige. 

This concept both spurred and shap,~d the direction of 

the French nuclear weapons programme under President de Gaulle, 

who carried the argument to its logical comclusion. Nuclear 

weapons, contended de Gaulle, represented more than instruments 

of twentieth century deterrence and D~fence; as the ultimate 

weapon, they represented ultimate power and the accreditation of 

that power on the inte:tnattonal stage. 

The fundamental thrust of the Frenc(l Nucle.ar-Targetihg 

is proportional deterrence, though current doctrine has 

introduced economic and administrative targets within the 

original anti-cities framework. The technical credibility of The 

French deterrent largely depends on a benign strategic 

environ~ent-notably, minimal Soviet ballistic missile Defence~. 
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Britain and France seem to be in a similar strategic 

situation, which explains the similarity in their strategic 

employment policies. However, the sceriarios of nuclear 

operations deseribed by French sources reveal a lower threshold 

than both Britain and the United States. \ 

SOURC!S ON FR!NCH POLICY 

The most important primary sources on French nuclear 

targeting are speeches, articles, and interviews by the President 

of the ·republic, the Prime Minister, the Defence Minister, and 

the Chief of Staff of the armed forces. In France, such 

statements usually derive from a bureaucrati~ process conducted 

with care. Additional· primary sources that are sometimes even 

more detailed and informative than such high level declaration 

are occasional articles published by Defence Ministry officials 

in the quasi-official monthly journal Defence Nationale. 

Secondary sources include a number of academic studies, 

unofficial strategic analyses, and legislative documents. While 

very few academic studies,:''have looked closely at operational and 

targeting considerations, several provide useful background on ' . 

the history of the French nuclear weapons programs. Of the 

unofficial strategic analyses, few are more important than those 

written by Gen. Lucien P6irier, the leading theorist of the 

Centre de Prospective et-d~ Evaluations during the late 1960s and 

the drafter of the documents that furnished the basis for the .. i 
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still-valid 1972 White Paper. Whi\le France's Senate and National 

Assembly have very minimal roles in the formulation of Defence 

policy25 and essentially no role at all in a nuclear targeting, 

some rapporteurs of parliamentary committees have prepared 
\ 

valuable studies. The most useful of these remains the Tourrain 

Report, prepared in 1980 by Gaullist politician Raymand Tourrain 

on the basis of numerous interviews and apparently with access to 

c~assified information.28 

PROPORTIONAL DETERRENCE AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION 

France's entire current strategic nuclearforces were 

" planned during General Charles de Gaulle's presidency (1958-69). 

T~erefore it was inevitable that the choice of targeting 

objectives would be immensely influenced by his strategic 

notions. The second important influence was ironically the 

technical constraints imposed by the operational limitations of 

the first strategic nuclear means. its role means of delivering 

nuclear weapons to the USSR from 1964 to 1971 consisted of 

Mirage IV bombers. Each carried (and still carries) only a 

single sixty-kiloton bomb, and can only strike targets in the 
·, ., 

USSR with in-flight refueling on the way to and from missions. 

25. David S. Yost, "French Defence Budgeting Executive 
Dominance and Resource Constraints", Orbis 23 (Fall 1979), 
pp.893-897. 

26. David S.Yost, ·French Nuclear Targeting", in Desmond Ball and 
Jeffrey richelson, ed., Strategic Nuclear Targeting (Ithaaca 
and London : Cornell University Prss, 1986), p.128, 129. · · 
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Since only 62 Mirage IVs were dellveled between 1964 and 1968, 

General de Gaulle had little choice but to aim at Soviet 

population centres as a deterrent. 

\During the course of his Press conference on 23rd July, 

1964, General de Gaulle announced a doctrine that holds valid 

till date. This was in the backdrop of the first Mirage IV 

bombers becoming operational. He declared, "The path. of 

deterrence is henceforth open to us, for the act of attacking 

France would be equivalent for any aggresor to undergoing 

frightful dest·ruction himself ... 2 7 

·~ Proportional deterrent theory, or the "deterrence by the 

weak of the strong" (la dissausion du faible au fort), holds that 
' ' 

France's threat of nuclear retaliation can deter the Soviet Union 

because the damage France could cause by targeting Soviet cities 

e~ceeds what the USSR would stand to gain in conquering or 

destroying France. This capability must be obtained and 

maintained if France is to avoid the status of a U.S. 

protectorate. Dependence on the U.S. guarantee would be 

strategically unwise .as well as politically humiliating since the 

'· United States is judged unlikely to honour its commitments in 

trying :moments. The centre de prospective et d'Evaluations of 

the Defence Ministry also in the late 1960s prepared an elaborate 
•' 

theoretical Defence of the "~roportional - deterrence'' concept. 

27. De Gaulle's Press conference of 23 rd July, 1964, Quoted in 
n.26, p.129. 
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Proportional deterrence has thus been the fundamental 

concept of French strategic- nuclear planning since the b~ginning. 
I 

Officially propounded theories of proportional deterrence stress 

the disproportions between (a) French vital interests and Soviet 

marginal interests and (b) the advantages the USSR might gain in 

conquering or destroying France and the losses it might suffer 

from French retaliation against Soviet cities. Although Raymond 

Aron and other critics of proportional deterrence have emphasized 

the disproportion between the damage France could cause in the 

USSR · and the residual Soviet capability to retaliate against 

France28, countless official statements defend the concept. 

According to President Valery Giscard d' Estaing, Prance's 

strategic nuclear forces have created "an almost unprecedented 

disparity between what an aggressor stands to gain and what he 

risks losing as a· result of his aggression. "2 9 

One of the main features of proportional deterrence was 

its anticity orientation to cause a certain number of Soviet 

casualties. In 1970, according to the official esti~ates, French 

anticities targeting could cause 14 to 18,million sJviet deaths 

even if only half of the weapons were delivered.30 A realistic 

28. Roymond Aron, ~ Great Debate Theories 2! Nuclear 
Strategy,, Ernst Pawel, trans. (New York : Doubleday, 1965), 
pp. 100-143; 

29. Quoted in Yost, n.26, p.131. 

30. Cited in Yost, n.26, p.131. 
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estimate\ of current French capabilities might be a capacity to 

cause 20 million Soviet fatalities.31 

CURRENT STRATEGIC TARGETING DOCTRINE 

The year 1980 saw major refinements in the French 

strategic targeting policy. There was a shift from the earlier 

policy 

Soviet 

of targeting population centres to the destruction of the 

economic infrastructure and administration. There has 

been partial explanations for this change. As early as March 

1977, Gen. Guy Mery, who was then Chief of Staff of the armed 

forces, suggested that Soviet civil Defence programmes could 

weaken France's anti-cities deterrent power. This observ~tion 

was seconded the following year by a high official in ·the Defence 

Ministry's planning department, who referred favourably to the 

possibility of target-ing economic assets view of the 

uncertainties created by Soviet civil Defence.32 The decision to 

adopt a new declaratory policy was probably made in 1979. 

In January 1980, Colonel Lewin announced that although 

Soviet civil Defence programs could not be fully ef~ective in 

providing the populace protection against French nuclear strikes, 

in the future France would threaten damage in addition to high 

numbers of fatalities in an anti-cities strike. 

31. ibid 

32. ibid., p.l32. 
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\ 
In a later article in 1980, Lewin introduced a term that 

has gained currency over the years-'oeuvres vives'. The oeuvres 

vives of a ship constitute all that is contained by the hull 

below the water line, the ship's 'vital works' of propulsion and 

supply. The term also implies that the ship could well\sink if 

struck below the water line. In introducing the term, Lewin 

suggested that French adoption of this targeting concept 

reflected the opportunity offered by prospective deployment of 

the multiple warhead, M-4 SLBM ·in addition to responding to 

Soviet civil Defence programs: 

"The response is undoubtedly to be sought in the 

multiplication of targets and select~vity, the aimbeing to 
-

reduce to nothing the structures and the vital work~'(oevres 

vives) of the adversary state, even if part of the population of 

the objectives targeted escapes destruction. Thus one 

differentiates between an 'anticities' strategy ~nd a strictly 

'anti-demographic' strategy. This strategy will without doubt 

lead to obtaining an important number of medium...:yield warheads, 

preferred over megaton yields. · Iri·;;this respect the M-4 program 

constitutes a remarkable increase in the value of our nuclear 

armament". 3 3 

The shift in the French policy in therefore referred to 

33. Lewin, "L' avenir des forces nucleaires Franca-ises", Defense 
Nationale, May 1980, pp.17-18, cited in Yost, n.26, p.132. 
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as 'an enlarged anticities strategy. The strategic nature of the 

policy has not changed but it has become more complete and 

operational. 

President Francois Mitterand \has continued the 

refinement of the French policy. Defence Minister Charles Hernu 

has stated that Mitterand's strategic force modernization 

decisions (all of which had been planned under Giscard d'Estaing) 

do "not imply any change in our anticities\strategy, corollary of 

deterrence of the strong by the weak",3• 

The'actual carrying out of the deterrent threats depends 

much on factors like survivability, penetrability, reliability, 

and accuracy of weapons and delivery systems. Besides, there 
'' 

should be a sound network of command, control and communication 

systems. In case of France, the survivability criterion assumes 

greater importance as it is widely feared that its Mirage IV 

bombers, the IRBMs, and the SSBNs in port are all vulnerable to a 

·Soviet first strike. If the fears come true then France will be 

left only with SSBNs. at sea which will .be "rossly inadequate to 
;~ 

meet the so~iet onslaught. 

In contrast to the past emphasis on achieving certain 

level of fatalities, the new oeuvres vives or enlarged anti-

~cities doctrine seems to depend on a sufficiency.criterion of 

34.~~uoted in Yost, n.26, p.133. 
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numbers of cities. The principle seems to be that France's 

surviving SLBM warheads alone-after a Soviet first strike-should 

be able to strike a number of major Soviet cities at least equal 

to the number of major French cities. 
\ 

In the long term, in contrast to the inflexible anti-

cities strategic targeting policy that has to be reconfirmed, the 

French may be drawn to cqnsider more flexible targeting plans in 

response to improving Soviet\ capacities for long-range 

conventional and nuclear discriminate strike options against 

France, for example, coordinated counterforce strikes with 

accurate, low-yield nuclear weapons or conventional explosives.35 
> 

Soviet preemptive destruction of part of France's nuclear arsenal 

'" in this fashion would highlight the "all or nothing'' dilemmas of 

an anti-cities strategy. If the French acknowledge this, they 

may have to recognise that cooperation and coordination with 

their allies in nuclear targeting would be desirable for 

deterrence as well as for operational employment and would not 

necessarily deprive them of decision making autonomy in any 
:~ 

ult,imate scene. 

CONCLUSION 

The strategic Views of the British·and the French are a 

blend of thei~ perceptions of the threat,_ of the credibility of 

35. Yost, n.26, p.133. 
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A similar functiohal role is the options their strategic 

nuclear forces may offer in an uncertain future. Increased U.S. 

unreliability, the end of the Atlantic alliance, its 

restructuring, or other events may give the independent strategic 

nucl~ar forces more credible missions in changed international 

contexts. 

confidence 

deny that 

guarantee 

France's 

membership 

Indeed, while the British frequently affirm their 

in U.S. reliability, the French almost as regularly 

the United States can be trusted to honour its 

to western Eur6pe. This is a-prime justification for 

independent ·deterrent However, France's continued 

in the Atlantic alliance and her security diplomacy 

regarding the maintenance of the U.S. presence in Western Europe 

and in West Germany in particular illustrate France's prudence 

and realism. 

This prudence and realism are appropriate in view of the 

probability that any attempt to sustain sanctuarization through 

tactical nuclear employment and the threat of strategic strikes . 

in an East-West war would fail, and given that the benefits of 

any successful sanctuarization would be meagre and transient. 

· Proportional deterrence theory would probably become irrelevant 

the moment the USSR came to see the destruction (or, more likely) 

the conquest of France as a vital war aim. Actually executing 

the. anti-cities or oeuvres vives threat by striking the USSR 

could guarantee France's more total defeat through Soviet nuclear 

retaliation, a harsher Soviet occupation regime, or both. Gen. 
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Guy Mery, Chief of Staff 

implicitly acknowledged in 

of the\ armed forces during 1975-80, 
\ 

1976 the limited deterrent 

effectiveness of French nuclear forces in such circumstances by 

expressing doubt "in an extreme case when every thing in Europe 

had ·~ollapsed about us, the national will would remain to have 

recourse to the threat of massive destruction, even to assure our 

s urv iva 1 " . 3 s 

The French nuclear deterrent threats are most likely to 

be efficacious in the least challenging strategic contingencies. 

France's anti-cities threat is most likely to deter the USSR from 

doing what it has only marginal or zero interest in doing-for 

example, striking French cities with nuclear weapons with no 

provocation. Proportional deterrence would be least likely to 

guarantee France's security and independence in the circumstances 

where that security and independence would be most severely 

threatened-in a more general and intense East-West war, in which 

.the USSR might well find it a vi tal aim to destroy certain 

targets in France or to conquer France. The French emphasis on 

the primacy of deterrence and war prevention, therefore, 

parallels that of the Atlantic alliance as a whole.37 

36. Quoted in Yost, n.26, p.155. 

37. Yost, n. 26, p. 156. 
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Chapter-Four 

SOVIET NUCLEAR TARGETING 

In the case of the United states, it is relatively easy 

to discern the general trends in the evolution of nuclear 

thinking and planning but for the Soviet Union, this task is not 

as facile, for the Soviet Union historically has been concerned 

with the preservation of sensitive information. 

The first issue of the Soviet nuclear strategy is the 

milieu within which it developed. While the advent of the long

range nuclear missile altered Soviet military doctrine and 

strategy, both military tradition-largely shaped by the Ground 

Forces and geographic and political reality have continued to 

have a strong influence in determining Soviet wartime objectives 

and operational philosophy. Probably the most influential factor 

is Russia's position as a large continental nation separated from 

powerful neighbors by long and relatively accessible borders. 

The vulnerability of its western border has been impressed on 

modern Soviet thinking by the devastating German invasion of June ;; 

1941. And the presetice of potential threats along both its 

eastern and western borders has fostered Soviet concern about the 

possibility of a two-front war. A perhaps less direct influence 

on Soviet strategic policy and strategy is the USSR's 

technolog1cal and industrial capacity for production of strategic.· 

weapons .. 
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In Soviet military writing the terms 'military doctrine' 

and 'military strategy' are used more piecisely than in the West. 

Military doctrine, the highest level of military thinking, is 

dictated by 

views about 

the Communist Party leadership as a set of official 
\ 

the types of warfare for which the Soviet military 

establishment must be prepared. Subordinate to the Soviet 

doctrine are various levels of military thought, including 

military strategy, which develops th~ detailed organization, 

methods, and, preparations for waging war. 

THE NUCLEAR STRATEGIES OF THE SOVIET ONION 

The essence of 
;. 

Soviet thinking appears to be single-

minded concern with the military rationale behind nuclear 

strategy. For the Soviet Union, the use of nuclear weapons is an 

event that will occur only in the most catastrophic of struggles, 

i;e., in the well-known phraseology of the final clash between 

socialism and capitalism. 

According to V.D. Sokolovsky, Marsh~l of the Soviet 
. ;~ 

Union war, includirig nuclear war, will be fought as suddenly and 

violently as possible with the central objective of destroying 

the forces of the enemy. Marshal Nicholai Ogarkov, formerly 

Chief of Staff of Soviet armed forces, argues that nuclear war 

has never been tested. But to keep such a war limited will not 
' . 

·he logically possible. Inevitably such a war will extend to all 

6.ut war. 
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Until Stalin's death in 1953, Soviet military doctrine 

and strategy were based solely on the experience of the Pre-

nuclear age.l After 1953, a reevaluation that went on for several 

years which 

'revolution in 

resulted 

military 

in the Soviet proclamation that a 
\ 

affairs' had occurred. The basis of 

this transformation was the advent of long-range ballistic 

missiles armed with nuclear warheads, which offered the 

unprecedented capability to destroy targets 
\ 

around the' world 

within a short time. The USSR adopted-a new doctrine based on 

the belief that war between socialism and capitalism was no 

longer inevitable, but that a war between the two opposing 

coalitions of " states would 1inevitably become a nuclear missile 

war and would result in the crushing defeat .qf the imperialists. 

One important implication of the change in the nature of 

war was the possibility that massed nuclear strikes could 

accomplish strategic objectives at the outset of a war by their 

timely destruction of enemy targets.2 Long-range nuclear weapons 

also helped to erase the distinction .in earlier Soviet strategy 

between the pr,iori ty of ~rent-line operations, where the enemy's 

armed forces were directly engaged, and the., belief. that attacks 

1. Raymond L. 
(New York 

Garthoff, Soviet-Strategy in the Nuclear Age 
Praeger, 1958), pp. 61-63. 

2. Col. Gen. Nikolai A. Lomov, "The Influence of Soviet-Military 
Doctrine on the Development of Military Art", in William. R. 
Kintner and Harriet Fast Scott, ed. and trans. , .:r.M Nuclear 
Revolution ln Soviet Military Affairs, (Oklahoma : Universit 
Okiahoma Press, 1968), pp. 160-161. 
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on the rear area targets that sup~orted the war effort would have 

a negligible impact on the course of the war. With the advent of 

nuclear armed missiles, Soviet military strategy shif~ed to 

emphasize the importance of simultaneously attacking the enemy's 
\ 

front line and his economic and national control systems. 

Although official doctrine relegated the traditionally 

predominant Ground Forces to a secondary role of exploiting 

n~clear strikes oy the Strategic Rocket Forces, Soviet military 

w.ritings have continually emphasized that final victory can be 

achieved only by the combined efforts of all branches of the 

Spviet armed forces.s 
,' 

' ' 
Another traditional military priority that continues to 

be honoured is the importance attributed to strategic reserve 

forces. The USSR learned in World war II that its strategic 

reserves were essential as a hedge against uncertainty and to 

assure the supreme High Command that certain designated forces 

would always be available to be brought into battle at decisive 

points. While the nature of Soviet military forces has changed 

since that time, the principles governing their utility in 

' wartime have not. 

The Soviet military posture therefore represents a 

compromise .. between the old and the new in terms of military 

3. .V.D.Sokolovskii~ Soviet Military Strategy, (London:'; 
Macdonald and Jane's, 1975), pp. 193,252. 
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strategy as well as force structu~e.\ The balance leans heavily 

toward the modern nuclear side of the equation, but traditional 

Soviet military forces retain an important role. 

WARTIME\ OBJECTIVES 

The main Soviet military objectives in a world war have 

probably always been Defence of the homeland, defeat and 

neutralization 
\ 

of · military adversaries, and seizure and 

occupation of vital contiguous areas. -The existence of modern 

strategic forces has altered both the nature and_ the relative 

priority of thes.e objectives. Contemporary Soviet military 

strategy appears to focus on occupying Western Europe while 

relying on strategic forces to either politically, or militarily 
' ' 

offset the United states and any regional threats to its security 

such as China. 

Europe is undoubtedly the most important theatre of 

military operations for the Soviet Union. Soviet military 

_writings suggest war in Europe could begin solely with 

conventional and nuclear forces and occur either simultaneously 

with intercontinental nuclear strikes or proceed at first only ' -

regionally. In any set of circumstances, defeat of the enemy's 

military forces and occupation .of important territories would 

remain the w.artime objectives. Soviet military strat~gy 

therefore attempts to integr~te nuclear and non-nuclear responses 

at the tactical, regional and inter-continental levels of combat. 
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The USSR's plans for the wartime occupation of Europe 

suggest that its nuclear strikes would be discriminate in their 

targeting. This is consistent with the Soviet all-arms approach 

that integrates the operations of tactical non-nuclear forces 

with those of regional nuclear strike forces. 

The most important of the Soviet Union's 

intercontinental strategic objectives in wartime , would be to 
\ 

deter the . use of U.S. nuclear force·s. Failing that, Soviet 

military writings suggest the American threat would be countered 

by deep nuclear strikes at military and non-military targets that 

would so devastate the United 

influence the course of war. 

\ 
States tha't it could no longer 

Soviet strategy would ai~ at 

destroying U.S. strategic nuclear assets, command and control 

centres, general military forces, and administratives and 

economic centres. This element of Soviet strategy reflects both 

the high priority the USSR puts on a centralised command system 

and the Soviet view of nuclear war as a conflict waged between 

apposing political systems. 

SOVIET NUCLEAR TARGETING STRATEGY 

Whereas the prevalent U.S. concept of strategic nuclear 

operations is limited to intercontinental exchanges , ·the Soviet 
·' ·. 

concept of strategic operations begins at the USSR's borders. In 

the Soviet view, "the theatre of military operations (TVD) is 
.... ~. 

defined as the land or sea area within the limits of which armed 
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forces during war execute a single strategic mission." 4 

To the Soviets, NATO probably represents at least three, 

and probably four, TVDs (one or two in central Europe and one on 

each of the north and south flanks) for the conduct 9f strategic 

nuclear operations. China, Japan, Korea, and Okinawa probably 

constitute another TVD (or two). 

Finally, there is the transoceanic TVD, the United 

States and its military bases in the Atlantic and Pacific basins. 

Each of these TVDs is equally 'strategic", although the central 

European, TVDs may be first among,equals in Soviet strategic, 

force and resource planning. The Soviets have deployed, and 
I 

continue to deploy, four basic types of strategic weapon systems 

for strategic nuclear operations in all of the prospective TVDs : 

intermediate and medium range ballistic (IR) MRBMs), submarine 

launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs), medium and heavy bombers and 

ICBMs. In the· Soviet scheme of things, all these strategic 

weapons systems are equally strategic. Moreover, Soviet ICBMs 

and SLBMs are employed against targets in. al~ TVDS, not jus.t in 

the transoceanic theatre. 

Certain general factors affecting the conduct of 

strategic nuclear operations in the TVDs are stated in Soviet 

4. Quoted iri 
Strategy", 
Strategic 
University 

William T. Lee, "Soviet Nuclear Targeting 
in Desmond Ball and Jeffrey Richelson, ed., 
Nuclear Targeting (Ithaca ·and London: Cornell 

Press, 1986), \p.88. 
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literature Although these factors apply to all TVDs, yariations 

probably exist because (1) the Soviets recognise the differences 

in the target arrays found in each TVD, and (2) Soviet politico-

military objectives vary somewhat among the prospective TVDs. The 

principal factors gover~\.ng the application of targeting strategy 

to each TVD appear to be (1) the political objectives set by the 

Soviet political leaders (2) the nature and objectives of 

planned Soviet military operations in each theatre; (3) the 
\ 

requirement to limit collateral damage to population, industry, 

and urban infrastructure commensurate with achieving military 

objectives; and (4) the choice of the most vulnerable components 

of the ~argets to be attacked.5 

In planning attacks on industrial target arrays, Col. M. 

Shirokov stresses analysis of the regional distribution 6f 

industry and inter industry relationships; the destruction of 

plants and facilities engaged in the production of missiles, 

nuclear weapons, and other modern weapons ; and determination of 

the "quantity of forces and means required for the obstruction of 

the target and the capabilities of the enemy to rebuild".s He 

adds that destruction of one · or two key branches of 

transportation may be sufficient to sap or 'significantiy weaken' 

a country's military potential. 

5. ibid., p. 88. 

6. Quoted in Ball and Richelson, ed., n.5, p.89. 
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In general, Shirokov considers the following economic 

activities to be the most lucrative targets in terms of 

prohibiting the enemy from replacing the nuclear deliveiy 

systems, nuclear weapons, and other military assets to be 

destroyed as first-priority targets transportation, powe~ 

stations, facilities producing liquid fuels, chemical industries, 

and selected bottleneck facilities in other industries. Targeting 

these activities also limits enemy capabilities to employ 

surviving military forces effectively. 

In the discussions on how to conduct nuclear war and 

target nuclear weapons, the Soviets conspicuously do not consider 
I 

population and cities valid targets on political, military, and 

moral grounds. Rather, they consider such targeting concepts as 
Mutual Assured Destruction to be yet another manifestation of the 

evils of imperialism. However, this does not mean that the 

Soviets would not target some population groups, such as business 

and government elites-the t ruling . groups. who are the •·class 

enemy' and possibly selected concentrations of 'scientific-

technical personnel' as well. But ~ny .·:'targeting of selected 

population groups evidently would meet specific political and 

military-industrial criteria and would not be extended to the 

general population, whom the Soviets prefer to preserve if 

possible. 7 

7. ibid .• p.91. 
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POSSIBLE VARIATIONS IN TARGETING STRATEGY 

Just as individual TVDs present different target arrays, 

Soviet politico-military objectives are not uniform for every 

TVD. In the Europ~an TVDs, Soviet objectives are clear : to 

defeat and disarm NATO forces and occupy Western Europe in as 

intact a form as possible. The Soviets want to limit collateral 

damage to Western Europe for several reasons. Politically, they 
\ 

wish to bring their version of social prqgress to Western Europe 

in the wake of the next war, just as Eastern Europe was 

'liberated' after World War II. The Soviets continue to express 

their belief that tbe next war will be the grave of capitalistic 
I 

democracies everywhere and usher in the era of world 'socialism'. 
'' 

However, they also believe that they can achieve the same 

objective without nuclear war and would much prefer to do so. 

There are two very practical considerations guiding 
. 

Soviet nuclear targeting in the European TVDs. First, it is very 

much is the··. Soviet interest to target selectively, avoiding 

)overkill' with large weapons in order to limit fallot, not onlY 

on Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union but also on the Soviet-

Warsaw pact occupation forces. Second, the Soviets could make 

good use of Europe's economic resources during the course of 

military operations, thereby helping to rebuild their own 

resources in the aftermath of a nuclear war. 
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East,\ Soviet objectives would be \ more 

wish. to occupy sparsely populated regions 

outside the Great Wall, and possibly Manchuria, but they probably 

consider it quite infeasible to occupy China proper, where 

population density would sup~ort a 'peoples' war'. In the latter 

area; the Soviets probably would use strategic nuclear forces to 

disarm the country and to destroy sufficient industrial and 

transportation facilities to insure that China would not become a 

threat-nuclear or otherwis~-to . the Soviet Union for some time . 
. -

against Japan, on the other hand, Soviet targeting might be much 

more selective because Japan, like Europe, could contribute to 

Soviet post attack recovery. 

Finally, there is the question of the 'Transoceanic' 
'" 

TVD. All the known evidence explicitly or implicitly indicates 

that Soviet nuclear targeting strategy for the United States is 

the same as for other TVDs. On the other hand, since the Soviets 

have no ambition to occupy the United States, they must seek not 

Only to destroy its ~xisting military forces at the beginning of 

the war but also to prevent it from reconstituting those forces . 
.. ,;; 

:. 

Hence, ·soviet targetin~ of industry might be more extensive in 

the United States than in ·-Europe·~ In all TVDs , however, Soviet 

literature indicates that ,Soviet nuclear targeting would be 

selective with regard both to the targets attacked and to the 

degree of damage inflicted.8 

8. ibid., p.93. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Soviet nuclear targeting strategy is consistent with the 

Soviet objective to fight and 'win' a nuclear war. This strategy 

Tejects all the premises of U.S. Assured Destruction targeting 

and most of the premises of U.S. 'counter-value' targeting 

strategies. 

Soviet nuclear targeting has changed little since it was 

formulated around 1950. The strategy applies to all TVDs 

although there may be some variations in its execution, in 

particular TVDs depending upon the scenario and the decisions of 

the top Soviet political leadership. 

Soviet strategic missile forces have been sized to the 

requirements of the targeting strategy with due allowance for 

scenario uncertainties and the requirement for a large secure 

reserve. The forces necessary to achieve Soviet targeting 

objectives in the Eurasian TVDs were deployed by the mid - 1960s. 

but because of the large number of hard targets in the 

continental United States, the Soviets were not able to field t'ne 
. :.· 

necessary forces for the transoceanic TVD until the mid~l980s. 

The Soviets negotiated the SALT I and SALT II ceilings 

on their strategic missile forces to accommodate their targeting 

requirements. Any reductions in these' force levels which the 

Soviets are likely to agree to will depend on the availability 6f 

technology that will reduce Soviet force re~uirements for high-
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confidence achievement ·of\their targeting objectives, or changes 
\ 

in targeting requirements due to reductions in the size of the 

target arrays, or the degree of protection provided by hardening, 

or some combination of these factors. 

The Soviets are not likely to agree to any force level 

for their strategic missile forces in START that will endanger 

their capabilities to achieve their targeting objectives in all 

TVDs while also maintaining a large secure reserve force except, 

perhaps, in return for a total ban on deployment of ballistic 

missile Defences develdped under President Reagan's Strategic 

Defence Initiative. 
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\ 
CONCLUSION 

Today the world stands in the midst of mo~entous 

changes. With the end of the cold war and dismantling of the 

Warsaw Treaty Organisation, peace appears to be finally within 
\ 

reach. But one should desist from such simplistic conclusions. 

The fact remains that the United States and theSoviet Union 

alone presently possess the equivalent of more than 8 billion 

tons of TNT in their strategic arsenals. This vast destructive 
\ 

potential·, shared in approximate balance by the two superpower, 

is the equivalent of 640,000 times the explosive power of the 

Hiroshima atomic bomb. 

It has been estimated that 400 megatons (a mere 5 per 

'' cent of the total arsenal} dropped on ·urban and industrial 

targets in the Soviet Union would destroy two-thirds of the 

USSR's urban population and three-quarters of its industry. even 

greater devastation would result if 400 megatons were dropped on 

the · United States. Infact 97 per cent of the total nuclear 

stockpile still exists. Similarly, elaborate war plans continue 

to be churned out by the ,strategist:~ and theorists in the east 

and more so in the west. 

The basic differences that separate Soviet strategy from 

that of the United States mainly reflect dissimilarities between 

the Soviet and American strategic ·cultures, not any inherent 

incapacity on one side or the other to appreciate military logic. 
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In general, ~he Soviets have shown little attraction to the 

that has been so inlimately associated 'intellectual baggage' 

with the US D~fence planning in the postwar years. 

Apparently the objectives of Soviet and American 

strategic nuc1ear policy are similar, yet each country has 

pursued different policies based on differing assumptions 

regarding the deployment and targeting postures, and the 

controllability of nuclear war. After the initial confusion and 
\ 

incoherence, from ·the early 1960s, the overriding objective of 

United States strategic nuclear policy has been the develo~ment 

of a strategic posture designed to enable the United States to 

control any nuclear 
•' 

exchange in order to limit damage at the 

lowest possible levels while ensuring that the outcomes are 

'' 
favourable to the United States. The notion of controlled 

response, which was developed by the Kennedy administration in 

1961-62 and which governed the design of SIOP-63 has been by and 

large retained and refined by successive administration. The 

central theme has been that the limitation of damage in nuclear 

war ca~ best be achieved by controlling escalation so as to 

terminate any nuclear exchange at the, lowest possible level, and 

as per as po_ssible .• to give the Soviet Union every incentive to 

avoid escalation to major urban-industrial attack targets. 

There is no corresponding parallel in Soviet strategic 

thinking and nuclear war-plannin&~ On the contrary, Soviet 

Strategic planners believe that the best approach to limiting 
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damage to the Soviet Unton is the rapid and wholesale. d\struction 

of the ability of the United States and its allie;s to wage 

nuclear war. 

Unlike America's, the Soviet view of deterrence involves 

neither the notion of as'sured destruction or unacceptable damage, 

nor that of limited or controlled nuclear options. Rather, 

deterrence of nuclear attacks is best achieved by the ability to 

wage a nuclear war successfully. In. other words, the better the 

Soviet forces are equipped and prepared_to fight a nuclear war, 

the more effective they will be as a deterrent to a nuclear 

attack on the Soviet Union And in the event of a failure of that 

deterrence, these forqes will then be used purposefully and 
I 

massively for military victory. 
' ' 

The Soviets dismiss the western concepts of 

demonstration attacks, limited nucle~r war options and slow-

motion counterforce duels. They find such ideas questionable and 

lacking in credibility because they would have to rely on the 

chance that the aggressors will be prudent and will impose 

'ce~~ain limits on the use of nuclear weapons. 

The debate about · British • policy towards strategic 

nuclear deterrence has been more or less continuous since 1954. 

Many argue that, firstly, the possession of nuclear weapons is 

not only ethically wrong, but·it also makes Britain even more 

vuinerable to attack than she would be if ~he did not possess 

them. Secondly, the time is past when Britain's power and 
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interests \required a strategic nuclear capability in support or 

as a manifestation of the role that she should seek to play in 

the Atlantic alliance. Thirdly, that given her restricted 

resources it would be better for Britain to employ the skills and 

money she has to enhance her conventional forces, rather than to 

divert them to maintain a marginal increment to the nuclear 

strength of the United States. 

These arguments, however, have been vigorously cut down 

by experts who express doubts about America's willingness to 

provide an active extended deterrence in case of a nuclear attack 

on the European mainland. Fundamentally, both.Britain and France 

developed nuclear forces: 

(i) because of a determination, in the earliest post-

war periods, not to abandon a capability they had developed as 

pioneers in the field: 

(ii) as a precaution against radical change in the 

diplomatic alignments between East and West in Europe; and 

(iii) to retain their distinctive attributes~~s major 

powers, at a time when other attributes like colonial 

possessions, were being cut away. 

Britain's capability, in terms of number of weapons, 

~tayed at the originally conceived level, even though.the two 

super-powers were beginning to develop large and inc'reasingly 
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diversified nuclear armouries. Later, the French nuclear forces, 

though they became more div~rsified than the British, followed a 

British pattern of assessment in assuming that a relatively small 

nuclear armoury was sufficient to achieve national objectives. 

Therefore, for both Britain and France, the capability 

needed to maintain a credible mutual deterrence is relatively 

small. Both states have been able to take into account the 

parallel threat that the United States must always pose to the 

Soviet Union, but they have never set the objective of crippling 

the Soviet Union's industrial-military power, which has been the 

US aim in planning its forces. No wonder then that the British. 

and French policies suggest a very conservative analysis of their 

requirements. 

From French pronouncements, an adversary can gain a 

relatively clear impression of French intentions. But where 

Britain is concerned, even the impression of intent is unclear. 

France chose to neglect specific obligations inherent in the 

North Atlantic Alliance and based her posture upon national and 

state priorities. Yet she remains a member of the Alliance and in 

all probability her decisions would be compatible with those of 

NATO in times of crisis. In case of Britain, her forces are 

committed to NATO and the involvement in the Alliance is heavily 

stressed. Therefore Britain ~s compared to France has lesser 
·' 

maneuverability. 
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The Ottawa declaration has recognised, since 1974, the 

contribution of the strategic forces of France and Britain to the 

overall deterrent position of the Alliance. In this perspective, 

the destruction of one or more medium powers in western Europe 

could appear rather costly to a potential aggressor. Besides, 

the geographical position of France offers access to the 

Atlantic, airport facilities, communication lines, oil pipelines 

etc., without which it would be impossible to control a war even 

for a few days. 

One would wish to conclude on a happy and optimistic 

note, especially when rapid changes are taking place in the lives 
I 

of men all around. Yet, like the fallen hero of a Greek tragedy, 

mankind totters under ·the spectre of his own tragic flaws. No 

doubt he is great but ~e somehow lacks the decisiveness to banish 

the monster he himself had created more than forty year~ ago. 

~ 
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~uR/mt @}. 
.. 

United States Soviet Union Britain France China 

w.t.edsln stockpile ?0.000 ?D.O()() 3CYJ GOO ~ 

• Pea number of warheads/year 32'::1YJ 19U 23CYJ: • s-~ ·: ~·~ :gg 6V} Q?i ~)J ·gz,1 ·• -: 

Number of known tes1 929. 7 5 ,:] 186 36 
up6olionl (end of 1~) 

FntiMion'-lt, July 16. 19<!5 Aug . 29. 1949 . Oct: 3 . 1952 Feb. 13. 1960 Oct. 16. 1964 

~ Pk.rtOI'ltum/23 k1 . Plutontum/20 k1 . · Plutonium/25 k1. Plutontum/60-70 k1 . U-235120 k1 . 

firtt"" .. boosted May8. 1~51 AllQ . 12. 1953 May 15, 1957? Sept. 24. 1966 May9. 1966 . ...... ~ 46k1. 2()()-300 kl. ? "1<1. 150k1 - 200kt 

Fine II! · ···••lhermonuciNr Ocl. 3 1 . 1 952 Nov. 22 . 1955 No>. 8. 1957? Aug. 24, 1968 JISlEl 17. 1961 

,.,... .... beatbl testlyletd 10.4 mt. 1.6mt. ?mt . 2 .6mt. 3mt . 

firtt ..... ~of Aug. 6 . 1945 Nov. 6 . 1955 Oct 11,1956 JUly 19. 1966 May 14, 1ooS 
........... -'n:ratt used 829 Bear ? VaJ•ant MlrageN-A Honcj6 

Kftowllalttla~ testa :> 1: ' - :> I ~ 2 1 48 22 

LMgMt llbllolpheric test Fen ?R 1 95~ Ocl.:m. 1%1 ():,? - ~ Au<J 24. 1968 Nov. 17,1976 
1:. 11 11 58 rnt . ? mt 2.6mt . 4mt. 

Last altaDtpherie ~ Nov. 4, 1962 Dec . 25. 1962 $ep1. 23. 1958 Sepl. 15. 1974 Ocl. 16. 1980 

LMgeet UDCierground test Nov. 6. 1971 Oct. 27. 1973 Dec . 5 . 1985 July 25. 1979 Aug 16. 1990 
S mt 2.8-4 mt <150 1-.t. 120k1. 50-200 kt. 

Atoalic beattl de• elopers J . Robert Oppen- Igor Kurchatov W•lltam Penney Gen. Charles Adleret . Nte Ronglhen, 
heuner. Gen. L e~Jte Pterre Gut!laumat u u J.e. L• Jue 
Groves 

Ht*IIM....., de .. lopen Stanislaw Ulam. Andrei Sakharov. William Penney Rol)ef1 O..ll.rtray fulp Jtax~'lll. 
F rtwarri Tr >llr'l Yt rloy t'll<Wlh MI . YuMtll. 

Yi.lkuv L tJk lovlch Pong HiJ.'lriYIU 
' I 

c.n.l'-l .... Nev-c:lda Sempalattnsk, Nevada Motuoa atoll. Lop Nur (Malan) 
Novaya Zemlya Fangataufa aton 

.-
Flrlt ............ ICBM Oct. 31 . 1959 1960 n.a. Aug. 2. 1971 1979 

Atlas D . SS-6 S-21R8M Dongfmg 5 

Ant ••• powered NIYal Jan. 1955 Aug. 1958 1963 Jan. 1971 1974 ................ Nautilus SSN November SSN CXeadnought SSN Redoutable SSN HanSSN 

fnl- ....... wlttl Nov. 15. 1000 1968 JlTIEl1968 Jan. 29. 1972 1986 , ................. WasfWlgton ~ee Resolution Redoutable Xia ..... Polaris A 1 - . SS·N ·6 PoBisA:J M1 .Julang-1 

Ant~ .... lou;;. 19. 1970 1974 (1994) ~1985 none .....,.. Minuteman IH SS-1 8or 19 (Tnden111) M-4SLBM 

F!MI ... ••blr plant Pantex near Chelyabtnsk? . Burg'lf>eld Royal Valduc Ill C61e-d".Qr Subei {Gansu). 
Amarillo. Texas Ordr"lance r.ear Guangvuan 

Rr<il\1ono (f.-rht t. tn) 

ChMf _..., llbt t.o :- Akut ~t >:. oll Ntw ArLiliiiU» l G. AJ~ma:,ton . Ltn"lell· Valent on N•nl •l Academy 
MexiCo. Lawrence Chelyabtnsk-70 near Reading tn Val-de-Marne lf1 H.11yan (Oul-
Livermore 111 hat). M1anyang 
Caktornra \ {SICh1"'n} 

Cunent dlrec:ton, deftlopen .l. tll•'·. \\'. 11 ~111 " .. v h l•fll •\. tlt• .. l lo•ll, ilo l : .pt\'1 :,. llUI.JL~ IJ;.tll:li i ::O. J>,tll X111~1Ufty, 
Lr ~t•y\ ~;L'I. ret, H) . IIIII llSter o l Aturr~c control! r ol dor, O.rec110n mrntsterol 
S>eg ned Hecl<er. Power ;~nd Industry. Establ·shments. des Appl,cat>ons Nuclear Industry: 
d tr . Los Alamc..-s. Yulty Kt1..1rtlon. d tr . Resea..-ch and M :l 1tas--es Hu Renyu. dtr .. 
Johrl NuckOlls. c1tr . Ar7amus 1 G. Evge<1J1' NL>::>ror . Bnan nth Academy ' lrve!more Avrorrn. dt· .. Rtehards. dr., 

Chelyabtf~sk 10 Ak lt.'lll1UStOn 

~aoo.tedft; sonat(lua":':"'' c>' t• ot•um <~ld dt>ull" n1o orpOrated '" hs~o" weapr~ to •'>C 'e<>'·" e~ ~-enc y o1 ,.e :J. kt.: " "Jtcos mt.: meg.:~tons . ICBM: ante•c'Ont•l(>rltal . ~ost oe '" $· 

...... ,\ IRBM: •nttotTnea.a~ c ra''9E' t\:1
1
·1SII\ ~St~ SSHt '1\ IP\Ir po.vc· ~ · submannc SUN: nucto .. 1' r .... w.t·r\ •1 t ,..'"\ .•.' 1(.. " ·· ~ :\ s...bnc'1tlflC, SL.BM: slbnattf'C "''"'-~~, ht.. t t'\.,lltstt: mt:*~~"--' 

sooRc.t- ~ -~~. ~ )V&.. ~ s~ \ 

c~_J. t9<=<1 . ~Ia~· 1\~>1 <\ !J 



Year u.s. s.u. U.K. 

1{)'\~J :{ () IJ 

1946 2 0 0 
1947 0 0 0 
1948 ~ 0 n 
IU.IV u 1 u 
1950 9 0 0 
1951 Hi 2 0 
1952 10 0 1 
1953 11 4 2 
1954 6 7 0 
1955 18 5 0 
1956 

. 
18 9 6 

1957 32 15 7 
1958 77 29 5 
1959 0 0 0 
tU(i() 0 0 u 
1961 10 50 0 
1962 96 44 2 
1963 44 0 ll 

1964 38 6 1 

1965 ::1() 10 1 
1966 43 15 0 

1967 34 17 0 

1968 45 15 0 
1969 ;38 16 0 
1970 35 17 0 
1971 17 19 0 
1972 18 22 0 
1973 16 14 0 
1974 14 18 1 
1975 20 15 0 

1976 18 18 1 
1977 19 18 0 · 
1978 17 27 2 
1979 I!J :!9 1 

1980 14 21 3 
1001 1li :!:.! 1 

1982 18 32 1 

1983 17 27 1 
1984 17 29 2 
1985 17 9 1 
1986 14 0 1 
1987 14 23 1 
1988 14 17 0 
1989 11 7 1 
10')() I; 1 1 

929 71!5* 43 

FR CH 
-

II II 

(I (, 

(J 0 
[I (J 

I) o: 

() \) 

u 0 

. o 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
u 0 
0 0 
0 () 

j u 
:> 0 
1 0 
,, n ,) 

j 1 

-1 1 
i' 3 
::1 ? 

5 1 
0 2 
8 1 
6 1 
3 2 
5 1 
8 1 
2 t 

4 4 
6 1 
"8 3 
~ 1 

13 1 , .. u 
6 1 
9 2 
8 2 

8 0 
8 0 

8 1 
B 1 
R 0 
I , .. 

186• 36 

Total 
-. 

2 
() 

'I, 

I 

() 

HJ 
11 
17 
13 
23 
33 
54 

111 
0 
j 

G:? 

143 
-1 7 
49 
:'>? 

68 
!)() 

66 
56 
61 
43 
45 
36 
42 
38 
45 
44 
57 
!J!J 

52 
!..Jl 

58 
56 
58 
35 
23 
47 
40 
21 
11\ 

1,910• 

Fewer nude<tr tt ·=-t,; were conducted in t990.t~ in '~y year , 
si nce 195-t. t·x eluding the U.S./U. K./Soviet1fioratorfum of ' 
:\m·l'rnlwrl'l .-,:-- 1., ~· · pt • • mht•rl!lfil. ' 
~ i nn · 1~11 : . ;d 1.-;~. .t 1,!1111 knownttlll'lt·arll•lllt•xplolliuu · 

han~ bt·t•n eonduct t·d. ahout ~i percent of them by the Uni
t·d State,- and ~11\- it·t l' nion. For the entire period the av.er
age ha,; h(•t·n <IIH' tt·:.:t en• ry nine day~;. Dating from each 
,."""'"-"·:. rw-t,. •·'. Jd" ·- io n, t lw ratt· f,,r till' Uuitt·cl Stute ·~<. 1:-~ 
one tl',;t e\'l·ry IK days; So,·iet Union, one test every22 days; 
Frann·. ont· t ' '" ' •• ,·,·ry lil clay,;; China, one tt'11t C\"cry 2flfi · 
days; and the l ' nitt·d Kingdom, one test e\'ery 3:W daya;. 

The Cnited State=- does not announce all of its tests. The 
C .S. total include,; 1Hi unannoun~ed testa, the most recent 
of which wa:< conducted on AprilS, 1990.1t is likely that sev- . 
eral dozen more n·main to be disco\'ered. Twentv-seven of 
the total were pt·a<:eful nuclear explosions'(PNE~) co'nduct-
ed bet wet>n I% 1 and 197:~ . Recent annual U.S. te. Ung bucl
gcts ha\·e been approximately $600 million.-Vert'icalshaf( 
t<·sts cost around $:{0 million each, and the more eompli~ted .· 
hnriznnt:d-t u nrwl ,,· papons~<'fferts tt>~o~t~> eoftl 50-flO million .:__ 
t·adt. 

I nrludt>d in t hi' Sm·it>t total are 18 test.~ wb.ieh, according to 
the Swt-<li~h ~atiunal Defense Research Institute, took plaee .· 
hPt ,,.<·en 1 !l.t!l and I !FIX but for which a breakdown by year i~ 
1111\ a\·ail;tltlt ·. lnf"rrnat ion ha:,; now l'Otnc lo light on other, 
pre,· iou~ly unrep01teci So\'iet tests. In an artjcle on the seis
tnir rhar;wtt·rist irs nf !lfi IP:,;t,; cunducted at St•mipa-latinsk 
between tktobcr 1!lti1 and the end of 1972 (Atomir ~rgy, 
St•ptt·mh<·r 1 !IK!l). So\'i<'t ~cienti~ts revea1ed that (}I') adcli- -
tionaltl'st was conductt'<.l on October 14 .. 1965, .and two adai· 
tiona! tests were conducted in 1968, on October 2.1-.<~ 
:\ o,·embt>r 11 . A U.S. scientist ~reexarqined the 'Soviet . 
~eismic record disco\·ered two tests, one conducted on Mirch · 
20. 19/G, and one on July 19, 1982. These five documented 
tests ha\'e been added to the list, bringing *he number .of 
So,·iet tests with knO\m dates to roo. However, V.N. M.ikhail
o\', the key official of the Ministry of Atomie P~ and Jn
dustr·y. confirms that there have been tddltionat ta. · 
Mikhailov put the total number of Soviet telts(excludingthe . 
Oetob<·r 2-1, l!J!IO, tt•:,;t) ut 714 (see "Nucte.F otebOok," 
~0\·ember 1990). Mikhailov said that a total of 467 weapon& 
t t·sts haw ht'l·n C'oncluC'tetl in Kazakhstan, and )Sl on ;\.rt
tir i:,;land of :\u\·aya Zemlya. ~ikhailov pecitied lha llMe 
1 !l(i:~. t ht·r·1· ha\'1' hc•<'n 499unclf'rground weapoM tet;t~14!l 
in 1\azakbtan, and tal at No,·ayu Zemlya. Another 115 
underground explosions were carried out for "pe ceful pur
(HJ:>es." \\"h ile the~e new figures are important, contradic
tions r·emain whic·h may e\'entually be re olved by future 
di,;closures. 

Heginninl! in 1!Hi2, the United Kingdom h eond~cted 22 
of ib .t3 tests jointly ,,·ith the United St te at the Nevada 
Tt•,;t Sitt'. . 

.-\ Fn·n<'h ~lini,;try of Dtofense document i the only source 
of information on tin• oftlw Fr·t>nrh tests. 1\\'o ofth£>l't'.t€'stl', 
itwlllolt·ol only in till' l o>t al. nt'\'IIITt•d somc•liml' lwtwt'l•ri 197ri 
and I !ill. but t la·irt ·xal't datp,; are unknown. . 

Till' Jll'l'l'i:<(' dat•·~ of all ::fi ( 'hint•se te:;ts m•c now known.· 
'Totals 1nclude 85 SoVIet and 2 Frenc t11 sts not tde r ~ t t f tPn , Tht· o\'t• rall total indudPs otw Indian underg1·mmll tel't on 

h~;~~~;it~ 1 !~/- l~•tq~·: t;ll~ ~ 1~-~ . . \ 
G~ 1 ~,l'14) 

. . . p· "t'1· 
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. Warhe.rK~tWeepoff . First 
ptuduced 

Bombs 
b 28' 8158 
8 53" 8/62 

Ytelr/ 
(kllol uns) 

1,100 
9 .000 

AF 
AF 

NumhP.r 
(wwl 100<1:,) 

100 
50 

8 57 strike bomb" 1/63 <1 to 20 AF. MC. N. NATO 600 
8 57 depttl bOmb" 1/63 < 1 to 20 
861·0, -6."" -7 10/66 10 to500 

"861-2 , ·5 3175 10to 345 
A61 -3"". ·4""/10"" 5!79 10to345 

883'" 6/83 low;lo 1.200 

. Artlller'y 
W3318-inctl" 1/ 57 <1 to 12 

W4811S5mm" 10163 6 .1 ,. 

W791R -tnCt-1 FA !1/A l OR 
tt..'l lhanced rtldlatiOO} 

W7918-inch 10/84 1.1 

Short-iange mluiln· 
W70-0 , · 1, ·2A.ance 
W70 -311...ance EA 

1 to 100 . 
<1 

(enhanced radiation} 

~ballistic miulles 
W681Posetdein C3~ 5!70 so 
W761Trident I C4" 6/78 100 

9/88 475 

'' 

lntercontin ... a.l baiUatlo ........_ 
W56/Minuleman u· 3163 1 .200 
W62!Mnjeman m· 3170 ~170 
W l'tVMKll. llllll~"'lllll III{U 3:3~, 

W87 -0/MX 4/86 300 

N.NATO 
AF 

AF, MC. N, NATO 
AF. NATO 

AF 

A . MC. NATO 

A . MC. NATO 
A 

· A.MC. NATO 

A , NATO 
A . 

N 
N 

N 

Air-to--..tllce miulles .net cruiH miMIIes 
W69ISRAM A" 10/71 170 AF 
wao-~·· 12183 · 5 to 1 so _t:L 

W80-1/ALCM 
W80- 1/ACM'" 

12i81 
?19() 

5lo 1SO 
5to 150 

550 
900 

625 
. 1,600 

800 

500 

900 
40 

300 

900 
350 

1,500 
3 ,175 

400 

4~ 
fl10 
u:·o 
b25 

1,100 
3SO 

1,660 
90 

Being repl<t' I: : t :y [Jb 1 and s:n r 0 I Hi 
Be1'19 rep'a· ':::: :1 1 883 bo~nb . N rJ 1 ~E 

8 90 repl <.t C E:'""V;;~t cancelled. may bE: reotaC!$C by upgradt,<1 861 N0 1rlE 
With BOO e<:n':l:'lerJ. no apparent repiac(;men! No tHE 
Stri)tegiC bom~ Mod-7 IS a converted Mod-1 wtth a Cat 0 P/\L a!'IO lf-'E: 

Mod-6 1s conv~ed Mod-O wtth a Cat 0 PAL and tHE Sornt Mod-7 
·bombs may bE: converted into W61 earth penetrator weapons. 

TactJcal bomb replac1ng 828. 843. 857. Cat D PAL..; no IHE. 
TactiCal bomb Mod- 1 0 is converted W85. Mod-3 yield IS htghef than Mod-10 

Mod-4 YJeld 1s lower than Mod-1 0 . All have Cat F PAls and IHE 
Stra!Eg: t.Jcrrtl reptaorg 828. 843. 853. IHE. Cal D F¥11.. crd FRP 

.. 
Por11Qr1 replaced by W7918 -inch. Last gun-assembly-type \'1.-eapQrl . Comb1n-

at1Qr11ock. no IHE. 
W82 replacement cancelled May 1990. Combu1atton lock. no IHE. 
M .1y t~1v1 • I •.• 1 1 d)IIV• M10(1 to non ontt"lrK :Il(1 rildll!hon vr-r ·;~lfl'i 1 ~ tl.lf 1 

.tr itturn rtt~T lVYt:d Cui 0 f->AL . no IHt: . 
~rbduction completed August 1986 Cat D PAL. no tHE. 

F'ollow-on-to-Lance cancelled May 1990. Cat D PAL. no tHE 
May have bee!l converted to non-enhanced versionS or had trrt1um removE'd 

In storage at U S. army depots. Cat 0 PAL. no IHE 

F1nal ntne submannes to be retired by 1992. No tHE . 
W 76 warheads Will arm the fifth and subseauent AtlantiC Fleet balltstoc m 1ssile 

submarines rf Rocky Rats is not reopened. or 1f al1ernate means to supply 
"prts" for W88s are not found . No tHE . 

Ftrst lour Atl:ml~: Flnot Trid<lnt tl suhmannns will bP atm~X1 v.1th lffWfJI' W88 W;'Jr 
heOO:; 1J1:f n-.r..:;tle tllan ortgrnatly planned. 

Plan to retrofit e~ght Pacific-based submannes With Tndent II balhstiC missiles 
apparently has been cancelled. Warhead undergoing study lor posSible 
redesign to substitute tHE. 

Beginnrng Oct. 1991 , 75 per year to be reltred. No IHE. 
PIYttaly rapi.1CflC1 by Mk 1? NVV78 and MXJ.N87. No IHF. 
Ht!trr>flt h ~ ll>d.....,•·n~ . 1\li'V w ,dlt>b 1VH:! Nollll 
20Q-SOO more lor small-tntercontrnental balbst>e m1sSJie 1f deployed tn tate 

1990s. IHE and FRP: 

May be replaCed by W891SRAM II, 1994-96. No IHE. 
Originally 758 planned for 200 ships and submarines. now redU<::ed to 637 fol 

175 Cat D PAL, IHE. . 
Production ceased. Cat 0 PAL and IHE. 
Scheduled !O be operational tn 1991. Original program. 1.461 m issrles. now cut 

to 1.000 Cat 0 PAL. IHE. 

·weapon:; currently scheduled lor l)(ll11al 01 complete reltrement 111 1HWs " Sc t ~uled tor vvUuctron A Arrn, . AP : Alf f- oret'. MC \ ·'.r" '•' CC'T>. N: N,h' . 
'·\1 0 . 11<'11 U.S. tlehve1y systems. SLCM -- sl';r l.tt trlC: Ilod crursc llli ~SJie . SRAM- snon r;111gc att;1c l.. lll iSSJie. ALCM-- ,w· ld<lllt ' ' • '0 c. rv ·.e •n r:::. .: t 

ACM-advanced cruise miss1le; IHE-msensitrve h1gh explosiVe ; Cat-<:ategory: PAL-perm1ssrve actton hnk. FRP- hre res•stant p•t . In wea~xJns nt:'<'-.enclalurf' . 
n stands for "bomh" anc1 W lo r "warhooc1." Thr. numhm followinq theiPftP.r IT1f 1rr:ltPs the ilpprnxrrnatP ordP.r 1n whic h 1! w a<; trltrOc1<K'f'-i "': , !It() s!ockp•le: trv 
,-, .nnpl,_•_ \-\1t;~J f01ic•Wl>ti.WL'U . 

\ 
1 h~se are ;:~uthors ' estunates of stockPile breakdown of approximately 19.000 w art-.eads of 19 tyJJes. spht 65 percent w1tll stratt:>g1c I oree~ "no ~S percent ,.,., ~ ,, 
)()(1-strateg.c forces. By service . the stockpile IS d1v1ded 48 percent arr force. 37 percent na''· il'lli marrne corps. and 15 pe·cent arnl> r ,.,,. w;-,· t>e.lJ t) pes ;:,•t
s.ileduled lor productiOn dunng 1991-8 61 ·3.-4110. -883 . W80·0. WB0 -1. W88-although ,., :""-e) tac•ht1es rn the comp1e~ s'1u1 OC'I', '' · lc•, · . . ,, ;"'' n~w bon '~':' 
o• warheads are likely to be produced. Most act1v1ty wrll be modlf•catlons of older weapons to aJJ sa fety ana secur.t) tea ~ . • ·es an.:J o·~"'·' .: .,,, r''d t·· t . :.x•s s .. ,_.._ 
~1:: t year's table. four types were removed from tile opera!Jonal stockprle. tr1e W50 lor t~1e Per!''Wl<l 1 ~ .. tile \\184 lo• tr 1e gruun.i -'. t:r: ,ct••' ~ cr.r '•' <n1:·,, ..• ' !llt• •:, ~ 
:,,, the PerstlUlQ II . and tile last 843 bombs. 01 the 19 d1t1erent types current!\ " ' 11 1e stockp••e. Los A'all1o~ N~1 ! 1vna! l ;,t!JOI.J! ·J"\ t:t.!!>•Q•'<·o • ~- ,1 1d 1 ;t.·. ·,•r'n· L • .,. · 
more Nll!tonal LAboratory, seven r:N56 .·W62 . W6B. W 70. W79. W87. 8 83t About 25 percpn· t'' :·,e I' . C'~.po·1s u1 tllP stocl..p: 't> h,JVe •"S•'''~ -,._,, r•u•- '' 'I ' •· •..• · 
,,.,,-,.nt ll. tl'\.' hre res1St.1nt p1ts (FRP). ant1 al.lOul :)o flPh'Pnt 113ve tho enll;tt~ !~I " "c·lp;:u Ot:h" .1' .. , ,,- ,!,•!\ 1t NDSl sy:<•'"' rn' s rpJ'" , ,~ ,,. •;..,·i-''" •.:, · plut ,. 
t' ' l t1tsl '":-t ~o\ tl n1 tt If' ovPn1 o f ~=: ,(X){) c1t.~ Jroo Ct!fll lqr itrft · h •r npHrnturP!l ol ;u 1 \ 11r ( 't~ft hIt ·l f1r. · t ~ · , ·~ . I< H ~~t ,._ P', t t ~our ~ · I N ~ )S ~ 1. h '!;" J' , " : ~.' 1 ,,, ·\ t. •• • : " ' ·rll. l' ·• 

u 11u1 h 1• •1ttu\ "\U \\'1 '. 1\'1 Ht• . ~:uhJnt' ft W I h l dhllt \ fll t. llt•ft\'HIIfH Ut 'Ill'~ . l 1y l'.t 1!. 1111 " 1 '·l· ·r ·''" . I: c ·!, .,.,, ·· · • ' · . 1: ' ·, I• · ' •". tl • ·· 1 

·]~ ~ ~ /'k9-~ s:~ 
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NUCLEAR STOCKPILE 

E&Umating the Hize and compo~ition oftlw Sm·id nudPar 
slo<'kpilt• is ~·xt raorclinnrily di ffi1·tdl . Ti ll' ~111 il'l t'll\'l' l'lt 
rnertt'ti exces!'i\"t~ ~crecy and till' lack oh·xpl ieil pultlir l ~ X 
~O\'t>l1lmf'nt ,:stimatt's ofSovil'l nuclt·ar 1\': ti'IH·:td pr1•ltw1 i1111 
and dt•ploylltt'llt lllean that , . i rlua ll .1· 1111 1 ru :-1 11 11rl !ty ., lftl'i:d 
information is -a\·ailabl{: . Thi ~ taltlt· l' ('Jli'L'"''lll' tIll' IIH1~t 
extensi\'e public attempt to {:,.;timatf,: tht· :-:izt· of tiH· :-;",·i..t 
stockpile. It is adapted from Xuclt ·ur \\'ntfHI/1.~ lJuluh()ok 
Volume IV· Soviet Nuclear Force8 (Al·\\· York: Ballinger, 
1989),-where each weapon categor~· is treat Pel in greater 
detail and the methodology is explained. 

This estimate shows that the So\'ie t ,.;tockpile is almo~t 45 
per<.-ent larger than the U.S. stoekpilt• (sf'f'.luru· 1!1!10 /:u/ . 
fetin) awtl is CIJIIIIWhc:d uf a gr·ea tt ·r ,·ari1·ty ,,f 11Ucl1·ar 
WE'apon.-.. Cun'f'ntly ther'f' an:• fi2 t~'Jll':' in llw Sm·il·t :u~t·nal. 
including 17 ballistic missile type~. 12 killlb of aiqJ!ane:-: anti 
h~licopters, ::;eyen t:qJes of air-trrsurfat'P and st·\·t·n ty)" ·s of 
lilll'lil\'11 to rtir tn i~.:. i!t·:-~ 1 iurludinv 1 1111 :\I \~1 :. 1. r:tnlllt " ll! n1l :. 
of ASW weapon.-. (including two typel'.of nudem· toq.Jt•does). 
three .calibt.>J':' of artillery. atomie laril. l , m i nt~~. and po~sibly 
sea mines. 

Among the fi\'e branches of the anned force~. the na1·y ha:-: 
the most type~ of nuclear weapon:-:, follo\\·l'd by tlw :-:trakJ.,rie 

n ~eket fnn·~~~ and the air fo~es. The Mtrategic rocket forte~ : l 
h:m· I lw rno:- 1. warlu-:His, with uhm&\...X,IMMI. Fifty-lhrt·e / 
pe1-eent of SoYiet warheads are used for strategic for~$ 
1 offt · n~· ·and dt·f1 ·11:-:f· J and ·17 J~~'l'<'l'llt fur nonst t'aiPJ.,'k fore-..,, 
l ' rdtlu· llit · I·.~. ~tockpilt·. it i:-; nut known how many difl'enmt · · 
11·arhearl t~T>t·~ or modific-dtio~ exist for these l'ystems.ltis 
coneei ,·able that ~wral kinds of missiles all Ul'e the~ 
11arhead type. It is estimated that th~re are three different 
types of gra\'ity bombs and two types_ of nuclear depth 
bomb~. The So''iet nuclear arsenal seems to have peaked in 
19~ at a3,000 and is undergoing a gradual decreaS~ . 

De\'elopments arid changes since last year include: contiD- -~ · 
uinl! n·tirl'ml'nt nf!-'.~-11. SS-li, ttnd-SS-19 ICRM" roupled I ·. 
"itlt dt·ployJueJIL'I of SS-24 anti !::iS-~ ICUMM, the modeet. _ · 
gt'O\\th ofSL('M~. \\ithdrawal from operation of aU Bear A 
bombers. SA-l SAMs, na\'al nuclear artillery, and nudear 
capablP Mil.-21 Fishhed ai!"('raft, l\ithd\'8wal and destruc-
t inn "f rnan\' :-::--: . :..'1~:-o u11d tllc·la11l &'H11. "fho tablt• ri:·fi !rlfl a 
rea~~essm~~t of the SA-N-6 SAM as anon-nuclear.m.sDe. 
A~ occu n'l"tl in the U.S. military 1~20 years ago, .~rtain • 
military mis:;ioru; that CWTently have nuclear weapons will 
be pha..<.:ed out either unilatercllly or by treaty. Fore~~ 
SAM forws are beingdenucle~, 

. . ! 

Category/type Weapo•1 svsit.?''' Launchers Warheads . J 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··· 
Strategic offense 

ICBMs 
SLBMs 
Bombers 

Subtotal 

. Strategic defense 
AUMs 
SAMs 

Subtotal 

Land-based nonstrategic 

SS-11 . SS- 13. SS-17. SS·18, SS-19. SS-24 . SS-25 
SS·N-6. SS·N 8. SS· N-17. SS·N·18. SS-N-20, SS' N·23 
Blackjack. Be;tr 13/C/G/H (AS· 3 ctnd AS-4 ASMs. AS-15 ALCMs, 

AS· 16 SRAMs. bombs) 

lmpruvc'tl c;c.llusll. GaLelle 
SA·2. SA-5. SA-10 

Missiles SS-20. Scud 13. SS-2 1. FROG 3/ 5/7 
Bombers and f1ghters Backfire. Bltnder. Badger. Fencer. Flogger. F1tter. (AS·2. AS-4, 

AS·5 . As-6. ASMs. bombs) 
Artillery 152mm; 203mm. 240mm 
Atomic demolitions 

\ Subtotal . 

Naval nonstrategic 
Attack a1rcratt 

\ 

SLCMs 
ASW atrcratt 
ASW weapons 
Anti -nu w c-:11 )()11<; 
L,,,,:. l. lltttr: .tl l •:. 
Mines 

Subtotal 

Backftr<'. Rltnc1er. 8;1clqer . Ft:ncr~ r. Flogger (AS-? . AS -4 . AS-5. 
AS G 1\:.>M:.; . ~>otttlJ~t 

SS-N-3. SS·N-7. SS-N-9. SS-N-12. SS-N-1 9 . SS-N-21 . SS-N-22 
Mat!. M;1y. Be;1r F. Hormone A. Heltx A 
SS-N-15 , SS·N-16. FRAS-1. Type-65 and ET-80 torpedoes 
S/\ N 1 . Sl\ N l 
~;:.k II • 

·-------- ----- - - - -
Total 

1,353 
914 
160 

100 . 
6,050 

1,470 
2.595 

7,000 
NA 

395 

1,064 
375 
534. 

51' 
100 
NA 

7 ,'JI:XJ :. ' 
4,000 ~ 
1,400 ~ 

12,700' - ! 

110 . 
3.000 -
3,100 

3,600 : 
4,500 . ,. 

. . I 
2.000 

NA 
10.000 

1,000 

578 
400 

1.{Xk) . 
200 
100 

· NA 
3,300 

30,000 

'Total number of shtps and subrnartt les. not ICJullchers. ABM ant t· ba ll>sttc r liSStle: ALCM: atr· launched cruise missile: ASM: air
to·surtace miSStle. ASW: Anli-submilrtne \'.<H1ilre. ICBM 'l tPrconttrle'l tal bcl'l >s;,c mtss1te : SAM: surface-to-air missile: SLBM: sub
marine-launch i ll ~l ll tsltc mtSStle : SL C tvl ~-l'<I-I,HtrlC'~.:o-::•,,•,. tn.ss '1:'. NA Ill' ~ ,1\ ;lla ·e. \ 

,sooec:.~J: lk.e.. ~ &} 1~ ~s~ 
c~1 :f~j~, l/1{) 

r--:-,,........_...,,.,....., •• _ _ ... - - r. . '-· 
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N11.,Wen; of u.s. strategic weapons decreased sli,:..rhtly from 
t year to ju~t below 12,000. Fi~nl eonKtrainll', changing 

ClfJC•I':II ;.,nal n ·quin·~mt~ ltilhf!n " ""'111J.(I '!(, mul an iii1JH'IIfl · 
h1g anti~ t:lllltl"lll ugn.lt! lllCIIt will C<IU:-;{' the 1\ll<lll'gic at~llal 

to dect·ea:-:e cvt'ntually to al>out 8,f.,OO wat·head:;. 
The yt:a~-':-: most significmt d<•\'clopment w a.-< the <·ntr,\· into 

!'('J'\'il"l' oftlw 'f)id<'nt II J).;, suhrmrirw-lamwlu~l hallisl it·mi:-
l'lik.• (~j,JI~l ). ' 11K• {'SS 1i 'llllt 'ssr·r·,tltl' li1~t :;ulun:uilll'lo e<ll1',\' 

the mir .. ile. went on pau-ol March 2U. gi\ing the Unite(! 'tate:; 
a t'Oitnl l'lfon·t• <"liJl<lhility fmtn tlw :'t 'a-haS~ocllt-g- of I lw t ri:ul 
for the fu~t time. The second submarine to can'Y the 'liident 
·II, the USS PemUJyluauia, wac;; !'Cheduled to go on its first 
patrofby the end of 1900. The thlrdt1'Jident I I l'ubmanne, the 
USS West \'irgi:nia, \\'a~ commisl'ioned on October 20 and 
could be operational in 19'Jl. The L'SS Henry Clay was deac
tivated on March 12and the uSSDrwiel l\'e/).'ifer, on August 
3(), brin¢ng to eight the number of Po:-eiclon SSBN!' "ith
dra\\11 fmm ~rvice since Septt•mber 1 !:IS.~. ancl eliminating a 
t.ot.al of 120 C-3 SLBM!! and 1.200 WGR war·heatb fmm Ker-

' ,;ce. The remai~ng I 1 SLBM11 cariyi~ the,Po8eidon nrul!lllllitF 
"ill ht; n•tirffi hy t~'end of t~ ·lle\·entl yt~ oorlierthan 
oriJ.,.ti t.:•ll.v pl:mrwtl, tu ~t\'t' mnllf',\' ~tlfl tut~nuply \\ilh t-.'TAH"f. 

'111l' ICBM fon-c ha.>~ remairwd undlallged o\·erthe p<L"l two " 
Y''aJ~. TI1e numher of B-52G born~ \\it h primary nudc;tlu··, 
rrii:;~ion~ decrea~l slightly. In Junt> the St t'<ttegic Air cOm
mand I" ·~an to I 11111 owr FB-111 A homiM·t-s to lht· 'f:u1 K:nl Air 
( 'onm~;md. whet'l' tht:y an.· l'l><le~ibrnult><lli:' F-111 (.;:;.AU :.!!I air-

. craft oft he ;"il!tlh Bomb WinA" at Pease Air Foret> R<t"'t', Ne\\' 
ll:unp:-~hi r~· •. Wt'l\' clt>li\'t'I"C~Itn ( ~mnun Air· Fut'C't.' B:t"t ', New . 
Mexico, by the erxl of the yea~~ and 29 other FB-lll.As \\ith the · .. , . 
380th Bomb Wing at PlattsbUrgh in Ne\\; York \\ill be trans- · 
fe!Tefl by the first quarter qf 1992. A small number of 883 . · 
bomb!' wa.o: deli\'ered to Str.rtegie Air Command during the 
yeat~ but i<u-ger numben; of oldel' bombs were retired, reflecting 
the re<IU('t:'<l num~t· of operational bombet'S. The number~ of 

. air~launched CJ'Ui~ mis~ilel' and shOJt ·l"dtl!!C at ~tck mb;:o:iJt:'S 
rerriaint.>d the :-;arne. ThE' advanced cnu:-oc· mi:sile is :o:c:hetluk><l 
to be OJl<•t<ttional in March l!l!ll,almost four ycm~ h1tP. 

Warheads on ICBMs/SLBMa/Bombers 
11,966 

TotaiiC8Msl~bers 
1,878 

1YPe ......... 
tc8Ms 
LGM·30F Minuteman II 
LGM·30G Minuteman IH: 

Mlo.-12 
.,Mk-12A 

LGM· 118A ~ 
ToW ...... 

UGM-73A Poseidon C·3 
UGM·96A Trident I C·4 
UGM·133A Tndentll 0 ·5 
Total 

a-Mrs** 
8 ·18 
8 ·52GiH 
F8·111A 
Tot .. 

GRAND TOTAL 

Uunchersl Year 
SSBHs cleplo,oed 

450 1966 
500 
(200) 1YIU 

. 000) 1979 
50 1900 

1,000 

176111 1971 
384/20 1979 

481? 1990 
608/33 

90 1986 
154 1958/61 
24 1969 

268 

11178 

Meo•toM on IC~alSLBMs/Bombera 
·· 2,800 

Waftll ..... ,... '- · ~ ' 1bta1 '- Total 
(~ ......... ~· 

1 X 1.2 450 540 
. ' . 

1.500 404 
Jx .110(MIRV) . (WO) · (102) 
3 X .335 (MIRV} ·~ ~ s' . ~ ~ . 500 ... ~ · .. 

. 10 • .300 (MIRV) 150 
\ 2,450 1,()94 

10 X .050 (MIRV) 1,760 88 
6 X . 100 (MIRV) 3,072 YJ7 
8 X 475 (MIRV) 3M 182 

5,216 578 

{ ALCM .O:r-.150 1.600 240 
SRAM .170 \ 1,100 187. 
Bombs .500 1,600 800 

4,300 1,227 

11,H6 -2,800 



> 

· · :. SeW~ strategic offensive forces peaked in 1989. In the lai>t 
· :· year there was a net reduction of 440 weapons, to just 

under 11,000. Although the Soviet Union continued mod
ernizing all three "legs" of its triad, that t'ffort is clearly 
comfng to an end. In 1990 approximated,,· J;{O SS-2;)s W!'rP 

r!Ppll•yt'fl,nl-1 Wl'l'l' IX rail -rnohi)., and 10 ,.. ilo l•as1•d SS ~· Is. 

Tht: Soviets have announce<.! that SS-~.t production will 
c·t>ai'4' as of .January 1, 1!1!11, with ·:{ii .missilt·s on 1:! trains 
dt>plo)'l'<l at tlm•e sites. It ii' estitruL~l'il that an additionalliO 
RR-2-b willlw hasc·d in fonnPr SS~ l!l silos. Tlw SS-IS also 
rl·nuiin~cl in vrodudiun, a.-; older Mud 11:3/.t missi les were 
replaced with 10-warhead Mod 5anci single-warhearl Mod 6 
·mi:;...;ilc.•s. &•\'t'l'tLI typc•s of oldt•r lCBMs an• hcin~ l'l'tiUcl'cl. 
. The entire force Qf SS-11, SS-,13, SS-17. and SS-19 missiles 

\\ill probably be eliminated to meet l!tnltegic ann ~ 
tion treaty <$TART) ceilings. The mth and final Typhoon 
submarine, and the sixth Delta tv·s\.1 marine became 
operational during 1990; a seventh Delta IV was launched . . 

The homtwr force \\ill be smalh•r than wa." initially ;mtici-/ 
palt·IL;Tiu· (H'og-ram to cunvcrt lk·ar B/C lx>m!Jcn;to ~ar 
G modeb is complete at approximately fiO aircraft, which 
an· assUml'cl to 110 Iunger ha\'e a stratt·briC uffensin! role. 
Modest prn<lut·tion of the new Rt•:ir H homht>r continued; 
1 he• So\' ids h:~vc· announct·cltliat t'\'t•ntually about!)() will 
be produced. 'A handful of new Blackjack bombers were 
aclcled to the force. While· an ori¢nal force o(I00-140 
Blackjack." "'ll." planned, technical problems and budgetary 
constraints make a force of about 30 more likely . 

Warheads on ICBMa/8L8Ms/Bomber 
10,880 

ToUIIC8IIIe/SLBM.s/Bombera 
2,354 

I 

. 1ftae ....... 
iealla_ 
SS-11 Sego 

M2 
M3 

SS-13M2 Savage 
SS-17M3 Spanker 
SS-18 M4M5IM6 satan 
SS-19M3 Stiletto 
SS-24M11M2 Sc&IJ)Ill 
SS-25 Sickle 
ToUI 

SLBirh 
t~; N 6MJ ~ ;.MIJ 

SS-N-8 M11M2 Sawfly 
SS-N-17 Sn1pc• 
:x>-N · ltl M 11M3 Stingray 
SS-N-20 Sturgeon 
SS-N-23 Skiff 
Total 

Bomber/weapons 
Tu-142 Bf-~1 H 

~~ · 160 l31acktack 

Total 

GRAND TOTAL 

. . . 
~~ 

y..,.· 
Uunc:hera deplored . 

100 1973 
1210 1973 

' ·' 30 1973 
50 1979 

308 11979 
;>~ 1079 
86 1987 

300 1985 
. 1,334 

17()(11)1 1973 
286.!23) .1973 

1:'( 1) 1!11.1() 
224 (14) 1978 
120 (6) 1933 
96\6) 1986 

914 

1\~l 1 91l·l 
2 1 1988 

106 

2,354 

Megatons on ICBMaiSLBMeiBomber 
5,827 

IO.MT l.'lfCl. 

w.tiONda.,..... ToW 1bbll -·: .............. , .. , • • d. . ..... IJ. 

1 l{ 1.1 100 110 
3 l{ .350 (MAV) 210 .. 221 

1x .7!/J 30 23 
4 x. 7!/J (MIRV) 200 150 

10 x .5501. 750(MIRV) 3.<8r 1,686 
611 .~ (MLHV) 1,500 825 
10 Jt .550 (MIRV) 860 473 

1 Jt .550 :D) 165 
' r o ' . 

l i 

i,uo .... -,.• "t.'o 

,• I .. , ... 
2 X l (MRV) 176' 352 

1 X 1.5. 286 429 
I x 1 12 12 

3f7 X .500 (MIRV) 1,568''' 784 
10 X .200 (MIRV) 1,200 240 
4 X .100 (MIRV) 384 38 

3,82e 1,855 

8 AS-15 ALCM~, u r bombs 680 170 
6AS-15ALCMs . .l AS-16 

SRAMs. and 4 bombs 294 147 
974 317 ----- -- ---~-- -----------

10,880 5,827 

·ss 11 MorJ ~ and : ;:; N l i Mod 3 MllV w,ullt·.n l·., uull lt ·d ' " ' o llL' " Sume SS· 18s carr y a s"'>i'e war>>ead. although under STA~ all w1ll be 
counted as curryulfJ lt ·n: · "llnder START. ll"•f' '" IIlli" ·• '•I w.ult!\ lrl' ( •II 11 10 SS N lfl 1<: ' ' ~I • ., It ., 1 t•' t ,, • 1" hK"t ~~ In II lii '~ 1 Nt Jill! )115 "i' )I,IIL1 tlho · 
·., .. ·, •• ·t ~ • ·: .• ·nl nH·:.,I, · · · "'Y"'~ J : ~rlull,tllfle:. ALCM "" '· ''"" 111.~1, nu:>t ' fl ll$51\c. AS-- a11 tv~-" '·"'-' '" '~s.te. ICBM--.nterconllflental ball1s1tc mis, 
s•ltJ. 1 angti ol !:> , iGv· I o.JGO kllomete1s: MIRV- ll'dittple Independently targf' nbl rr-t-·r ·, \ f'll iC 'f'S : MRV-mult1plp IPent ry vf'hiC ics:\ 
SLBM-!>ubmnnnf' · ~1 t 11 WilNI hnlhsttC rr11 :~:~1lt'. SRAM .,.,, "' l. lfl•t•· . tt l.,n. fl u· .-.•1•· · 

SovR.c.£,. -(kQ... ~ oj '14 ~ s:~ · 
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PoWERS: FRANc*·~,~:· . 
:,~,J'Jti~cilillji~~ to trJC"'"' Soviet stockpileH, the .British, . 2000N/ASMP ("N" (or ttNCUa.irt) hU aMurned tbetactilil.'~-' 

Mel Chin~ nucleaf arsenals-are t'elatively small, nuclear role from the Mirage Ill-E andJ,.gwu.A ~Iron. A 
but .~ capable of causing mwM~ {)E'l'tlllct ion. Tiw table hf>low total o{T;j Mi1•~· :n()N aircraft are planned, the last to be deli\'
describes the 1"1'ench nuclear an;cnal.l For B1iti;;h and Chi- em! by the end of 1!1!1'2. AS~lP~' were finit placed on the Mirage 
nese estirnatt<.'() aJ'l'f•nals, see the !'\nn-mh<·r I !1!10 Hltl /1'1 i 11.) ~01:\ in 1!1.".,_ lteet:ntly the SuJx•r Etenllanl:-;trilw aircmft on 

With ove1· (j()(l nuclear weapon:<, till· Fn·nl'h ar:<l'nal i;; . Frt·neh airel~ttl eanit.·t-s have al,.;o bt.oen trutfittt'<l \\ith AS~tr:-:· 
about twice as lal'j.!l' ax that of th< · H1·it i,;h "" C 'hino ·,;< ·. To I al l'nlik< · t lw I !rit i:-h nnclt•ar fnn·•·"· Fn·n<·h fon·•·~ :tl't• not 
F n ·rwh rrw):at nnnag•· i:-< •·~I irnakd ;11 J: :: '· ;, f r:wl i"n .. r I Ill' ·. i nl t·):r-alt ·d 111 ll w I · .S. Singlt• lnl• ·gJ·alt-d Opl·l';lt ional l'lau 
LJ .S.-Soviet total uf ;;orne 15,000 llJt·gaton,;. Hut thl' Fn·nch . lSI UPJ or thl' ~ XfO < ;<·m' ral St1ike Plan. 
aJ":<t'nal is a miniature vei-slon oftlw l ' .S. and:-;, ,,·il't nuelt·ar Weapons under development: Dt.·n·lopment oftlw S-4 IRBM 
triads. with stratl'~k bom~~i-:;, silo-ha,..t•d h;dli,;t ir missilt•:<, (mobile). a thn·I'·Warht·;ul M mv <h·sih'llt.1llo rt·plat1' or SUJI
:tll<l suhnmrint·-latllldlt'd h~lllist ir mi :;:; ilt·:< . plt•lJlt•nt Fn ·nrh :<ilo-hast'<l miss.ilt•s, h:t"' in\'uh'l'<l a four-yt•~tr 

Mamlt.'(l btmtbt.•t-s and l.euul-ba."t·d balli,;tie mi:;:;i\e,; <U"C ton- delay, 'and ib status is unclear. The mis:·de may IJt. cancelled. 
t rnlh·d hy t hP C'omm~·mdt•nwnt dt· s F"r•·•·" ,\t'·ri•·nn< ·s Six lli'W Triomrhanl<la."~ 11ubmarinc~ an· jll:mm~llo•·nlt·r st•r
~tt'itlcbriqut•:.;.(FAS). Sintoe 1~. 1\lira~~· I \'-1' bomher1; h:n·c \'i<."C from HI.~ tu ~-.~. The lin,t thn-e will c2rry an imp!'U\-'ed M
been outfitted with a supersonic ail'-to-~round missile with 4 missile \\i th h'TC:ater r.mge, penetration aids, and tht• TN-75 
a 100-300 kilometer range, the Air-Sol ~loycnne Portee lighter warhead. After 2005, the remaining three will be 
CA3MP), which is similar to the C.S. SI{AM 11. FAS abo equipped ''ith the.M-5, a 12-wubead, MIRVed missile \\ith a 
deploy~ S.:m balli-;lic mi:ssiles in hardened underground silos TN-76 warhead. The Hades, a l'hOI't-range,balli!<tic missile 
on the Plateau d'Aibion in ~utheastcrn France; near Apt. (:3.".iJ-l80 kilomt'ler~) \\ith variable ~;eJd (up to 00 kilotons), 

The Force Oceanique St.r-ci~gique ( FOS) opel-ates six bal- 01iginally de~ ibm('(! to replace the Pluton, \\ill enter sen ice in 
. 1isti<' mil'sile suhmal'ine!' ($.RN~l .. fin· of whit'h arP ht•ing 1!¥.t2, but th<· pm~·-ram may~ cut from !IOto :~0 mi-"'!"iles.1\m 
UJ~'l';ltlt.'(l with Ill' \\' mis..-;iles aJld w~irlwac b . Tilt' fil~t Frenth c~ de GauUe-dass airtnft carriers dt~ to 1"t'pla('t' t!K• 
.:-;ubmarine, L'luj1f•.rihle, U. the only SSBN with M-4 mis~ilt·s Clement't'auth"'s <U"C plannt'!l, \\ith :<ea trials to bt,rin in W'J(}. · 
~ithTN-70 waJ·heads: The M-4 missile:< tatTit..U by Lc Tu11· and full operations in 199~. The Rafale D~t is designed to 
.uailf. L'btdumitable, and u 1'e1·riiJIP ha\'(•ll!•t•n l"t·trofittl'cl rcplaet> the l\'lir~tg'<' IV-P,beWtminJ! in l!JC~.lts fin:t te-t flibrht 
with aJl itnpt'OVt'<l,light.er-weight TN -71 warhead. A I"Ctl'Ofit is :-;chedult'<l for ~'t·bruary i~1JL The French airfol'l"t' \\'imt.-; 2;"J(l 
of I .A' Fottdi'O!Jfllll will h<>i'(lffiJlh•t I'd in I ~1!1::_ I .r Uc·dcwiii/J/c ·. oft lu>N· pluu~ :md till' 11:1\'~' j1l111s tAd Ill,\' an ul1lit~ll~tl )>(lj, '!111· . 
sdtc'llllk'll for a 1!1!11 rl'lit'\'nk'!ll, will not ht• l't'lrolitlt'd. fit-st dt•li\'ctic•,.: :-hould bt-gin in 19'JG. Tht> Rafale \\ill initially 

Fr-cince aiso maintains sever-al typt·s of ,,·hat it tails "pt't"- l'".U1)' tlw AS~H'. which is scheduled to be rPpulceO or supple
stmlt·.,•k"nudt·ar fon'\.•s: uirt·t~tn awl ~hew! ran~l' nris..-ilt•s nH.·nlt'll hy the Air-Sol Longue Portee, a lorlb'l'r-nmge rni~~ill' 
linked to the strategic deterrent forces. The Mirage (1,500krn.)thatmaybejointlydeveloped\\iththeBritish. 

FRENCH NUCLEAR FORCES, 1990 

C)eUvery - y.., Range• Total wameacta · 
vehicle deplored Number (kilometers) Warhead • yield Type In atockplle 

Strategic forces 
Submame-based 
missiles 

M-20MS8S 1977 32 3.000 1 x 1 mt TN-61 32 
M-4AMSBS 1986 16 4.000- 5 .000 MIRV6 X 150 "' TN-70 96 
M-48MSBS 1987 48 6.000 MIRV6 x 150 kt TN-71 288 

Land-based 
missiles 

S-30 SSBSIIRBM 1900 1R ~/1()() 1 X 1 lilt TN fol Ill 

Allt:tdfl ' 

MirageiV-P 1986 1R 1 .500 1 ASMP x ~()() kl TN ·RO 1R 

Prestrateglc forces 
Jaguar A 1973"' 30 750 1 X 6-8125 ktt AN-52 30 
Pluton SRBM 1974 44 120 1x 20 '25 kt AN -51 tt 70 
Super Etendard 1978ttt 36 650 1 ASMP x 300 kt TN-81 24 
Mirage 2000N 1988 45 1.570 1 ASMP x 300 !---1 TN -81" .!5 

Total 621 

"Range tor atrcraft uxt•cates combat rad•us wtthout reft~ell>ng . ' "The TN 81 •s an 1mproved TN·80 ---rhe Jaguar was l1rst Oepjoyed in 1973 but 
l1td nol carry 111e AN 5:' nuclear bomb unltl t q/4 t hw ltmds o f the AN 52 slockplie reoor1PCJ I ~ consrsts o f a low-yteld ~>On. and one -tlwd a 
htgh-yteld versiOn, t t Tt>e same baste devore c!Psrqn . ~ :·,{·\!tor lt >t' AN ')? o• il't~ l, bomt ;ro th·· ,\N ; 1 r>:u1cm w:~rtoenr. : • ~houq h· ~l 

r1Ppktyt-<11fl 1!1TH. tt 1r· S. ' l l ~ 1 r ft ('rl( f ~ lrrl r hr l 11•,1 .111 , II •· ,\·! r ,: • t111lll 1' 1.1'. 1 1::•·111,• l1 111' ;\'.t!l ' ,, . . , l '. · .•t j' lt " 1 !•) ! '.\,1 ·~t l t l . ltj l \"> " '~ 

AN: dlltlt· ncrUtAIIIf' l lr ~. !>•tJ :t weapo n!. ASMP: ,, .. · ,. . • n: 1t ' l •<i '1t't ·. IRQM: rn:t-: 11 ··~ .<•. · ,. ,. [,, , ·. i• 'll•S!,Ie MSBS: "'tY· :,o/-b.Jil s :•C/Ut' · 
~ : ; t ,th.~ l''•' , Jt' SRBM: ·. 'l. 1•t l.llliJI ' Il, tlh:.t •i rll1 ·. ,j . · SSBS: , 11 ·. \ 1; ,' . 11 •o~' 1 ,• ·' .• !'.t!t. : •\ ; .I t ' TN: " ··• ·. ~ · .,r. ' t 1 't' 

sooR__c(: 1&---~ tJf 'flu_~ s~ 
c~ --- Jn. -a · ;:P~ /'tio .. 
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The naval forces of the five nuclear JHJ\\ (•r;; fHJ!'!'e>'~ about 
14#10 nuclear W<'<lponl', nearly :~Open·,·nt nft lw \1 orld',.: total 
art-~enal. About 7f.,(J ship!' and subm<tr'irH·:< can fin· na\ al nudt· 
m· wt~aponll, down l<lO fr·om la!'t yPar. :\p]>l'<~\imatt·l~· :!.r.<Hl 

nuelcar capable aircmft and lwlicopt •·r.- h: 1' '· ;tt tal'L ;,n, l"r 
anti;;uhmarirw mi"sion". Fotll1f·<·n t \']"" ,,f l.:dli··t 1•· mi"ti•· 
.-11hmanrlt'~ <SSH:"~J .-an.\ Ill\ 1" .... : 1.:~11• 1" 1111 11, .. 

Str·ategic warheads comptise abuut li.JJ wr.·t·nt "! t li1· na 1 :II 
totul, a rutio that continut·s to inen·a::-•·. :--;, ,r,~tr:ttt·~oic m·ap• >II:' 

include l>e'<i- and air-launched missilt·.-;, l)( nnh:<, \l>rj )(~ !1 ~t•s, "ur
fa("\•-to-air missiles,mul ('tllL"lalmi:-<"i!,·s. 

Significant developmentll in the last year include tlw 
launchinl{l' oft he Soviet'" l'ixth and last Typhoon and :-<ixth 
Delta IV SSBN, and the fil"t-lt U.S. ( Jhio da.-:s submarinl' car
rying Trident II missiles. Three older l' .S. submarint•s car
rying Poseidon mis..;il€s were retirt.·d. The nudl'm· capability 
of remaining So\·iet Golf submarine.-; 11·a,; eliminatl·tl. The 
final retirement of tht"l>e t)llei of l' .S. non~trate).ric \\·eapon". 
AS ROC, SUB ROC, and Terrier, resultt:d in a sharv reduc
tion in the number of nuclear-capable ,;hips. Deployments of 
Tomahawk ~ea-launehed cruise missill·,; and their SoYil't 
counterpart, thl' SS-N-21.eontimu·d to vnulually inct·pasP. 

Ht•twt•t•n 1!'~ ancl 1!1!10, tht· nurnlwr of llllt'il·ar~('apablt· 

Weapons 

Strategic 
missile ........... 5.024 3.802 96' ..\16 26 9.400t 

Nonstrategic warheads 
Cruise missiles 325 570 0 0 0 895 
Airaaft bombs 1.350 450' 25 36 o· 1,861 
Antisubmarine 
weapons 825 1,300 25 0 0 2.150 

Anti-aw 
weapons 0 188 0 0 0 188 

Coastal 
mtSSIIes 0 100 () ~~ ~ 0 100 

Subtotal 2.500 2.608 50 36 0 5.200 

Total 7,524 6,410 146 462 2614,600 

Nuclear reactors on naval vessels 
NucltJ.:.lf~powvrt'Li 

ship types u s Sovter 

BalltStiC rntSSIIe 

ships and :-;uhmatinl':-< in the U.S. Navy declined from 292 to 
1 :~"· During tf,. . .-;:mw JWt'iod, SoYiet nuClear-capable ships 
and su hmarin<·> d\'din!'d from (j;):l to 565. ~navies 
<!!'\' ht•('ll!llill)..' >lll<tl]I•J' than OJ)('(• anticipated. Of the major 
I\ ar>hip~ and ,:Jl >llJ:trinl·,; oftlw British na,·y, some ~2 per
,.,.nt ar1· litJ(':,.:il· ,.;;p;d,J,., as arc· l2Jwn·Pnt nftlw Fn·nl'h 
ILl\.\ a11d ~I":' •·Ill "' ( 'hllit''t' ~Iii I'.-.. 

:\h .. ut .->7:, !:t:c·l•·at'J"'"''i' reactors are at sea. Thl' Sol'iet 
l'nion u~c·~ :;-;--;- n·:td"r" to run it,; fle<>t ofnuclear-powet"C>d 
:-<uhmaritw~. rrui.-.c·rs, aud icebreaker!'. Most Soviet I!Ub
l!tarirll'~ ha1 ,. t \\" 1'• ·ad or'!', as do all SoviC!t nuclear-JK)\\'t·n.~) 
l'JUisers and ieehn·aket~. The United States has 162nudear 
l'l.'aetors in its nu!'ll·:u·-powered submarines, aireraft. carriers, 
eruiser~. and a !'ingle suhmen-ibl€ research vehicle. All U.S. 
submarines hml' one reactor each and U.S. cruisers ha\'e two. 
Each of four a.irct~ tt1 carFiers ha..-; two reactors and one aircraft 
c-cU1it·r ha.-: t."i)!ht. Briti~h. French. and ChinetMH"ee!!eesoperate 
on sinf!lt· reat~c~,t-s. Tiw impendingretirementofdalensofU.S. 
and Sol'iet nudl'ar powered Yessel<~ portends a decline in the 
number of rl'al'tor.-; in the 1990s. ·. ·: 

For comparison. -11-1 commercial nuclear po~er reactors 
11111\. opt:ratl· in :!1; c·o1mtrie:;. The UnitedStateahul09, the 
So1 id { 'ni• >II IS, llritaiu a.~.un«< Fnmec 62. 

Nuclear-capable ships and submarines 

Suvl(!f U K FriJfla! Ctnt TOTAL 

Submarines 
Ball1sttc mss11e 33 61 4 6 2 106 
Crutse miSSile 0 60 0 0 0 60 
Attack 50 178 0 0 0 228 

Total submarmes 83 299 4 6 2 394 

Surface ships 
A1rcratt earners 19 4 3 2 0 28 
Battlesh>ps 4 0 0 0 0 4 
Cru:sers 16 33 0 0 0 49 
Destroyers 16 37 12 0 0 65 
F nqates 0 118 15 0 0 133 
I '<~tr (J! co111L. >I. II >I:. () 74 0 0 0 74 

Total surlacc slllps 55 266 30 2 0 353 

Total submarines 
and ships . 138 585 34 8 2 747 

·Ref:ec:ts ~rr:'~o.ed est:mates. not 1ncreases or reducttons 
from last vc~,:· 

submannes :n 12? - I 1\, tTotJis ma1 ·~ 1 :Jud up due to round:ng. 

CrutS(' nusstll~ 
submannes 0 78 0 

Attacl-. suhmar:nec~ ~l.J 1.1<) i(~ 

Atrcratt earners 18 0 
Cn11sE>rs 18 f) 

()!Ill" 
,., 

Total 162 377 20 

1 

u .. 
' 
; 
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Table I 
US Nuclear Fortt~ 

t;amc No . MIRV s Yield CEP w1. s • s u•• Ac••• Launch [Jetonal<! 

---- ·-- ---- - ----

MMI l I;, JO 0 3 3 'J I< T 2 20m . 'J l Li !l~ . 'J . 8 rJ 

~II I B 250 170KT Jl5m . El l 25 6':1 .':I .!l'J 

MMII 450 lMT 630m . !l I El':. 227 . 9 . B 

TlTAN 52 9MT 1482m . 8 2 380 962 . 7 5 . 7)-

POSE l OO t; 256 10 40KT 46Jm .74 I 0 25 . 6 . 8 

TRlDENT 256 10 lOOKT 250m . 8 1 1 7 4 5 . 6 . 8 

85 2A 84 1 2 20 0 KT lOOm 1 . 0 2 30 7 2 . 8 • 3 

85 28 160 6 IMT lOOm 1 . 1 4 85 227 .8 . 3 

85 2C 59 2 24MT lOOm 1. 3 7 860 2301 . 8 • 3 

85 20 16 1 2 200KT lOOm 1. 02 30 72 . 8 . 5 

FBlllA 30 4 200KT lOOm 1. 0 2 30 72 . 8 . 3 

FB111B 30 4 lMT lOOm 1. 14 85 227 . 8 . 3 

* Warhead Lethality Score 
** Surface-burst area of damag e 
***Air-burst area of damage 

p~ SOUR.C€ • tJ~ C- HcvM ~ L· Sa»;JL 

St::T IJ~ NAA : ~ -ju_ ~~ 1~ ~ ~ Gl..b~(}NM '/oVt..' 4'~~ ~~/ I~ f?-t 
? . 2--i . 

x 
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Name 

SS19Ml 

SS19M2 

SS18H2 

SS 18M3· 

SS18H4 

SS17M1 

SS17H2 

SS13 

SSllH3 

Bear A 

Be arB 

Bison 

Backfire 

SSN5 

SSN6 

SSN8 

SSN17 

No. 

280 

100 

107 

26 

175 

160 

20 

60 

470 

30 

75 

49 

65 

57 

{68 

289 

12 

MIRVS • 

6 

8 
1 . 

10 

4 

1 

1 

2 

1 

ssre 160 3 

* Warhead Lethality Score 
** Surface-burst area of damage 
••• Air-burst area of damage 

Yield 

5501<T 

lOMT 

9001<T 

20MT 

5001<T 

7501<T 

6MT 

6001<T 

9501<T 

1MT 

lMT 

1MT 

1MT 

1MT 

1MT 

750KT 

5001<T 

lMT 

Table 2 
Soviet Nuclear Forces 

CEP WLS* SB** AB*** Launch Detonate 

400m .84 56 155 . 75 . 75 

250m 1. 09 394 1029 . 8 5 .85 

400m .87 78 211 . 75 .75 

350m 1. 06 632 1691 .85 .85 

250m . 91 53 14 5 . 75 .75 

400m - · 86 66 181 .75 . 7 5 

400m . 98 283 707 . 80 .85 

1900m .67 58 165 . eo .85 

1400m . 7 2 81 215 . 7 5 .80 

lOOm 1. 14 85 227 .eo . 30 

lOOm L 14 85 227 . 80 .30 

lOOm 1. 14 85 227 . eo . 30 

lOOm 1.14 85 227 .eo . 30 

2800m .66 85 227 . 35 .60 

1300m ' .73 85 2'27 .35 / .65 

1500m . 72 66 1 8 1 .65 .6 5 

l400m .69 53 145 . 35 .70 

l400m . 72 85 227 . 65 .75 

·souJ...c[ .' W~ C· It/~~ /cud ~ -S~ 

s~---~~-~~.A·-~ ~~~ 1~ ~ ~ 
- ·-----;Jffi.,- 'lr/V<.. : 0~ ~ /M4<1, ri8 ; ----
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Tahlt' :1 
l iS Allat'k un Su\'it'l ( :orrunarul ( :t•nlt·n 

Target us Weapon No. Tota l Dct o n ,lti o ns Yi e ld City Casualties 

s ovad Command B52D 3 36 1 2 200 KT Ch c lya bi nsk 1,20 5 , 0 00 

Pres . Comman d B52D 3 3 6 1 2 200 KT Moscow 8,400 , 000 

Mi 1. Comma nd l.l~20 3 36 1.' 200 KT Vo l o g r-ad 1 , 2 10 , 000 

Attack Command B52D 3 36 1 2 2 00KT Vo l ogdi\ -------- --
Po l. Command 13520 3 3 6 1 2 200KT Irkutsk 550 ,0 00 

To tal 1 5 180 60 11,365,00 0 

- ~OUR..Ct : N~ C· A/cv-1d ~ ~~ 
..-.' __. . 
s~ ~~~~ AJcv._ .· ~ 
IJ~ iN : 9~~ r~ 

P' ~8 -

- .. 
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Table 4 
tTS Attack on So,·it·l ICB\1 Fields 

Target ICBM No. US Weapon No. Total Detonations Yield City Casualties 

Dombarovskiy SS18M4 175 MMIIIA 155 465 351 335KT Orsk 247,000 
Tatischevo SS19M2 100 MMIIIA 88 264 201 335KT saratov 1,075,000 
Aleysk SS18M3 26 MMII IA 24 72 53 335KT l.larnaul 600,000 
)'edrovo SS17M2 20 MMI I IA 19 57 43 335KT Vologda 237,000 
J<a rta 1 r SS18Mt 15 MMIIlA 14 42 30 335KT Kustanay 164,000 

SS18M2 92 MMIIIB 122 366 275 170KT 
J<ostroma SS17M1 97 MMII IB 128 384 293 170KT Gorkiy 1,875,000 

SS17M1 63 MMII 272 272 193 1MT 
Pervomaysk SS19M1 4 1 MMl I 178 178 1~7 1MT Kirovograd 237,000 

SS-19Ml / 99 TRIDENT 66 660 297 '/ lOOKT 
Kozelsk. SS19Ml 140 TRIDENT 94 940 424 100KT / Tu1a ,/ 610,000 -·· .. 
Teykovo SS11M3 55 TRIDENT 38 380 176 100KT Iva novo 465,000 
Perm SS11M3 82 TRIDENT 54 540 248 100KT Perm 1,075,000 

SS11M3 3 POSEIDON 5 50 24 40KT 
Derazhyna SS11M3 55 POSEIDON 65 650 288 40KT N/1\ 
Svobodnyy SS11M3 55 POSEIDON 65 650 288 40KT Bl,1govcshensk 172,000 
Drovyanaya .. SS11M3 110 POSEIDON 127 1270 576 40KT Chita 302,000 
Zhangiz Tobe SS11M3 79 POSEIDON 91 910 408 401\T' U. Kemcnogot·sk 274,QOO 

SSllM3 5 POLARIS 30 80 30 600KT 
SS11M3 26 B52A 16 192 43 2001\T 

Yoshk.ar Ola SS13 60 . B52A 23 276 61 200KT 'Kazan 1,040,000 

Total 1398 1724 8688 44 29 8,374,000 

[;:aut...ct ,; N~ C- IJevvlJ ~ fcuJ L-.S~ 

s~ A)~ tJM ~· IJ-(!vJ 70-~~ ~~ ~ ~ A/f2vJ 'IN.: 9~~ fNZ-44, I 78-/, 
r·t:l 
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Table 5 
US Attack on Suviet Bomber amd SSBN Bases 

Target. BomLer/'SSON No. US Weapon No. Total Oclonations Yield City Casualties 

- ~---
;,ncft zh,•n Bear A II [l',;>A 2 24 200t<T Andizhan ))0,000 
Blrobltlzhan. llcarA II ll'.>2A 2 24 200t<T Birobidzhiln 67,000 
[)<,no_: l sk Bear A 8 u:.2A 2 ;>.; 2001<T Donctsk 2,0'>0,000 
Crriznyy lle.:.r·ll 12 I.I'JLI, ) 

l '· 
(, 2001<T Groznyy 37'>,000 

t<uldur lk·c~rll 1 2 11',2/, 2 24 2001<T t<uldur 21,000 
Nuvop<>k rovkd llcaru II B'.>2A 2 2_4 J 200t<T Novo~>ok rovk" f,7. 000 
Tul.; llc<lrll 10 U'>2A 2 L~ ) 200t<T Tula 610,000 
v·1 nn it sa Be arB 10 ll52A 2 24 ) 200KT Vinnitsa 313,000 
Vladtvostok BcarU 10 ll52A 2 24 ) -200KT Vladivostok ---------
Vuronczh llc<lrU I 0 B52A 2 24 ) 200KT Voronezh 783,000 
Bialystok Bison 5 u:.2A 2 i4 3 200KT Bialystok 45,000 
Cornel Bisoh 5 B52A 2 24 3 200KT Gomel 383,000 
Kharkov Bison 5 B52A 2 24 3 200KT Kharkov 1,444,000 
Kal1ningrad Bison 5 B52A 2 24 ) 200KT Kaliningrad 355,000 
Kiev Bison 5 B52A 2 24 3 200KT Kiev 2,375,000 
L1da Bison 5 ll52A 2 24 3 200KT Lid a 56,000 
MlnSk OlSOn 5 B52A 2 24 3 200KT Minsk 1,295,000 
Ryazan llison 5 ll52A 2 24 ) 200KT Ryazan 453,000 
Ulan Udc Bison 5 B52A 2 24 3 200KT Ulan Ude 300,000 
V1tebsk Bison 4 B52A 2 24 3 200KT Vitebsk 297,000 
Anadyr Back f i r·e 11 B52A 2 24 3 200KT .Anadyr 11,000 
Bologoye Backfire .II ll52A 2 24 3 200KT 18ologoyt: 34,000 
Boru Backfire 12 B52B 2 12 I lMT Boru 62,000 
Gorluy Backfire 11 B52B- 2 12 1 lMT Gorkiy ---------
Kirov Backfire 10 B528 2 12 1 IMT Kirov 390.000 
Tallinn Backfire 10 B52B 2 12 I 1MT Tallinn 430,000 

Kamchatskiy SSBN 15 TITANJJ 6 6 ) 9MT Kamchatskiy 215,000 
Pulyarnyy SSBN 20 TITAN II 6 6 3 9MT Murmansk 381,000 
Scverodinsk SSBN 20 TITAN! I 6 6 ) 9MT Archanqelsk 385,000 
Vladivostok SSBN 20 TITAI"II 6 6 ) 9MT Vladivostok 550,000 

Total Bomber 219 53 588 73 12,546,000 
SSBN 75 24 24 12 1,531,000 

~-ou£c{ • A)~ C- !{~ ~ ~~ L-J~ s&1 . 
~ AI~L tJtAA- . ~ 16--~~ la;;d ~ ~ 

~ 
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Tublt• 6 
Soviet .<\ttack on l 1S Command Centt•rs 

Target Sov. Weapon No. Total Detonations Yield 

NORAD ssl9M2 15 15 10 10MT 

Fort ~itchie SS19M2 15 15 10 10MT 

Mount Weather SS19M2 15 15 10 10MT 

Grand Forks SS19M2 15 15 10 10MT 

Washington, DC SS19M2 15 15 10 lOMT. 

Total 75 75 50 

S'ouR.c~ 0 tV~ c-~-~ f~ L·J~ 

iJ~ YMA: tr~~ /.JtPU, ;{J"£ 

City Casualties 

Col. Springs 296,000 

Frederick, MD 26,000 

Front Royal, VA 10,000 

Grand Forks, NO ---.---
Washington, 3,025,000 

3,357,000 

_... -. -
s~ It)~ ~a)v : tU.J. ttL s;-u~ -ra;;ei ~ ~ 
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T11ble 7 
Soviet Att11ck em US ICH!'.f Fidd~ 

Tar-get ICBM Nv. Sov. Wca1•0n No. Total Octonat1ons Yield City Casua 1 t i(:S 

. Grand Forks AF!l MMllli\ ISO SS18M4 S5 'j~O. 307 500KT Gr-and rr,rks, ~; lJ 'I'J, 0()0 

Minot Af'D HMIIlA 15() SS18M4 55 550 307 ')(J(JKT Minot, ND 34 '000 

Malmstr-om Af'8 HMIIIB 50 SS 18.M4 19 190 105 500KT Great falls, MT 88,000 

Warren Af8' MMlllD 127 SS18M4 46 460 255 500-KT Cheyenne, co 3,000 
MI l'l B 73 SS1BM2 50 400 22,~ 900J:<T 

'/ / 

/ 
Ellsworth AFB MMII 84 SS18H2 57 456 252 900KT Ra~Jid City, SD 93,000 

MMII 66 SS19H1 60 . 360 202 550KT 

Malmstrom AfB MHI.J 150 SS19M1 135 810 454 SSOKT cr·eat falls, HT ---"r'--

Whiteman AfB MHI I 94 SS19Hl 85 510 283 SSOKT Warrensboro, MO 13,000 
MHI I 60 SS17M1 76 304 171 750KT 

Davis-Honthan AfB TITAN II 1 7 SS17M1 24 96 54 750KT Tucson, AZ 479,000 

Little Rock AfB TITANII 17 SS17Ml 24 96 54 7SOKT Little Rock, AR 387,000 

McConnell AfB TITAN! I 18 SS17M1 26 104 57 750KT Wichita, KS 411,000 

Total 1052 712 4886 2723 1,607,000 

L-S'~ Sor.Jlct: W~ C· ~ ~ ~~ sx:+. N~ tJcV\_ :. ~ 
(\/rtW YrnJ. , tf~~ /~I 
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Tahlc k 
Sovit·l Allat·" em lJS Rmnht·r Raw\ 

T•H<j(.'t Bumb•'r No. Sov. Wci.lpon No. Tot ,,J Jh.•t f)f\cl t 1 ( tflH Yield Ci ly C..asua l t 1•·~-~ 

--·-- ----·---· . ---· -··-- -· 
AI t us AFB B~211 If, SSI) 4 4 2 (,OOt<T Altus, OK L 7. r,r,r, 
BarkscJa}.._. ;,f!J 1.1~211 l L SS13 ·l 2 bOOt<T Shr(.•Vcspor t, u, ) f) (j , () (J (j 

Beale Afl.l li52A 16 :. ·.,.,·ss 13 4 4 2 LOOt<T N/A 
Blythcsv1lle M'l.l B'i2A 16 SSl) 4 4 2 600t<T Blythcsville, /\K 2 r.J, (J(JO 

Carswell AFB B52A 20 5513 4 4 2 600t<T Fort Worth, 1'X 3 '.> 1 • (J (J(J 

Castle Af8 B52B 16 SS13 4 4 2 600t<T Merced, CA ) 4. fJ00 
Dyess AFB B52B 16 SS13 4 4 2 600KT Abilene, TX 130,000 
Ellsworth AFB 8528 16 SSI3 4 4 2. 600KT Rapid City, so -------
FairchJ.ld Af8 8528 16 5513 4 4 2 600KT Spokane, WA 328,000 
Grand forks Af8 8528 16 5513 4 4 2 600KT Grand Forks, NO -------
Grissom AFB 8528 16 ssi3 4 4 2 600KT Peru, IN 13,000 
Johnson AF8 B52B 16 SS13 4 4 2 600KT Goldsboro, NC 3(.,000 
March hFB B52B 16 SS13 4 4 2 600KT San Bernardino, CA 104,000 
Mather hFB 852B 16 5.513 . 4 4 2 600KT Stockton, CA 320,000 
McConnell AF8 B52C 16 SS13 4 4 2 600KT Wichita, KS -------
Hi not hF8 B52C 16 SS11M3 5 'j 2 950KT Minot, NO -------
Offutt AF8. B52C 16 SS 11M3 5 5 2 950KT Omaha, NB 589,000 
Robins AF8 B52C 16 .SS11M3 5 'j 2 950KT Warren-Robins, GA 43.000 
Travis AFB 852C ll SS11M3 5 5 2 950KT Berkeley, CA 112,000 
W1,1rtsmith AF8 85·20 /16 SSllM3. 5 5 2 / 9-SOKT Oscoda, Ml ---·· 7,000 
Bremerton AFB FBlllA 10 SS11M3 5 5 2 950KT Seattle,.WA -------/----
Loring AFB FB lllA 10 SS11M3 5 5 2 950KT Limestone, ME 2,000 
Plattsburgh AFB FB111A 10 SS11M3 5 5 2 950KT Plattsburgh, NY 25,000 
Griff is AFB FB111B 10 SS11M3 5 5 2 950KT Rome, NY 47. 000 
Pease AFB FBlllB '··1 0 SS11M3 5 5 2 950KT Portsmouth, Nil 24,000 
Sawyer AFB FBlllB 10 SS11M3 5 5 2 950KT Marquette, HI 75,000 

Total 379 115 115 52 2,6~4.000 

•. N~ C· ~ ~ fl~ L- Scu~~ 
s~--it/~ wrVL.· ~ :ru ~~ -j~ ~ hiL 
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Tuhlc 9 
Sm·ict Atlut·k un US SSHS 8a\C\ 

Target SSBN No. Sov. Weapon No. Total Detonations Yield City Casualties 

Bangor-.:·.· SSBN 4 SS17Ml 2 8 3 750KT Seattle, WA 1,524,000 

Charleston SSBN 4 SS17Ml 2 8 3 750KT Charleston, sc 399,000 

Kings Bay SSBN 4 SS17Ml 2 8 3 750KT Brunswick, GA 20,000 

Guam, PH SSBN 4 SS17M1 2 8 3 750KT Guam, PH 81,000 

Holy Loch SSBN 4 SS17Ml 2 8 3 750K1 N/A 

Total 20 10 40 15 2,024,000 

'50Uf_c.€; N~ c-)jcvJd ~ f~ L·Sa.-u~ 

.··, 

£~ rJ~ N<U. : ~ k ~~ 1~ A-4 NL 
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Strall")!i(· :\udl'ar \\'ar 

Table 10 
llS High-Ris" States in Countcrsilo .~ttad 

State • ICBM No. Base 

Arkansas TITAN 17 Little Rock AFB 

Arizona TITAN 17 Oavis-Monthan AFB 

Kansas TITAN 18, McConnell AFB 

Montana MMIII 50 Malmstrom AFB 
MMII 150 

Missouri MMII 150 Whiteman AFB 

:X 
North Dakota MMIII 150 Grand Forks AFB •. -

MMIII 150 Minot AFB 

Wyoming MMIII 200 Warren AFB 

South Dakota MMII 150 Ellsworth AFB 



Tahle J I 
C~~ualtie~ in ~ew l'ork City fur ~de(·ted Yield~ IAir-huoll 

Yield Dead n1 Wounded I! I 

SOOKT 327,000 /3.6) 622,000 /6.81 

550KT 350,000 ( 3. 81 655,000 ( 7. 6 I 

750KT 409,000 ( 4. 51 776,000 (8. 5) 

950KT 476,000' ( 5. 21 905,000 (9. 9) 

IMT )12,000. I~. IJ I 973,001) (1 0. 7) 

6MT 1,600,000 ( 17.61 3,030,000 () 3. 4) 

lOMT 2,300,000 ( 25.4) 4,410,000 (48. 6) 

20MT 3,620,000 (39.9) 5,443,000 (60 .1) ./ 



Tahlc 12 
Di~trihutinn of US and Soviet Citic~ hy Population 

United states Sov1r:t Un1on 
----

Population No. Cities (%) Population 0.) No. CitlC5 ( ~ ) Popt; 1 at i (':'. ('<) 

1,000,000+ 34 ( 11. 1) 84,659,000 ( ')8 0 6) 24 ( 7 0 8) 43,617,000 ( 4 0. 4) 

750,000-1,000,000 16 (50 3) 11,213,000 ( 7. 8) 6 ( 2 0 0) 5,125,000 ( 4 0 7) 

soo, oyo - 750,000 21 (7 0 0) 11,}23,000 ( 7 0 8) 16 (50 2) 9,015,000 ( 8 0 3) 

250,000 - 500,000 63 (26 0 7) 22,111,000 ( 15. 3) 70 ( 2) 0 0) 24,582,000 ( 2 2 0 8) 

100,000 - 2.50,000 78 (25. 6) 12,088,000 (8 0 4) 157 (51. 2) 23,860,000 ( 2 2 0 1) 

50,000 100,000 20 (6. 6) 1,511,000 ( 1. 1) 18 ( 5. 8) 1,128,000 ( 1. 0) 

Less than 50,000 72 ( 2 3. 7) 1,396,000 ( 1. 0) 1 5 (50 0) 544,000 (0. 5) 

Total 304 144,301,000* 306 107,871,000** 

* = 63.% of total us population in 1984: 230,000,000. 
** = 39% of total USSR population in 1984: 275,000,000. 

So()f.._cL: IAJ-~ C· Mwkf ~ fd L· s~ 
s~~ N~ !Vcu __ ~-~ fu_ ¥~ 1~ ~ ~-
1\JQM Ye>Jc ~ ~ ~ ~ fMU ~ l /2i 
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Tablt• 13 
US-USSR Distributt•d Counten·Miuc Athu·k~: Ca~ualty Estimates 

Air-burst Surface-Burst 

United States• 

Total 

Deliverable 

soviet Union•• 

Total 

Deliveri}blc 

* United States: 

Dead 

113,587,000 

82,485,000 

11110751000 

11110751000 

Pop!la~ion: 148,277,000 
Arc : -400 1 000 
Den ity: 370 persons/sq. mlle 

Wounded Dead Wounded 

34,690,000 62,445,000 85,832,000 

6517921000 3516311000 6719981000 

None 11110751000 None 

None ~l 1 1 0 7 5 1 0 0 0 None 

----- ·----·------------·--·--------------
•• Soviet Union: 

Population: 107,871 1000 
At·ea: 23 1 000 
Density: 4 1 700 persons/sq. mile 



SLBM 

SSN5 

SSN6 

SSN8 

SSN18 

Total 

AS 
•• SB 

SOVlCt SS!lNs At 

SSBN MlRVs 

4 

7 

6 

3 3 

20 

Air-burst 
Surface-burst 

Sea 

'hble 14 
Soviet Counlervulue Hetalialoq· AIIMl'~ 

Area of Damage /;ttrition Hate 

Total RVs AB* sa•• Delivered AB SB 

12 2,724 1,020 . 21 572 214 

112 25,424 9,520 . 2 3 ')' 8 4 7 2' 189 

76 13,756 5,016 . 4 2 s' 777 ·2' 106 

14 4 32,688 12,240 . 4 9 16 '017 -5,997 

)44 74,592 27,796 28 '21) 10,506 

~ f~ ~· Sw~ 

b\JM' ~1~~~ l~ ~~ 
~~~ f?~JW-J ,1~8-€ 
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Yield 

40KT 

100J<T 
·· .. ·. 

1 7'1JKT 

200KT 

3J5KT 

600KT 

1MT 

9MT 

24MT 

. . 

T<~ble 15 
C<~sualties in \tosrow for- Selected Yields (Air--bunt) 

Dead 1%1 Wounded (\) 

41,000 (0- 5 I 78,000 (0.9) 

' 7 4' 000 (0- 81 140,000 ( 1.61 

113,000 ( 1. 31 215,000 (2- 5) 

120,000 (1. 41 225,000 (2.6) 

u 5,000 ( 1. 71 275, ooo· (3. J) 

271,000. ( 3. 21 515,000 ( 6. 11 

373,000 (L41 708,000 ( 8. 4) 

1,580,000 ( 18.8 I 3,000,000 (35. 71 

3,500,000 (41.61 4,870,000 (58.4) 

(10~ c-~ ~ fa.M) L·SOvJ~ 
s~ !V~vJOA: ~T'~~~T~ 

~~ 
N~ je0<.- ~ ~~~ ~~I 1'1 8 ~ 
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SLBM 

POSEiDON 

TRIDENT 

Total 

POSE I DO~ 

TRIDENT 

Tot.:~! 

* AB .. SB : 

Tahle 16 
liS Counten·alue Retaliaio~· Attack 

us SSBNs At Sea Area of Damage Attrition Rate 

SSBN MIRVs Total .RVs AB* sa•• De 1 i vercd AB 

ll 10 1,760 44,000 17,000 .48 21,120 

8 10 1. 360 61,200 23,120 .48 23,616 

19 3. 120 105,200 40,120 54,736 

6 10 960 '24,000 9,600 • 4 8 11,520 

3 10 560 25,200 9,520 .48 12,096 

9 1. 520 49,200 19. 120 23,616 

Air-burst 
Surf.:~ce-l>urst 

W~c· f<aMl L, iOv\J~ 

~ 
tve.w Ylflk ·.-~~~ 

~ fWL~~. f~ 
f~/ J.1g~ 

p~ /E)/. 

15-Zv 

SB 

8,448 

9, I 78 

17,626 

4,608 

4,570 

9. 178 



Tuhle 17 
Nudt•ur War Cusualt)·, Projections• 

Warhead Yield: Air-burst 2 

3
40KT 100KT 170KT · 200KT 335KT SOOKT 600KT 750J(T 900KT . lHT 911T l011T 20MT 24MT 

(lt)' Area 

10 65 84 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 )00 lOQ 100 ]00 
35 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' b 0 0 

25 35 54 70 72 76 94 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
65 46 30 28 24 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

50 17 31 44 45 53 72 75 77. 82 84 100 ioo 100 ]00 
33 59 56 55. 47 28 25 23 18 16 0 !> .o 0 

100 9 16 24 . 25' .. 36 46 50 54 S9 62 10.0 lOO ]00 100 
~~. ]0 4S 4'l ··._.\ 58 S6 so 46 41 38 0 0 0 0 

:so 4· 6 10 10 12 20 23 25 29 31 79 HI 100 ]00 
12 18 19 23 38 43 47 55 60 n 19 0 (l 

500 ;? 3 s 5 6 10 11 13 IS 16 56 58 7~ H':. 
6 9 9 12 19 22 24 28 30 4.4 4l 2~) 15 

750 2 3 3 4 7 8 8 10 10 41 44 (,2 7J 
4 6 6 8 l 3 15 16 18 20 59 .56 JH :!7 

. ~ '' 
1000 2 2 3 3 5 6 6 7 8 3J :lS 51 (,l 

3 5 5 6 10 11 . 12 14 15 b) ~~- 4'J JH 

;:5oo 1 l 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 l 3 l4 ;n .12 
1 i 2 2 4 4 5 6 6 2~ 27 44 (,() 

sooo 1. l 1 1 1 1 2 '' 7 1 ~ IL 
1 l 2 2 2 3 ) l J )4 ~2 10 

----------
1. Numbers reflect percentaq~.of dead and wounded! remainder are unJ:farmed. ·/ / 

/' .. At optimum height-of-burst 111 clear w•ather, at 2 psi overpressure leve 1. 

3. In square miles for standard metropolitan statistical area (SMSA), with population dij;tl'ibuted t.'\'t'l\ 1 y 111 ~;M!./1. 

Examples: New York City • 14001 Moscow • 1700, Boston •·1200. 

' .. r-

f~ 5',ouf._c_t.: VJ·~· C.·~· ~ L- SCM!~ 
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